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SYNOPSIS OF PAPER

A

and modern locomotive weighs nearly
long and, at 60 m.p.h. speed has a kinetic energy

train of 12 steel passenger cars

1000 tons,

is

about 1000

of 224,000,000

ft.

ft.-lb.

With the ordinary high-speed brake apparatus such a train would be
stopped by an emergency application of the brakes in a distance of from 1600
to 1800 ft. according to the truck rigging

and brake shoe design and

instal-

lation.

In making ordinary brake applications for slow-downs or station stops,
and judgment must be carefully exercised in order to avoid shocks and
make short and accurate stops.
The Pennsylvania Railroad brake tests of 1913 showed that such a train
at 60 m.p.h. speed can be stopped by an emergency application in 1000 ft. or
within the length of the train.
They also showed that trains can be controlled by service applications without shocks at any speeds and with greater
accuracy and promptness and still require less expert knowledge and skill on
skiU.

the part of the manipulator.

The improvement

in emergency stopping

power has resulted from applying

the air brakes more quickly and to a higher pressure, holding this higher

pressure without diminution toward the end of the stop, using a more efficient
design and better Installation of foundation brake rigging and providing a

method of applying the brake shoe to the wheel and more brake shoe
metal to absorb the heat developed during the process of stopping.
better

The greater efficiency, economy and flexibility in service has been attained
by making the air brake apparatus more positive and responsive in its operation, both in application and release, enabling full advantage to be taken of
all the possibilities of these improvements through the quick, simultaneous and
flexible action obtainable only with electric control, the maintenance of a
high and uniform brake rigging effieieney, and the improved truck, journal
and brake shoe action, less wear of brake shoes and better distribution of
forces and reactions accompanying the iise of the clasp brake having two
shoes per wheel, instead of concentrating the heavy braking forces required

by modem equipment on only one side of the wheel.
The tests constitute a scientific study of the brake

as a whole; comparing

in detail the characteristics of the ordinary high-speed air brake apparatus

with the improved electro-pneumatic brake, the effect of low and high emergency braking powers, the clasp with the single shoe type of brake rigging,
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the relative advantages

gating

the

oJt'

limitations

of

one and of two brake shoes per wheel and investitrack and operating conditions commonly ex-

perienced.

brake apparatus, operating pneumatically, shortens the
brake cylinder pressure on the train
equipment, to 3.5 seconds and with
as a whole from 8 seconds, with the
electric control this is again shortened to 2.25 seconds. Moreover, 125%, 150%
or 180% emergency braking power is available as may be thought desirable or
found permissible according to circumstances when the installation is made.

The improved

time of obtaining

air

maximum emergency

PM

PM equipment has an average of 100%.
Using 150% emergency braking power, the quicker and more powerful
pneumatic emergency application shortened the stop at 60 m.p.h. from over
1600 ft. to about 1400 ft. and the simultaneous action of the electro-pneumatic
brake stiU further shortened the stop to less than 1200 ft.
With the PM equipment the attempt to make an emergency application
The

during the progress of or before releasing a partial or full service application
will produce only the same stop as if merely a full service application had
been made. Considering the ordinary full service stop from 60 m.p.h. (say
2000 or 2200 ft.) as 100%; with the improved apparatus, operating pneu-

an emergency application following a partial service application
about 14% and after a full service application about 10%;
with electro-pneumatic operation the gain is 23% and 15% respectively. This
matically,

will shorten

is

a safety factor of great importance.

Shocks during brake applications are due to slack action modified by
This was shown. by pneumatic and eleetro-pneumatic stops from both
high and low speeds. At high speeds, 60 to 80 m.p.h. the serial action of the
pneumatic emergency application resulted in noticeable shocks which increased
in severity at lower speeds and at 10 m.p.h. amounted, in effect, to a collision
between the rear and forward end of the train, the train being stopped in 42
ft.
The simultaneous application of just as great retarding forces by the
electro-pneumatic brake entirely eliminated violent slack action at all
speed.

speeds, the stop even at 10 m.p.h. (37 ft.) being without shock.

Station stops and emergency stops with the old and the

new

air

brake

apparatus mixed in various ways in the train showed harmony in operation

and improved general

results, particularly

when

releasing brakes.

Comparative tests showed that when the improved air brake mechanism is
used on the cars, an arrangement giving a high emergency braking power on
the locomotive, with blow-down feature, reduces shocks due to unequal braking
power and shortens the stops.

With the electro-pneumatic brake a uniform increase in maximum per cent
braking power results in a substantially uniform decrease in length of stop,
the decrease amounting to about 2% for each 5% increase in braking power
within the range of these tests.

The available

rail

adhesion varies through wide limits

the case of a frosty rail early in the morning to

30%

e.g.,

from 15%

in

for a clean dry rail at

mid-day.

Wheel

sliding depends

more on the

the per cent braking power.

Some

rail

sliding

and weather conditions than on
was experienced with braking
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powers as low as 90% when rail conditions were unfavorable, but 180% braking
power did not cause wheel sliding with a good rail.

The

wheel sliding was to make the length of the stop

effect of excessive

12%

about

An

greater than similar stops without wheel sliding.

expression for the relation between coef&cient of rail

sliding

is

about to

friction

/r,

and per cent braking power P at the instant wheel
occur derived from the data of the best tests made, is P°'°"

eficiency of bralce rigging

e,

_ 8.33/r
e

An

eflieient

design of clasp brake rigging was shown to bo necessary in

order to avoid serious losses due to excessive piston travel, undesirable journal
and truck reactions, brake shoe wear and variable shoe action.

The performance of the
wide

cast-iron brake shoe

was shown

to vary

limits, the ordinarily assigned causes for this variation

between

(such as speed,

pressure and 'time of action)

becoming effective chiefly as they affect the
temperature of the working metal of the brake shoe and wheel.

The amount of wheel and shoe metal

working contact during a stop
At the same time it
most potent in producing variations in brake performance.
very small and

is

in

the most difficult factor to control.

The brake shoe bearing area and consequently the generation of heat

is
is

in

the working metal and the resultant coefficient of friction was shown to vary

considerably during the progress of a single stop and to a greater degree as
the fit of the shoe to the wheel changed due to warping or continued rubbing.

Due

to this effect alone the

emergency stopping distance at 60 m.p.h. changed

by as much as 20%.
'This is evidence, however, that with reasonable attention to brake shoe
maintenance the condition of the shoes on cars in ordinary road service is
likely to be more favorable to making short emergency stops than during a
series of tests in which the brake shoes are worked severely.

Flanged shoes provide more available area for bearing than unflanged shoes
when worn in, shortened the train stops about 12%.

and,

The use of two shoes instead of one per wheel
of friction and less wear per unit of work

efficient

clasp brake conditions being about

40%

will result in a higher co-

done, the durability under

greater than under single shoe con-

ditions.

The use of two shoes per wheel permits a design of rigging which will
enable flanged shoes to be used without danger of pinching flanges and causing
excessive flange T^ear or non-uniform brake forces which result

shoes are used with rigid

beam

The wear of flanged shoes

From

tests at

coefficient of

to

be

f

=

efficiency

e,

is

No

and

the road tests.

about

20%

less

than unflanged shoes.

60 m.p.h. with .clasp brake rigging, the relation between

brake shoe friction

£Li?,.

when flanged

connections.

/g

satisfactory

coefficient

of

The combined

and per cent braking power P, was found
separate

brake

effect e

determination

shoe

X

fs

friction
>

f^,

of

brake rigging

was made during

was obtainable with reasonable

accuracy from the best of the several stops made under var-ious conditions as
given in the following table. The values for single shoe conditions are more
uncertain than the clasp brake conditions due to less satisfactory data.
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BRAKE PERFORMANCE ON MODERN STEAM
RAILROAD PASSENGER TRAINS
A DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE PENNSYLV A.NIA
RAILROAD BRAKE TESTS, 1913
By

S.

W.

DtjdleyI, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Non-Member

INTRODUCTION'
Exactly one year ago today the Pennsylvania Eailroad began the
The tests continued

series of passenger train tests described herein.

end of May, a total of 691 tests having been made.
of the data and their preparation for publication in
report occupied practically all of what was left of the year

until nearly the

The compilation
the

official

1913.

A

train of 12 steel passenger cars and

nearly 1000 tons (actually 932 tons),

is

modern locomotive weighs
about 1000

ft.

long and,

at 60 m.p.h. speed has a kinetic energy of 224,000,000 ft.-lb.

The amount and

cost of the energy

which must be expended in

acquiring this speed have always received the most careful study.

Every

effort

which experience and ingenuity can suggest has been

put forth to produce a locomotive of greater capacity, or of higher
a safer or more economical passenger car. Many diffiand important problems have been solved. But there are questions of greater difficulty and importance than these. The acquiring
efficiency, or

cult

,

a matter of convenience, probably,

—

of economy, possibly.

of speed

is

But the

disposal of the kinetic energy thus developed involves not

only the comfort of the passenger and the profit of the railroad but
also the more vital considerations of the integrity of the equipment
and service, and the safeguarding of human life itself.
Having the train now at full speed what does it amount to and
what is to be done with it?

With the ordinary high-speed brake apparatus such a

train would

be stopped by an emergency application of the brakes in a distance
of

from 1600 to 1800 ft. (over ly^ times the length of the train).
In making ordinary brake applications for slow-downs or station
Brake Co.
Meeting, February 10, 1914.

^Assistant Chief Engineer, Westinghouse Air

^Read

at the

New York

1
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and judgment must be carefully exercised in order to avoid
make short and accurate stops.
The Pennsylvania Eailroad brake tests of 1913 showed that such
a train at 60 m.p.h. speed can be stopped by an emergency application
in 1000 ft. or -within the length of the train.
They also showed that
trains can be controlled by service applications without shocks at any
speeds and with a high degree of accuracy and promptness and still
require less expert knowledge and skill on the part of the manipulator.
The performance of brakes is usually discussed from the standpoint
of the length of emergency stops.
This is a vital consideration but
not the only one. Countless station stops, slow-downs and applications while descending grades are made to one emergency stop. Consequently the action of the brake mechanism, its effect on the train,
and the relation of the engineman to the brake, merit serious consideration if a high standard of efficiency is to be reached and maintained.
Too often a well merited confidence in the effectiveness of
stops, skill

shocks and

the brake

as, a

safety device obscures the fact that in every-day service,

on every train on the road, an

eflBcient

and well maintained brake

is

returning good and regular dividends in freedom from delays and
troubles that every engineman,

round house foreman and master me-

may not appear as a direct item of
Another distinction to be kept in mind
is that when speaking of the brake we mean more than the air brake
mechanism. Ordinarily the term brake is understood to be synonymous
with the triple valve. This is a mistake. The air brake is but one
chanic knows too well, but which

expense on the balance sheet.

element in the performance of brakes on trains.

The brake comprises not only the

air brake valve device

on the car

but every element of the system between the hand of the engineman

on the locomotive and the points of contact of the
It is only as we succeed in obtaining a. high efficiency in everything that lies between these two extremes that we can
claim to have realized the possibilities of the brake.
at the brake valve

wheels on the

rail.

emergency stops from
by improvement in
the air brake apparatus alone. But a still further reduction of 300
ft. was shown to be possible by taking advantage of every improvement in foundation brake rigging, brake shoes and locomotive brake
equipment that was available during these tests. Similarly, although

For example, during the

tests the length of

60 m.p.h. was shortened from 1700 to 1100
'

ft.

the use of the improved air brake with electro-pneumatic control of
the service application and release, entirely eliminates shocks due to

brake manipulation and insures a certainty and responsiveness of

:
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action impossible with less efl&cient apparatus, the clasp type of
brake rigging brings such relief to 'journals, trucks and brake shoes

and

so reduces the false or inefEeetive travel of the brake cylinder

piston, that without it satisfactory service

and emergency perform-

ance on heavy cars cannot be expected.

The importance
lies

of the Pennsylvania Eailroad

much in the
man especially)

not so

railroad

Brake Tests of 1913

record emergency stops made, but (to the
in the fact that never before have the in-

herent characteristics of the air brake, the brake rigging and the

brake shoe been so clearly demonstrated, nor their direct and separate
influence on the performance of the train in service as well as in

emergency stops

Many new

so definitely determined.

problems were encountered during the investigations

from the

imposed by modern heavy
In the formal record an attempt has been made to
present these problems clearly, to develop the mechanical principles
upon which their solution was found to depend, and to show the

arising

service operating conditions

rolling stock.

reasons for and significance of the results.

should be

made

Eeference to this record

for the details of any particular problem that

of interest at the

may

be

moment.

%

MV^ of the train)
The brake shoe has to dissipate energy (the
form of heat through the medium of the friction and abrasion
of the brake shoes. To effect improvement in this performance many
in the

avenues of approach are open,

all of

which can be

classified

under the

following heads
I

Improvement in the

effectiveness of the brake as a whole.

Effectiveness depends

upon the amount

of retarding force

developed by the brake shoes on the wheels and the promptness with which

II

Improvement

maximum

retarding force

is

obtained.

in the efficiency (which includes economy)

of the brake as a whole.

Efficiency {including economy)

depends upon realizing the maximum possible amount of
retarding force from a given expenditure of compressed
air

III

and brake shoe material.

Improvements in the automatic and manual control of
the brake operation both of which depend upon the characteristics of the air braJce mechanism.

Before entering upon the discussion

all

it

seems to

me

proper that

and the railroad fraternity should knowto whom we are
indebted for the successful outcome of the tests and liberty^ to

this Society
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present these results freely and fully for the benefit of

all

who may

be interested.

Mr.

J. T. Wallis,

General Superintendent of Motive Power, P.E.E.,

keenly appreciating the braking situation and

its

needs,

extended

every opportunity for carrying the investigation through to a definite

and

satisfactory' conclusion

and stimulated development

in

all.

the

by a rare personal interest and enthusiasm.
Mr. C. D. Yoimg, Engineer of Tests, P.E.E., was in active supervision of the work and the comprehensiveness and direct practical
lines investigated

application of the results are largely due to his energy and insight.

To mention by name

skill and hard work
would be to name every
individual interested in the obtaining of the data and compiling the
Teport.
It is seldom that a corps of over 40 men can be engaged on
a work of this nature for over three months and maintain throughout
as intense an interest and as effective and harmonious a working
organization as was the case in this instance.
all

who, by ingenuity,

contributed to the final results of these

tests,

;

THE BRAKE PROBLEM

I.

Consider a train of

passenger cars and a locomotive running at a speed of 60 m.p.h. The amount and the cost of the energy
which must be expended in acquiring this speed have always received
the most careful study. Every effort which experience and ingenuity
can suggest has been put forth to produce a locomotive of greater
li3 steel

capacity, or of higher efficiency, or a safer or

more economical pasand important problems have been solved.
But there are questions of greater difficulty and importance than
senger car.

these.

Many

difficult

The acquiring

of speed

a matter of convenience, probably;

is

But the

of economy, possibly.

disposal of the kinetic energy thus

developed involves not only the comfort of the passenger and the
profit of the railroad

but also the more vital considerations of the

integrity of the equipment

and

service,

and the safeguarding. of human

life itself.

Having the train now at
what is to be done with it?
Through

what does

commonplaces too

more than passing

as is recognized at once

when

it

amount

to

'well

The

interest.

come

to be accepted

understood and provided for
reverse, however, is true

the tremendous and, too often, distress-

ing conseqiienees of an accidental exhibition of this energy in
destructive power are encountered.
possesses

and

'

daily familiarity, this situation has

as one of these
to attract

full speed

The

train

a kinetic energy of 234,000,000

moving

ft-lb.

all its

at 60 m.p.h.

In amount

this

corresponds to a ball weighing one ton fallihg from a height of 31
miles, or a blast of

dynamite powerful enough to raise the train

itself

1'30 ft. into the air.

The brake problem

therefore embraces all of the elements which

have to do with the convenient, economical and harmless dissipation
of the kinetic energy of a

movement.

moving

train by controlling or stopping its

.The particular phase of the problem which will engage

our present attention

is

that respecting the performance of the brakes

in general use on typical

modern steam

railroad passenger trains, the

elements aflEecting the stopping of such trains, the direction in which

improvement in these elements

is

possible

and the

plished by the improvement which has been made.
6

results accom-

a.ie

6

brake performance

Present and Past Brake Performance
The typical modern train referred to above would be about 1040
in length.
If equipped with the brake apparatus, including
foundation brake rigging and brake shoes, of the type in most com-

ft.

mon

use throughout the country, an emergency application of the

brakes at a speed of 60 m.p.h. would bring the train to a standstill in
By
1-600 ft., or approximately one and one-half times its own length.
of the improvements given attention in the recent Pennsylvania
Eailroad tests, it has been found possible to stop the train in less

means

than 1000

In other words, a modern 13

ft.

steam railroad

steel car

passenger train, as a result of the developments exemplified in these
tests,

can be stopped from a speed of 60 m.p.h. in

length.

How much

of an accomplishment

follows, but it should not be overlooked that even

ment we have reached

a point

less

this is will

on the absolute

than

its

own

appear in what

with this improve-

scale of safety but little

when
modern

further advanced than was the case more than ten years ago,
the then existing brake apparatus, the same that stops the
trains in 1600

ft.,

proximately 1050

A

was able to stop the trains of that day in ap-

ft.

and a high

substantial factor of safety

operation was assumed to exist as

g,

efficiency

in brake

matter of course (and rightly so)

and frequency of
and the general operating conditions of service less severe
than are found all over the country today. But with the intensive
development in motive power and rolling stock and the consequent
continuoiis increase in weight and length of ears, length of trains and

when

cars were light, trains short, average speeds

trains low,

speed since the introduction of the quick acting triple valve a quarter
of a century ago, the

paratus, to meet the

margin of
demands in

reserve capacity in the brake apexcess of those for

which

it

was

originally intended, has dwindled until the ultimate capacity of the

old brake scarcely serves to meet the

common requirements

of

modern

high-speed train service and leaves no adequate reserve available for
present extremes, nor for the greater

demands

of the future.

Scope op «che Tests
Eealizing the significance of the knowledge, and experience ac-

cumulated in recent years, the Pennsylvania Railroad, in conjunction
with the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, instituted in the spring
of 1913 the

most

scientific

and comprehensive investigation of the

S.
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different factors affecting the operation of brakes

on steam railroad

passenger trains that has been undertaken since the Galton-Westing-

house

1878 and 1879.

trials of

In addition to an examination of the

characteristics of brake shoe friction throughout a wide range of

laboratory and operating conditions, the test included also a study
of the effect of various types of air brake

mechanisms and foundation

brake rigging and different degrees of emergency braking force.

The

tests indicated the degree to

which existing apparatus was

suited to existing conditions, the direction in which improvement was

and could be made, and the amount of improvement
But brief mention of details will be made in

necessary

actually accomplished.
this paper.

All of the information

is

available in the official report

of the tests compiled by the Test Department of the Pennsylvania

Railroad.^

The

marked

limitations of the old brake apparatus are most

in

the following particulars: In the. length of emergency stops; the uni-

formity of brake applications on different vehicles comprising the

and protective features denjanded by service conand complexity; the flexibility and certainty
in applying and releasing the brake during service application; and
the increased difficulty of keeping the service and emergency functions
train; the safety

ditions of great severity

separate,

i.e.,

when required on
when not required on the other.

insuring quick action

and preventing

it,

the one hand,

In considering the improvements desirable in the above particulars
four factors require special attention:

A

The

characteristics of the

mechanism

available for controlling

the pressure of the compressed air in the brake cylinders.

B The

efficiency of the

mechanical transmission of the force of

compressed air developed in the brake cylinders, through the rods
and levers of the brake rigging to the brake shoes.

C

The

efficiency of the

imposed upon

it

brake shoe in transforming the pressure

into retarding force at the

rim of the wheel.

J)
The available adhesion between the car wheels and the rails.
The Galton-Westinghouse brake trials on the London, Brighton and

South Coast Eailway in England during 1878, constituted the
scientific investigations of the action of

motion of railway

vehicles.

first

brake shoes in retarding the

They have occupied a unique

position in

the railway art, as the classical and in fact, the only source of in-

formation regarding the characteristics of brake shoe friction under
certain typical road service conditions.
'Copies obtainable on request from the Westinghouse Air Brake

Bditok.

Company-
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But the conditions under which

these experiments were conducted

represented an early state of the art

when much

lighter cars, simpler

mechanisms and lower braking pressures were used than has been
common practice in this country for many years. In consequence
of this, although the results of the experiments remain conclusive and
fundamental as

to general principles involved, they are far

removed,

from modern railroad train operating conditions.
The Lake Shore emergency brake tests of 1909, which appear in

in degree,

the Master Car Builders' Association Proceedings for 1910, directed
special attention to the important influence of the foundation brake

rigging and brake shoe performance as affecting the stopping of

modern heavy

rolling stock.

These

tests

showed

clearly the necessity

for realizing, as nearly instantaneously as possible, a retarding force
as high as the limitations of track and equipment would permit, if
emergency stops, especially at high speeds, were to be made in as

short a distance as desira-ble.

The requirements

of present

and

antici-

pated practice in heavy car constructions were formally considered

and placed on record by the unanimous adoption of the following
resolutions at a meeting of railway ofBcials and the Master Car
Builders' Committee on Train Brake and Signal Equipment, Pennsylvania Station, Pittsburgh, July 1909.
Besolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the air brakes provided
for the heavier passenger cars now building shall be of such design, proportion
and capacity as to enable trains of said heavier passenger ears to be stopped
in practically the same distance after the brakes are applied as is now the ease
with the existing lighter cars and be it further

That for the use of

this committee and others interested in
that it be assumed that the theoretically
desirable stop is one which requires the space of not over 1,200 feet after the
brakes are applied, the speed of the train at the time of the application of
the brakes being sixty miles per hour.

Sesolved,

making

we suggest

calculations,

There are four factors which have a controlling influence on the
the maximum brake cylinder force; (2) the
obtained; (3) the efficiency of the foundation
brake rigging in multiplying and transmitting this force to the brake

length of stop:

(1)

time in which this

is

(4) the mean coefficient of brake shoe friction.
All but the last factor, viz., the mean coefficient of brake shoe

shoe;

friction,

can be controlled or properly provided for in advance by

correct design

and

installation.

On

the other

hand the experience

of

recent years has repeatedly demonstrated that no one of these four
factors can be neglected without a corresponding loss in effective

retarding force.

It is therefore of the greatest importance to dis-

tinguish and give due consideration

to the controllable factors

men-

tioned in order to compensate as far as possible for the unavoidable

:
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That these variations have more
from the fact that the brake

effect follows

an element of the mechanical system transforming

shoe, considered as

the force of compressed air into retarding force at the rim of the
wheels,

is

low in

efficiency,

averaging for stops from 60 m.p.h, in the

neighborhood of 10 per cent.

Consequently a slight variation in brake

shoe performance can cause a considerable percentage of change in

mean

coefficient of

brake shoe friction and a corresponding change

in length of the stop, the latter being subject to a range of variation
of as

much

as 30 per cent, or

more due

to

brake shoe condition alone.

The object of the Pennsylvania Bailroad Tests of 1913 was to
make as thorough a study as might be found practicable of the variables

mentioned above and their

A A

determination of the

effects,

with particular reference to

maximum

percentage of emergency

braking power which can be adopted, considering:

a The type of brake shoe to be used
6

The type

of brake rigging to be adopted

c

The type

of air brake

d The degree

mechanism and control

which occasional wheel sliding
mitted under unfavorable circumstances

e

The

to be adopted
is to

be per-

variation in the condition of the rail surface for which

it is

B A

to

considered necessary to provide

comparison of the relative performance of the clasp brake

rigging (two shoes per wheel) and the standard brake rigging (one
shoe per wheel) with regard to:

a Maintenance of predetermined and desired piston travel
b Efficiency of transmission of forces
c Effect

upon wheel

d Mean

coefficient of

journals, bearings

and truck

brake shoe friction for the standard plain

cast iron shoe

A

comparison of the performance of the improved air brake

mechanism (type TJC) with that
(type

PM)

of the

commonly used "high speed"

brake equipment with regard to:

a Efficiency and effectiveness, as shown by the length of service

and emergency stops
b Safety

and protective features

c Flexibility

and

certainty of response to any manipulation

of the engineer's brake valve

AIR BRAKE PERFORMANCE
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d Uniformity of action of individual equipments associated in
the same train and of any individual equipment at different times
e

Smoothness of riding during stopping, slack action between

and the resulting shocks

cars,

/ Capacity for future requirements

D

The behavior

and any

of the brake shoes as the tests progressed

variation in the results of similar tests -which could not be accounted
for by

known changes independent

of the brake shoe.

brake shoe was to be used thoughout the range of the

and C, advantage was taken of

to objects A, B,

One type

tests.

of

Eelating

this opportunity to

establish as definitely as possible the characteristics of this type of

brake shoe under the influence of various combinations of speed,
pressure, time, weather

E

The

coefficient

and the conditions

of the brake shoe.

of friction between the wheel

and the

rail

under varying weather conditions.

In addition

to the investigations outlined in general above,

it

developed during the tests that additional data were desired. regarding
the performance of brake shoes under certain specific conditions.
series of experiments was carried out at the laboraAmerican Brake Shoe and Foundry Company, at Mahwah,

In consequence a
tory of the

N. J.

From the outset of the tests an endeavor was made to obtain data
and develop methods by which the performance (as to stopping when
placed in service) of any given air brake apparatus^ and its related
equipment, could be predetermined on the basis of the observed action
of the individual elements which go to make up the whole.
It will be seen that the desirable stopping distance of

may

be obtained by improvement in some or

all of

1200

ft.

the controlling

namely, the type of air brake mechanism, the foundation
brake rigging, the nominal percentage of braking power, and the
type of and condition of the brake shoe. Furthermore, a stop of 200
factors,

ft. or more shorter than this can be obtained when all the elements
having an influence on the length of stop are disposed in the most

favorable

manner

In proportion

possible.

as the efiiciency of

any one or more of these factors

can be increased, that of the others can be correspondingly reduced
so that a lower maximum can be employed for the remaining factors

when circumstances render

this desirable.

For example, the reduction

in the time of action, secured by the use of the electric control of

S.

W. DUDLEY
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the brakes, increases their efEectiveness and makes a shorter stop
possible, thus permitting the use of braking

than

power 30 per cent

less

required with a less effective brake for the same stop.

is

Peatdees of Equipment and Apparatus Tested
Air Brake. The
ment were planned

standard (type

tests of the

PM)

air

to determine the characteristic

brake equip-

performance of

equipment throughout the range of service and emergency

this type of

operating conditions typical of the ordinary service in which this

equipment

is

Inasmuch

in general use.

as

experience has shown

PM equipment
which are necessary to obtain a desirable
degree of stopping power in emergency applications and prompt and
that under the severe requirements of today the type
lacks

many

of the features

certain response at all times in ordinary service brake manipulation,
tests scheduled for this type of equipment
was to bring out its limitations and serve as a standard of reference
to measure the betterment made possible by the improved features
of the new air brake apparatus, the more efficient design of foundation
brake rigging and more satisfactory brake shoe performance.

one of the objects of the

The

special features of the

UC) which

received

summarized

as follows:

more or

improved

air brake'

less attention

equipment (type

during the

tests

may

be

A The electro-pneumatic brake equipment is adapted to meet
any requirement, from that exemplified in the PM brake equipment
to the more exacting requirements of present conditions, with a degree
of efficiency as high as the existing physical conditions will permit.

B

Considering cylinder pressure alone the equipment

installed so as to produce

may

be

any desired pressure, either in service or in

emergency.

C
matic,

The gain by
is

use of the electric control, in addition to the pneu-

the elimination of the time required for the pneumatic

transmission

of

the

action

of

the

brake from

in addition the elimination of shocks

which
on all

results

to

car

and,

from the non-simultaneous application

of the brakes

cars.

It is apparent that the gain
is

car

and uncomfortable surging

not so

much

from the electro-pneumatic control

in the shortening of the stop, particularly in emergency,

and certainty of control of the brake
and the assurance that modern long heavy trains can be handled
smoothly and accurately.
as it is in the increased flexibility

AIR BRAKE PERFOEMANCB
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D

The

troubles

lease, as, for

and inconveniences due

to brakes failing to re-

example, after light brake pipe reductions, as well as

the uhdesired application of brakes due to unavoidable fluctuations
of brake pipe pressure

when running over

the road, are eliminated.

E An adequate supply of air is available at all times.
F The emergency braking power is available at any time,

even

after a full service application of the. brake, since it is impossible for

the engineman to use up the reserve emergency pressure without
making an emergency application.

G

The equipment

is

adaptable to

all

weights of cars and to any

Two

desired percentage of braking power.

brake equipments for

heavy cars are not necessary nor are two service brake cylinders required, except for cars weighing

more than the limit of the

capacity of one brake cylinder.

brake cylinder up to the

power which

it

Provision

maximum

is

made

service

for using one

percentage of emergency braking

can provide, and for using two cylinders when a higher

When using one brake cylinder,
is desired.
maximum service pressure is. controlled by means of a safety
valve.
When two cylinders are used, equalizing pressure from 110

emergency braking power
the

lb.

brake pipe pressure

is utilized

for the service brake

(instead of

blowing the air away at a reducing valve) and another brake cylinder
is

used for the additional power required in emergency applications.

The use of one or two cylinders is optional, depending upon the
amount of braking power to be employed.
Brake Rigging.

made with the clasp brake
test made with the standard

Duplicate tests were

rigging, two shoes per wheel, for every

brake rigging, one shoe per wheel, in order to bring out the advantages
of the clasp brake in the following desirable features:

piston travel for

all

cylinder pressures;

{A) constant

{B) smoothness of action

during stopping; (C) greater certainty of obtaining and maintaining
the predetermined braking force contemplated in the design of the
air brake

equipment and foundation brake rigging; {D)

less

dis-

placement of journals, bearings and trucks, tending toward greater
mechanical efficiency and

less cost of

maintenance; {E) a

coefficient

of friction equal to or greater than that with the single shoe brake

with

less

The
cars

wear of brake shoe metal and lower brake shoe temperatures.

original plan contemplated two 12 car trains of standard

(see Fig. 1).

P-70

These cars have 4-wheel trucks with one 16-in.

S.

brake cylinder per
of brake rigging

car.

One

W.

DUDLEY
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train was equipped with the clasp type

(two shoes per wheel) and the other with the type

of standard brake rigging (one brake shoe per wheel) existing

on these

cars since they were bnilt, but modified by increasing the strength of

Fig.

Twelve

A

1

Class P-70 Steel Car

cars of this type were used in the test train

Fig. 2
Class K2sa Locomotive
locomotive of this class was used in the test train

the

members

tion

and by anchoring the truck dead

180 per cent braking power which
necessitated lowering the brake shoes 1% in. below their former posito the truck.

to be suitable for

lever to the car body, instead of

AIR BRAKE PERFORMANCE
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The standard brake rigging as originally applied to the- ears of
is shown in Pig. 3.
With the design of clasp brake rigging shown in Fig. 4 the best

the test train

Fig. 3 Brake Rigging, the Standard as Modified for Test
This brake rigging was used on the twelve car train. It has one brake shoe
per wheel

Fig. 4 Brake Rigging, the No. 3 Clasp Brake
The thbd form of clasp brake; this rigging was used only in single car breakaway stops. It was with this clasp brake rigging that the best stops were made

made fulfilling what it was anticipated should be obtained
from the application of two brake shoes per wheel.
stops were

:

S.

Diagrams

W.

DUDLEY
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of the lever arrangement of the various types of brake

rigging tested are shown in Fig.

5.

Train Make-Up and Equipment
Before describing the tests and their results

it

will be in order

to refer briefly to thie composition of the trains used, the apparatus

employed, and the methods of making observations.

In order to obtain the best data

possible, instruments

were devised

for taking records of the friction of the rail, wheel sliding, retardation

and slack action between cars
minor observations.

of the train,

The

test train

was 1040

ft.

as well as for a

number

of

long, consisting of' a Pacific type loco-

motive and tender of the P. E. E. K2s

class,

weighing in working

order about 200 tons, and 12 P-70' steel passenger cars averaging about

61 tons each.

The ET air brake equipment was used without any modification
on the locomotive, except that in some tests an auxiliary device was
used which increased the braking power obtained during the early
portion of the stop.
All tests were

made under road

where

service conditions, except

otherwise noted, the air brake regulating devices on the locomotive

and

cars being adjusted as follows

Pump

governor, low-pressure head 130

sure head 140

Feed

BT

valve,

110

lb.

Maximum

pres-

lb.

lb.

distributing valve safety valve, 68

lb.

The cars were equipped with the present standard air brake apparatus (PM) and with the improved type of air brake equipment
(UC), these installations being so arranged that a complete change
from the standard equipment (PM) to the new equipment (TTC) having PM features only or the complete pneumatic features of the new
equipment or to the new equipment with complete electrical control
could be quickly made.

The standard plain
tests.

In several

employed.

tests

cast-iron brake shoe

flanged, slotted

of the

and half area shoes were

Special care was taken to insure uniformity in quality and

the condition of all shoes at the beginning

of the tests.

was used in most

and during the progress

16
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The high-speed reducing
justed to open at 62

The standing
in. witli a full

Ih.

valves of the

PM

equipment were ad-

brake cylinder pressure.

piston tra\el was adjusted before each run

t(j

IJV2

service brake application.

Fig. 6

Brake Cylinder Pressure Indicator
drum

of these instruments was used on each car.
The
typical record is shown in Fig.
spring motor in the box.

One

A

is

driven by a

47

Test Apparatus and Observations Taken
Locomotive.

The apparatus on

the locomotive consisted

of the

S.

W.

DUDLEY
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usual gages wliich indicated maiji reservoir, brake

j)jpe, and brake
cylinder pressures, and in addition a brake cylinder indicator was

used on the tender brake cylinder and served to measure the pressure
in all of the brake cylinders of the locomotive ajid tender, viz., one
engine truck, two driver brakes, one trailer truck and one tender brake

Fig. 7

Wheel

One
each

of these instruments was
axle and one distance pencil.

cylinder.

A

Sliding Indicator
on each car. There is a recording pencil

A

typical record

is

shown

for

in Fig. 9

voltmeter, calibrated in m.p.h. was connected to a gen-

erator, belt-driven

from the right front engine truck wheel, and served

as a guide to the

engineman

A

in obtaining the desired speed.

device for recording automatically the distance traveled by the

train beyond the point of brake application was driven

from the

left

AIR BRAKE PERFORMANCE
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engine truck wheel and was used in connection with the wheel sliding
indicators on the cars.

Devices similar to those used in former brake tests were employed
and to automatically apply the

to operate the track circuit breakers

brakes at the zero circuit breaker.
the locomotive, observations were taken of the time of stop
and the main reservoir and brake pipe pressure, the tender piston

On

travel

and the amount of

coal

and water on the tender.

asTANce- u/M/i
AXL£'MACA/£'r Si/^fiLy >«4fif

^mmm

^acTU. sTo^es gA7T£jty

MAGNCrS

L

Fig. 8

Wheel

Diagram

Sliding Indicator

of electric circuits

Each car was furnished with a brake cylinder indicator.
and a wheel sliding indicator, Figs. 7 and 8, with the necessary
wiring and connections. A typical wheel sliding indicator record is
shown in Pig. 9.
Gavs.

Fig.

6,

A

chronograph, Fig. 10, recording the distance of stop, time

and the
In connection with this

of stop, deceleration of train, the brake cylinder pressure

brake pipe pressure, was located on car

six.

chonograph a record was made of the action of the brake shoes with
respect to sparking.

Indicators (Fig. 11) for measuring the slack action bbtWeen the
cars were used at different points in the train.

W.

S.
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The construction and the data obtained from the automatic recording devices mentioned will be sufficiently clear from the illustrations shown to render further explanation unnecessary.
Complete
information regarding these devices

is

included in the complete report

of the tests.
Specially designed apparatus was used to measure the pressure
TYPICAL

WHEEL

RCCORO.

SLIOtNC

'OF

PPHCATION
BRAKES

(-ao'-j

AXLE

AVLC

N0.2

NO

NO.l

'SLIDIN<\

*»mfmMmvmmMmMifmt*

-\j-n,jL»Vi^»t.»VWtW^V^*v14VWVWW'llHW1*iWHWIMWW>WWW

Axue Naa

AXLC

NO SUDINQ

NO.*
mWWMHWM

V^l^V/\/VWWAAAIVWl/.HWWVtfHW<WWl**'

ORUn
FiQ. 9

When

Wheel

STARTEd'

Sliding Indicator, Ttpicai, Record
is not interrupted and a straight line

the wheel sUdes the circuit

is

drawn

some of the tests the object of
which was to determine the efSciency of the brake rigging.
Telephones were located in the first, third, sixth, ninth and twelfth
cars and greatly facilitated the issuing of instructions.
Track. The tests were made on the south bound track of the
delivered to the brake shoes during

Atlantic City Division of the

W.

J.

&

S.

E.E.

The portion

of the

track over which the braking was done was level, and part of a

tangent about 35 miles long terminating at Absecon Station.
slight descending

(0.3 per cent)

A

grade approaching the measured

test track was in favor of the train attaining speed.
The point at
which the brakes were applied was SSSO ft. north of mile post 9.
The track for a distance of 5000 ft. south of the zero point was
wired for circuit breakers, which were placed at intervals of 3t5 ft. up

,

A IK HltAKK

Fig. 10

I'ERFOltMANCK

Kapteyn Chronograph

This instrument was used to make a parallel record of brake cylinder pressure,
time of stop, distance of stop and in addition a record of speed and deceleration

Fig. 11

.Slack Action

Recorder

This instrument was used to record the extension and recoil of the drawbars
or the motion

between the

cars.

A

typical i-ecord

is

shown

in Fig.

.Sfi

.

S.
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1200 ft. from the zero "point, and at intervals of 50 ft. from there
on to the 5000 ft. point. Preceding the zero point, eight circuit
breakers were located, 66 ft. apart from which the initial speed of
tram (speed at the trip) was determined.
to

A

'

cabin, located near the zero circuit breaker, contained the clock

and chronograph from which in connection with the track

circuit

moo

Fig. 12

Rail Friction Machine

This apparatus was used on one of the

breakers, the speed of the train before

rails of

the test track

and during the stop was

ob-

tained.

After each test measurements were taken of the total length of
the stop,

and

also the

running piston travel on each

car.

Of the devices used on the track, the only
one which requires special mention is shown in Fig. 13. This machine
measured the force required to move or keep moving a block of tire
steel resting upon the rail.
The pressure of this block on the rail
could be varied by means of weights of 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 lb.
Rail Friction Machine.

Readings were taken with each of these weights and. the

coefficient
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was derived from the average

of the five

readings.

When making

a test run the engineman endeavored to reach a

speed slightly above that desired, just before entering the measured

The

was closed just before reaching the circuit breakers
preceding the zero point, no cjiange being made in the position
track.

throttle

of the reverse lever.

The

train then drifted over the circuit breakers

preceding the zero point at which point the brake was automatically
applied by the trip mechanism.

haust started at the

ency position for
service application

trip, the

all

At the instant the brake pipe

emergency

and

tests

When

stops.

ex-

brake valve handle was moved to emergto lap position for all

the engine and cars were to be

stopped separately (breakaway tests), the same procedure as above

TABLE

Date

Test
No.
501
718
1

Starting.

February 10.

Ending.

starting

March 5.
March 13.
March 28.
March 29

Ending.

April 6

.

Starting.

143
1001
1040
01
0128

Ending.

Starting

April 20

Ending.

April 30

1501
1589
1101
1160
401

Starting.

May
May
May
May
May
May

413

SUMMARY OF TESTS

1.

Ending.

.

.

Starting

Ending.

.

Starting.

Ending.

.

Work-

Brake

ing

Rigging

Kind of
Brake

Days

Equipment

Shoes

'21

.

.

14

No.

5
;10

11

I.

.

6}^'j

.

.

.

I.

No. 3
Clasp

No. 3
1

.

shoe)

Standard.
Flanged C.
(Single Shoe)
Clasp brake' Plain C. I.
No. 2
Clasp brake Plain C. I.

19

Total number of working days
Total number of tests made
Average tests per working day
Maximum tests in one day

Plain C.

Standard.

16
22
22

I.

.

.

20

brake Plain C.

1

(Single

.

.

Clasp

brake

Flanged C.

I.

Locomotive
Alone

91
691
11
.^

22

was. followed, except that the coupling pin between the engine

and

tender was pulled out as soon as possible after steam was shut

off.

This permitted the engine to pull away from the train as soon as the
brake application was made, providing the retardation of the cars was
higher than that of the locomotive.

However, the engine did not always separate from the train when
making stops with low braking powers on the cars. On this account
it was decided to use steam on the locomotive in such tests as soon as
the coupling pin was pulled out, so as to get the locomotive away from
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the cars and permit the cars to stop without any possible interference
on the part of the locomotive, the stop of the locomotive in such cases
being disregarded. For such stops the flexible wiper and the tripping
mechanism were on the first car instead of the locomotive.
In all 691 tests were made, at Absecon, covering a period of time
from February 10 to May 22, 1913. These were divided as shown in
Table 1, which indicates that the average day's work consisted in
making from 10 to 12 runs. A maximum of 22 tests were made in

one day.
Organization.

One hundred and

sixty observations were taken on

each regular test requiring an organization of 44 observers, distributed
as

shown on the organization chart (Fig. 13).

AIR BRAKE EQUIPMENT

II.

The

tests relating especially to the air

brake apparatus were for

the purpose of demonstrating the characteristic performance of the

brake equipment in most

common

use throughout the country (the

PM)

quick action automatic brake, type

with which the P-70 cars

of the P.R.R. were equipped at the time of the tests;

parison with this to investigate what improvement,

be afforded by the universal control

(UC)

and for comif

any, would

electro-pneumatic equip-

ment, both with respect to similar functions possessed by both the old

and the new types of brake apparatus and the new features provided
by the improved brake equipment.
It should be observed that the air brake apparatus has to do only

with the controlling of the compressed air pressure in the brake
cylinder. It has no control over what is beyond nor can it be affected
by the performance of the other elements of the brake except as the

position of the brake cylinder piston
different air brake

may

mechanisms, therefore,

their characteristic

effects

In comparing

be altered.
it is

preferable to consider

on the pressure realized on the brake

cylinder piston, rather than with respect to the length of stop.

Pebsent Equipment on P.R.E.

The quick
•

in Fig. 14.

action automatic brake

(PM

P-7(>

Cabs

equipment),

is

illustrated

It comprises a 16-in. brake cylinder with automatic brake

running piston travel, a 16-in. by 43-in.
and a quick action triple valve (Type P-3, Fig.

slack adjuster set for 8-in.

auxiliary reservoir
1,5),

which controls the flow of compressed
a

From

air:

the brake pipe to the auxiliary reservoir for charging

the system.
&

From

the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder for ap-

plying the brakes,
c

d

From
From

the brake cylinder to the atmosphere

when

the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder
action application of the brakes

A

releasing.

the brake pipe to the brake cylinder, as well as from

is

when

a quick

desired.

high speed reducing valve designed to perform the functions

of a safety valve during service brake applications, limits the brake

27
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cylinder pressure to a
service. operations

maximum, predetermined

(63 lb.).

reducing valve retains the

as satisfactory for-

In emergency applications the high speed

maximum

cylinder pressure practically

constant for a period of time and then by an accelerating blow down,

Fig. 15

Quick Action Triple Valve

Used with the standard

PM brake equipment

reduces the brake cylinder pressure to 60

lb.

This reduction

is

de-

signed to compensate for the increased effectiveness of the brake shoes
as the speed diminishes.

The compressed
all

air required to charge the auxiliary reservoir is

supplied from the brake pipe through the feed groove around the

triple valve piston

when

in release position only.
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1

SERVICE BREAK APPLICATION

In response to a given reduction in brake pipe pressure the

triple

valve automatically reduces the pressure in the auxiliary reservoir

an equal amount.

The

total

volume of compressed

out from the auxiliary reservoir

where

is

delivered

'to

air thus

measured

the brake cylinder,

produces a pressure on the brake cylinder piston proportional
volume of the brake cylinder as determined by the piston

it

to the
travel.

The

piston travel will vary with the brake cylinder pressure due

motion in the rigging and so on.
and piston travel will
be different with each type of brake rigging or the same rigging on
to the deflection of

The

members,

lost

relation between brake cylinder pressure

different ears.

average for what

Consequently,

it

is

not practicable to establish the

found in service. It is desirable, however, to establish the ideal relation between brake cylinder pressure
and piston travel, which would exist if the rigging were well designed,
the best material used and the installation made throughout in as
satisfactory and efficient a manner as practicable.

As

is likely

to be

a guide to what this ideal relation should be, records were

taken on some of the cars used during the test from which the per-

formance of the brake rigging under test was determined. (See Figs.
51 and 52). As a result of a study of the subject in connection with
these cards, the curve shown in Fig. 31 has been drawn to express
the characteristic relation between brake cylinder pressure and piston
travel for an ideal brake installation.
The performance of existing
types of brake rigging will approach more or less closely to that
illustrated in Fig. 31 according to the degree in

which sources of

loss resulting in so-called "false" piston travel are eliminated.

Assuming the piston travel to vary with the brake cylinder presshown in Fig. 31, the characteristic relation between brake
pipe reduction and resulting brake cylinder pressure, when using the
•

sure, as

PM

equipment with the size of auxiliary reservoirs standard on P-70
shown by the dotted line Fig. 32. This curve is to be understood as characteristic and not necessarily exactly representative of
the performance of any particular ear brake installation in service.
ears, is

For comparison, a scale of per cent braking power is also shown,
based on the same relation between cylinder pressure and percentage
of braking power, as in the case of the

braking power with 60

The amount

lb.

P-70

car,

namely 80 per cent

brake cylinder pressure.

of brake cylinder pressure

and braking power

corre-

W.
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spending to various brake pipe reductions with the type UC equipare shown by the full line in Pig. 32. This does not coincide with

ment

PM

equipment because the TJC equipment
has one size smaller auxiliary reservoirs, being designed to give a brake
the dotted curve for the

cylinder pressure of 50
tion

is

lb.

per

sq. in.

made and furthermore,
;

PM

instead of 80 per cent as with the

The

effect of the

when

a 20

lb.

brake pipe reduc-

the braking power basis

is

90 per cent

equipment.

lower brake cylinder pressure per pound brake

pipe reduction with the

UC

per cent braking power per

equipment in connection with a higher
lb. brake cylinder pressure than for

PM

equipment is to provide a greater flexibility for service
For example: a 24-lb. brake pipe reduction is required
to obtain a maximum (90 per cent) service braking power with the
UC equipment, whereas, with the PM equipment the maximum
service braking power (80. per cent) is obtained with the brake pipe

the

brake.

reduction of approximately 19

lb.

Thus, with the smaller reservoirs, a longer time

which the engine
retardation

is

man

is

available in

can exercise his judgment as to what rate of

being obtained and how best to control the speed of the

train.

This fact should be borne in mind whenever a comparison

is

made

PM

and the UC brake equipments. The difference in reservoir volumes used necessarily results
in a faster rate of building up of brake cylinder pressure with the
PM equipment and large reservoirs than for the UC equipment with
between the service applications of the

smaller size reservoirs for the same rate of brake pipe reduction.
effect of this

was

to provide a high

The

minimiim braking force and a low

degree of flexibility.

RELEASING AND EICHAEGING

When

the brake pipe pressure

is

increased above that of the

auxiliary reservoir the triple valve operates so as to:
(a)

Connect the brake cylinder to the atmosphere through the

re-

lease cavity in the triple valve slide valve, thus releasing the brakes.

(6)

Connect the brake pipe to the auxiliary reservoir through the

feed groove around the triple valve piston and so permit the auxiliary
reservoir to be recharged.

After having moved to release position the triple valve piston

remains there until a subsequent reduction of brake pipe pressure

:
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below the auxiliary reservoir pressure.
of the release

The

Consequently, no graduation

is possible.

certainty of releasing all brakes in the train depends

on the

possibility of establishing the differential pressure required to

the triple valve parts to release position.

K'o difficulty

in this direction so far as the cars at the

concerned,

is

move

experienced

head end of the train are

but the increase in brake pipe pressure

is

necessarily

Large auxiliary reservoir
for recharging (all of which

slower at the rear than at the head end.

volumes, requiring a large amount of air

must be drawn from the brake pipe), long

trains, leaky brake pipe,

poor condition of triple valve piston packing rings or slide valves,

low main reservoir pressure, or light brake pipe reductions,

all

tend

end
which results in failure to release brakes, slow release,
stuck brakes and dragging brake shoes.
Briefly stated, the compressed air entering the brake pipe is being
called upon to perform two functions at the same time, viz.
(a) Increase the pressure throughout the entire brake pipe
throughout the train at a sufficiently rapid rate to insure the reto bring about the slow rise of brake pipe pressure at the rear

of the train,

leasing of triple valves in whatever condition or position in the train

they happen to be.
(6)

Eecharge the auxiliary reservoirs.

These

tivo

conditions are mutually antagonistic

frequently arise where the release function

is partially

and conditions
or almost com-

performance of the recharging function, which
certain
stage
is
reached may be the controlling factor in the
after a

pletely nullified in the

release of the brake.

EMEEGENOT BRAKE APPLICATION
In response to a rate of brake pipe reduction considerably more
rapid than that established for service brake application the triple
•

valve parts

move

to their

emergency positions, in which the quick

action parts of the triple valve are actuated so as to vent air

from the

brake pipe to the brake cylinder, thus
{a)

Causing a

local venting of brake pipe air

so transmitting serial quick action rapidly

on each vehicle and
from car to car throughout

the train.
(6)

Supplementing the

air flowing

from the auxiliary

reservoir

to the brake cylinder, thus increasing the brake cylinder pressure,

the

amount derived from the brake

pipe.

by

S.

The brake
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cylinder pressure in emergency

of the high-speed reducing valve at all times.

valve

down

bloviTs

is

At

under the control
first

the reducing

the brake cylinder pressure at a very slow rate, but

this rate gradually increases, being

as the train nears its stopping point

timed to become relatively rapid
and the valve then closes at 60 lb.

brake cylinder pressure.
It

is

impossible to obtain a quick action application with the

PM

equipment after a service application of any consequence has
been made.

Pbatukes of the TJC Equipment

The manner in which the functions of the universal control equipment are performed is described in full in the report of the tests.
The valve mechanism which is the distinguishing feature of this
equipment is of the "built-up" type which makes it possible to install
and operate this equipment if desired in stages, by adding to the
simplest arrangement of apparatus, including only those features

required to give an operation equivalent to that of the
to the .complete

form

brake,

up

of the device.

Three arrangements of
Partial

PM

—equivalent

this apparatus

to

PM

were used in these

tests:

brake equipment.

Complete pneumatic equipment.
Complete electro-pneumatic equipment.
partial form of the UC equipment was tried out chiefly to
demonstrate the similarity of its action to that of the PM brake
equipment. Aside from the fact that this was thoroughly demon-

The

strated

the tests with the partial equipment were of no

importance.

Moreover, the

trials

ment, especially when mixed with
did not disclose any reasons

why

special

with the complete pneumatic equip-

PM

equipments in the same train,

the TJC equipment in

its

complete

pneumatic form could not be operated with the PM equipment during
Conseqiiently, the arrangement of apparatus
the transition period.

and the operation of the complete pneumatic and complete electropneumatic equipments were chiefly considered during the tests.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT

The

UC

its complete form commechanism called the universal valve with its permanent pipe bracket and three reservoirs, the auxiliary, the service and

equipment, Figs. 16 and 17, in

prises a valve

emergency

.

reservoirs.
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The universal

valve

(Figs.

IS to 31), consists of an equalizing

portion, which primarily controls

tlie

charging and recharging of the

reservoirs of the eq\iipment, the service application of the brakes

and

the releasing of the brakes.

A

quid- action, portion, with bigh pres.sure cap, which controls the

TYPE C

BRACKET CONTAINING QUICK ACTION
AND QUICK ACTION CLOSING CHAMBERS

PIPE

QUICK ACTION PORTION

EMERGENCY CHARGING
PORT CHECK VALVE

HIGH PRESSURE CAP

EQUALIZING CYLINDER

CAP
RELEASE
PISTON COVER
SAFETY VALVE

EQUALIZING PORTION
SAFETY V
CUT OFP

GRADUATED RELEASE
PISTON COVER

SAFETY VALVE AND
COT OFF VALVE CAP

tou
^*

QUICK ACTK
V^ITH HIGH PRESSURE
CAP

SERVICE RESERVOIR
CHARGING VALVE

.

BLANKING FLANGE
REPLACING ELECTRIC PORTION

Universal Valve,

Fig. 18

UC

Equipment, Face View, without Electric

Magnet Portion

Fig. 19

Universal Valve with Electric Magnet Portion

transmission of serial quick action and obtaining of liigh emergency
pressure in the brake cylinders

brakes

An

is

when an emergency application

of the

made.

electric portion,

which comprises the magnets, switch,

etc.,

controlling the electric service application, electric release and electric

emergency applications of the brakes.

S.

A
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pipe bracket, to which

all pipe connections are permanently
which the various portions of the valve device are bolted.
This bracket contains two small chambers, the quick action chamber
and quick action closing chamber.

made and

to

The quick

action closing chamber provides

means whereby the

quick action outlet from the brake pipe to the atmosphere

when an emergency

application

is

made and

is

closed

when

is

open

a prede-

termined time thereafter has elapsed.

r'piPE

TAP -EMERGENCY RESERVOIR

3/i

PIPE TAP -AUXILIARY RESERVOIR

Va PIPE

TAP- BRAKE CYLINDER EXHAUST

Fig. 20

The

"^

C

I'PIPE

1"P1PE

TAP SERVICE RESERVOIR
"

TAP

BRAKE CYLINDER

-

I'piPE TAP - BRAKE PIPE
Universal Valve, UC Equipment

reverse side of valve showing pipe connections

The quick
closing

action chamber in connection with the quick action
chamber controls the operation of the quick action parts of

the valve in accordance with the rate of brake pipe reduction.

In addition

An

to the

above the equipment on each car comprises:
is the same size for all sizes of brake
which controls the movement of the equal-

auxiliary reservoir which

cylinders, the pressure in

izing piston

and

slide valve of the universal valve

and supplies

air

to the brake cylinder.

A

service reservoir

cylinder.

which varies in

size

for operating the brake cylinder in service
plications.

with the

size of the

brake

This, together with the auxiliary reservoir, supplies air

and emergency brake ap-

iS
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An

emergency reservoir which varies in size according to the size
and the amount of emergency brake cylinder
pressure which the installation is designed to afford. This reservoir
of brake cylinder used

supplies air required to graduate the release of the brakes and to
obtain a quick recharging of the service and auxiliary reservoirs
after a service application of' the brakes.

It also provides the ad-

ditional supply of air required to obtain the increased brake cylinder

pressure desired for emergency applications.

In addition

to the above, various electrical details are used

on

the locomotive and cars as illustrated in Figs. 17 and 23.

The

mechanism

valve

designed to require a drop in brake pipe

is

pressure of approximately 4

ential

much

lower than

lb.

before

it

The equalizing

application of the brakes.

is

possible to obtain

however, so as to close the feed groove

this,

and thus prevent back leakage from the auxiliary
service application of the brakes

quired 4
rise in

lb.

an

piston moves on a differ-

brake pipe reduction

is

is

reached.

Thus a

reservoir.

positively insured

From

when

the re-

this point the

brake cylinder pressure corresponds to the reduction in brake

pipe pressure in the proper relation to produce a full service brake
application (90 per cent braking power) for a brake pipe reduction
of 24 lb.

The maximum brake
application

is

cylinder pressure obtainable in a service

limited by the setting of a quick blow-down and positive

acting safety valve which

is

connected to the brake cylinder through

the emergency portion of the universal valve at all times except

an emergency application of the brakes

emergency application, the safety valve

communication with the
adjusted to limit the
pressure to 60

lb.

per

made.

is
is

automatically cut

rest of the equipment.

maximum

when

When making an
off

from

This safety valve

is

obtainable service brake cylinder

sq. in.

EMEEGENCT BRAKE APPLICATION AFTER SERVICE BRAKE APPLICATION
Whenever a predetermined emergency rate of brake pipe reducis established the quick action and high pressure parts of the
valve will operate as above described to start serial quick action and
increase the brake cylinder pressure up to its full emergency value
even though a partial or full service brake application had been completed or was in progress. That is to say, the obtaining of an emertion

gency application of the brakes depends only on the functioning of
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the quick action parts

and

is

entirely independent of the service oper-

ation of the valve.

EMERGENCY BRAKE APPLICATION AUTOMATIC ON DEPLETION OF BEAKi;
JIPE PRESSURE BELOVF A PREDETERMINED POINT
Whenever, from any cause, the brake pipe pressure

is

reduced

to a predetermined value (30 lb.), the protection valve included in

the emergency portion of the universal valve
the parts of the emergency portion to
positions

and

move

vrill

operate and cause

to their quick action

so start a quick action application of the brakes

—the

operation of the equipment then being as already explained.

Within certain limits the percentage of emergency braking power
and the brake pipe pressure to be used may be chosen as the conditions
of operation and installation may dictate without requiring a change
in any essential part of the apparatus and without affecting the fundamental and proper relations between the different reservoirs, cylinders
and operating parts of the equipment. For example, one or two
brake cylinders per car may be used as the weight of the car and the
percentage of braking power desired may require, the only change
necessary being the use of a special cap on the high pressure portion
of the valve designed to handle

The amount

two brake cylinders instead of one.

of emergency braking

power can be fixed to

suit special

limits or requirements by proper choice of reservoir volumes

the arrangement of their connections.

The equipment

is

give normally an emergency braking power of 150 per cent

using 110

lb.

and

designed to

when

brake pipe pressure; this insures a satisfactory stop on

the one hand without the likelihood of injurious wheel sliding on the
other, with
etc.

an average condition of foundation brake rigging, track,

For the transition period, or where conditions of installation do

not permit, or where the service requirements do not necessitate a

braking power as high as

this, a

lower emergency braking power

is

available by the arrangement of reservoirs mentioned.

Complete Electro-Pneumatic Equipment
electric service application

When
is

operating electrically, the service application of the brakes

actuated by a reduction in brake pipe pressure as

pneumatically.

The

when operating

equalizing portion of the universal valve causes

S.

W.
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the brakes to apply in response to a brake pipe reduction as
operating pneumatically.
But this brake pipe reduction is
locally

when
made

on each car (instead of

all at one place, namely, the engineer's
This local reduction of brake pipe pressure is accomplished by means of the service magnet valves which open simultaneously on each car and vent brake pipe air to the atmosphere at the

brake valve).

proper rate to produce a service brake appKcation when the service
magiiets are energized bjsthe engineer's brake valve handle being placed

The

in service position.

fact that the

pneumatic and

position of the brake valve handle are the
of

electric service

same insures the elimination

any delay in starting a pneumatic application of the brakes in case
is^ for any reason, inoperative.

the electric control

The movement

«

of the brake valve handle back to lap position de-

energizes the service magnets, which permits their valves to close

and thus stop the brake pipe reduction.
their lap positions as

The

valve parts then assume

when operating pneumatically.
ELECTRIC RELEASE

Whether the graduated

release cap

is

*.,

in direct or graduated release

position, the release of the brakes can always be graduated electrically

by alternately energizing and de-energizing the release magnets which
control the flow of air from the brake cylinder exhaust ports to the
atmosphere.
These release magnets are energized and prevent the
release of the brakes

or holding position.
'

when the brake valve handle is
At this time the brake pipe and

in either release
reservoirs

on the

and the universal valve parts are in their release and charging positions. The outlet from the brake cylinder to the
atmosphere is closed and the brakes cannot release so long as the reThe release magnets are delease magnets are thus energized.
car are being recharged

energized and the exhaust of air from the brake cylinders permitted

when

the brake valve handle

is

in running position.

ELECTRIC EMERGENCY FROM ENGINEER'S BRAKE VALVE

In an electro-pneumatic emergency application, the emergency
magnets on all cars are simultaneously and instantaneously energized.
These magnets open their respective emergency magnet valves which
in turn cause the quick action parts of each universal valve to operate

and produce an emergency application of the brakes.
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AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC EMERGENCY
In case a hose bursts or

a

coiuliictor's valve is

universal valve to be aft'ected by

tlie

opened, the

first

resulting drop in brake pipe

pressure will operate pjieumatically.

Fig. 22

Engineer's Brake Valve,

The valve

In

fitted

UC Equipment

with electric contacts

its emergency switch is closed which then energizes
magnet cdrcuit throughout the train, thus causing an
emergency application on the rest of the cars as described.

so

doing

the emergency
electric

is

S.

W.
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The service and emergency magnets may be cut out if necessary
by placing the magnet cut-out cap on the electric portion of the universal valve in the proper position.

Device for Obtaining Highek Bbake Cylinder Pressure
ON Locomotive and Tender

The

ET

brake equipment as installed and in regular service on

the locomotives previous to the tests was used at

As

change.

first

without any

well known, the standard braking power on the loco-

is

motive and tender (considering the ordinary working loads carried)
is relatively a little less or about the same in stopping effectiveness as

PM

equipment on the P-70 cars. This is shown by the
breakaway tests imder these conditions the locomotive
ran but little if any farther than the cars.
that of the

fact that in

When

using the new and more effective ear brake equipments at

braking powers higher than those obtained with the

PM

equipment,

the difference between the stopping force on the locomotive and cars

The

was marked.

effect of this

was to produce a noticeable running

out of slack in ordinary train stops and in breakaway stops to cause
the locomotive to run several hundred feet farther than the cars.

This was especially true when the electro-pneumatic equipment was
used.

This fact made

it desirable to find out what could be done to make
and tender brake more nearly equal in effectiveness to
that of the improved car brake equipments. Accordingly apparatus
•was devised while the tests were in progress and applied in an experimental form to the standard locomotive brake equipment. No modi-

the locomotive

fication

was

required

in

the

existing

rearrangement of piping necessary to

apparatus
install

except

in

the

an additional valve

device.

This device was a "bypass valve," so arranged that the service
operations of the

ET

when an emergency

equipment were not affected in any way, but

application of the brakes was

made

the bypass

valve operated so as to short circuit compressed air directly

main

reservoirs to all the brake cylinders

tender.

This resulted in a

from the

on the locomotive and

much quicker rate of rise of emergency
much higher maximum pressure being

brake cylinder pressure and a
obtained than
effect of this

is

the case with the standard

high emergency braking power,

ET
if

brake.

A

possible

held until the speed
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becomes low,

cause the drivers to slide.

is to

To

protect against this

the by-pass valve was arranged to hold the high initial brake cylinder

and then, by

pressure for a specified period (about ten seconds)

a

gradually accelerating blowdown, reduce this pressure so that as the
speed of the train diminished the brake cylinder pressure would finally
reach the normal emergency pressure standard with this equipment,

namely, about 75

The

lb.

results obtained

so far as its operation
tests

with this device will be referred to
is

concerned

it

showed that such a device could

give any desired rate of application,

may

later,

but

be stated here that the

easily be provided

maximum

and made

to

initial pressure or

rate of blowdown.

TESTS

MADE AND RESULTS

Perhaps the most crucial and certainly one of the most conclusive
which the electro-pneumatic equipment was subjected was not

tests to

on the
pletely

list

of scheduled comparative tests.

The

first test

train com-

equipped with the electro-pneumatic brake apparatus and

clasp brake rigging in the P. E.R. shops at Altoona

and with only

a general trying out of connections and circuits in the yards, was

from Altoona to Atlantic City on a regular pasThis was the first time that a steam railroad
passenger train had been handled by means of electro-pneumatic
brakes.
The trip was made on schedule time without anything unsent over the road

senger train schedule.

usual occurring.

Pull Service Brake Application
standard pm brake equipment

The

action of the

PM

equipment during a service application of

by the curves (Fig. 33), plotted to show the
cylinder
pressure
and corresponding percentage of braking
brake
the brakes,

is

illustrated

power on the train as a whole, developed during the time required
to

make a full service brake pipe reduction.
The cars at the head end of the train begin

their

maximum

to

apply and reach

pressure before those at the rear of the train, which

true of any

form

commencing

to apply

of pneumatically controlled brake.

four seconds, which

on
is

The time

is

of

different cars varies

through a range of about

an indication of the

relatively slow serial re-

S.
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sponse of the brake mechanism to a gradual
controlled by pneumatic

cards for the
there

is

means

alone.
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fall in

From

brake pipe pressure

and

these cards

(Pig. 34),

it is

siniilar

easily seen that

a considerable time element involved in starting the service

application of all the brakes in the train
matically.

It follows

from

when operating pneu-

this that the rate of "build-up" of brake

cylinder pressure in a service application

must be

relatively slow in

order to avoid shocks which result from the brakes applying with a
slow serial action combined with too rapid "build-up" of pressure on
the individual cars.

The

total

time required to reach

inder pressure

is

maximum

full service irahe cyl-

nearly 12 seconds, which shows clearly the effects of

the long train (large brake pipe volume) in extending the time re-

quired to

make

a pneumatic full service brake application beyond a

minimum which

is fixed

by the design of the equalizing discharge

feature of the brake valve which requires that about 6 seconds at least

be occupied in making a full service brake pipe reduction.

The

rate of rise of brake cylinder pressure

would otherwise

is

more rapid than

it

be, however, because of the use of the larger size

auxiliary reservoirs with the

PM

equipments. For a given brake pipe

reduction this results in a higher brake cylinder pressure than
tained with a smaller size reservoir as used with the

equipment for the purpose of insuring

UC

is

ob-

pneumatic

flexibility of service operation

of the brakes.

The maximum
60

lbs.,

The

which

is

full service brake cylinder pressure is a trifle over

equivalent to a nominal braking power of 80 per cent.

variations in the setting and the individual action of the dif-

•ferent high-speed reducing valves is the cause of the varying degrees

of

maximum

braking power obtained on the different

cars.

New UC Beake Equipment
The

universal valve as originally applied was used throughout

the tests without any modification whatever.

Special attention to

certain features of its operation, suggested the possibility of improve-

ment without material

modification.

These indications received the attention of the manufacturers and
as a result slight modifications in the construction of the universal

valve were made.

would

affect the

However, rather than introduce factors which

comparative value of the test results

to complete the official

program of the

tests

it

was decided

with the valves as

first
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is

supplied,

being considered that the injprovement accomplished by
amply illustrated by the re-

it

the. modifications referred to could be

performance of the improved valve in laboratory

sults of the

In

tests.

point out here that laboratory test records,
when properly analyzed, furnish all the information that can be
desired with regard to the efficiency and effectiveness of the air brake
fact, it is pertinent to

apparatus so far as

its

immediate function (controlling of the

pressure in the reservoirs and brake cylinders)

is

air

concerned.

Therefore only Figs. 34, 35 and 36, which are diagrams showing
the service action of the UC equipment obtained in laboratory tests
subsequent to the road

tests, will

They correspond

be described here.

in all significant characteristics with the similar diagrams obtained

shown in the complete report, but in addition these records show the performance of the
universal valve improved in constructional details as an outcome of

from the valves used during the

tests as

the tests.

Due

to the service stability feature of the

UC

equipment the brake

cylinder pressure does not start to rise quite as quickly as with the

PM

equipment, but the time of obtaining an effective brake cylinder

pressure

is

the same with the

TJC!

PM

and

equipments.

the beginning of the rise of brake cylinder pressure

UC

for the

equipment, Fig. 34, than

.for test

is

The time

to

slightly longer

(PM

034 (Fig. 33)

equipment) , but reference to the indicator cards showing other service
applications for the PM equipment, e. g., Fig. 37, will show that on
account of the ordinary variations to be expected in the action of the
type

P

triple valve,

due to the condition of the mechanism,

likely to take just as long to start

an application with the

PM

it

is

equip-

ment as with the UC equipment having the service stability feature.
Once having started, however, the UC equipment builds up pressure
in the brake cylinder at a rate
rate of brake pipe reduction.

action of the

PM

Comparing
reservoirs

maximum

requires

properly proportioned to the

equipment installed on an equal

basis.

and Fig. 34, the effect of the different size
used when making a service application of the brakes, as

application lines.
its

is

this point on, it is similar to the

Fig. 33

already mentioned,

ing

which

From

is

clearly

seen in the different slopes of the

This results in the

PM equipment

(Fig. 33) reach-

pressure in 13 seconds, whereas, the

16 to 17 seconds.

These

rates,

UC

equipment

should be noted, are
of brake pipe pressure

it

determined primarily by the rate of fall
which is relatively slow (pneumatic operation) on long trains because
of the large brake pipe volume.

S.

The maximum
lb.

which

This

is"
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brake cylinder pressure averages 60

equivalent to a nominal braking power of 90 per cent.

maximum

pressure

limited to approximately 60

is

lb.

by the

safety valve used with the equipment.

When

proper allowance

is

made

for the difference in reservoir

PM

volumes used with the TJC and
equipments, it will be seen that
the rate of development of brake cylinder pressure in service is substantially the

same in each

case, the rate of

brake pipe reduction being

the controlling factor.

This shows that there can be no imdesirable difference in the

PM

action of the

and

UC

equipments when operating together in

The

the same trains in ordinary service.
trains of

mixed

UC

and

PM

results of tests

made with

equipment, for the purpose of bringing

out this particular point, confirm this statement.

ELECTRO-PSTEUMATIC EQUIPMENT

The advantages

of the electro-pneumatic control of the service

brake are apparent from a comparison of Fig. 35 with Fig. 34.

With the electro-pneumatic brake (Fig. 35), the application started
almost simultaneously on all ears and built up to maximum brake
cylinder pressure at a uniform rate. Furthermore, the rate of buildup of brake cylinder pressure is not dependent upon the length of
train as

it

application.

is

in the case of any pneumatically controlled service

The brake pipe reduction

is

accomplished locally on

each car by the operation of the service magnet valves.
•

The maximum

service

brake cylinder pressure

is

obtained in

about 8 seconds instead of 16 seconds, required by the same brake

equipment operating pneumatically.

prompt and uniform action

As would be expected

this

more

of the brakes produces a shorter stop.

The important advantages

of the electro-pneumatic control of

the service brake application are clearly brought out by a study of the

curves of Fig. 35.

They show the almost

simultaneous action of

all

absolutely uniform'

the cars in the train.

In

fact,

and

when making

an electro-pneumatic service application of the brakes, the application

on

different cars in the train is

much more uniform than

of a pneumatic emergency application.

in the case

This diagram also shows the

great advantage of eliminating the time element in starting the
application and the ability to quicken the rate of brake application on

the entire train, and at the same time retain the necessary flexibility
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which enables the engine

man

readily to control the brake application

as desired.

—PM

General Comparison of Service Application
Equipment

UC

and

from the same brake cylinder cards as plotted
35, but in this case plotted to show the relative
time to start the application of the brakes and the time to obtain full
brake cylinder pressure with the PM equipment and the UC pneumatic
and electro-pneumatic equipment. The quicker and more uniform
application of the electro-pneumatic equipment is still more clearly
Pig. 36 shows data

in Figs. 33, 34

and

brought .out by these curves.

Partial Service Followed by Emergency Application

PM BRAKE equipment

PM equipment when a
made followed immediately by the

Fig. 37 shows the results obtained with the
partial service brake application is

movement

of

the brake

valve

handle from service to emergency

position.
first place the way in which the
began to respond to the reduction in brake pipe pressure
compared with the action shown in Fig. 25. The same type of triple
valves were used, but the applications were on difEerent days, being
for Fig. 37 February 13 and for Fig. 25 April 23. There is as much
difference between the time of starting to apply the P triple valves
(Fig. 33 and Fig. 37), as between the P triple valves and the universal valve of the TJC equipment (Fig. 33 and Fig. 34).
All these

It is

important to note in the

triple valves

examples show that the condition of the triple valve (which

is

a

upon many things such as the weather, the lubrithe valves, the amoimt of use they have had and so on)

variable depending

cation of

causes considerable variations in the results.
It is barely possible to distinguish signs of the

cation

from the shape

of the curves of Fig. 37

emergency appli-

when compared with

a

continuous full service application without any emergency with this
equipment (Fig. 33). Slightly higher cylinder pressure was obtained

on most of the cars

sufficient to operate the

so as to cause the characteristic

high-speed reducing valves

blow-down of emergency brake

der pressure, but the rate of obtaining brake cj'linder pressure

same

as if

no emergency application had been inade.

cylinis

the

S.

It required about the

pressure in this case as

Moreover,

W.
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to reach this 60-lb. brake cylinder

when no emergency

application was made.

should be noted that the serial action of the valves
remains the same. There was no serial quick action effect produced
it

by the emergency application following partial service application.

The length of the stop, as would be expected, is but little different
from that which was obtained with a full service application of the
brakes, without any emergency application.
^
UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT
In the case of the

UC

pneumatic equipment an emergency appliand full emergency brake cylinder
pressure whether preceded by a service application or not. Fig. 38.
Consequently, when the emergency application was made all the brakes
cation produces serial quick action

applied simultaneously, the brake cylinder pressure rose at the usual

emergency rate and the usual emergency
was obtained.

From
power

is

maximum

cylinder pressure

this it is plain that a very material increase in stopping

possible by

making an emergency application following a
new complete pneumatic equip-

partial service application with the

The

ment.

result of this is to shorten the stop by about 300

ft.

com-

pared with that obtained with a full service application, no emergency
application being made.

f
BLECTEO-PNBUMATIC EQUIPMENT

The

action of the electro-pneumatic equipment (Fig. 39)

to that just described (Fig. 38), except that the

is

the serial pneumatic application, both service and emergency,
nated,

and the quicker

similar

time element due to
is

elimi-

rate of rise of brake cylinder pressure during

the service application, which is due to the local venting of the air
from the brake pipe on each car, produced by the electro-pneumatic
service application feature.
Both the service and the emergency applications occur on all cars simultaneously and the brake cylinder
pressure rises as promptly on each car of a twelve car train as it
would on a single car.

A

direct result of the quicker rate of brake pipe reduction is that

the partial service reduction determined
therefore the emergency application

with the pneumatic equipment.

is

upon

made

is

completed sooner and

earlier in the stop

than
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The

result of these several advantages is to produce a

stop (about 500

ft.,

much

shorter

Fig. 61) than with a full service electro-pneumatic

This shows clearly the increased safety factor of the
improved brake equipment over that now in service for conditions
requiring the greatest possible stopping power after a service applicaapplication.

tion of the brakes has been started.

As

a matter of interest a composite brake cylinder indicator card

and deceleration curve for both the PM and electro-pneumatic equipment have been plotted on Pig. 40 to show the effect of emergency
application following a partial service application.

A comparison of the curves for the PM and electro-pneumatic
equipment shows clearly the quicker rate of rise of service brake cylinder pressure and the quicker and much more effective brake cylinder
pressure obtained with the new equipment when the emergenty appliThe results of this action are shown in the more
and the higher value reached by the deceleration curve
for the electro-pneumatic equipment and the correspondingly shorter
cation

made.

is

prompt

rise of

stop obtained.

and 39 are important as they demonstrate that with the
equipment operating either electrically or pneumatically the engineer has available for use in any emergency that may arise a quick
acting and fully effective emergency brake, no matter what manipulaFigs.

3i8

UC

tion he

may have made

The

previously.

additional safety factor

insured by this means as compared with the absence of any such

PM

safety factor with the

equipment

is

proportional to the difference

in the stopping distance already discussed.

Bmeegekct Application

pm equipment
Fig. 41 shows characteristic brake cylinder indicator cards for

PM

equipment emergency applications.

The

rate of rise of brake

and the maximum pressure obtained
sligMly higher than would ordinarily be the case on account of the

cylinder pressure

is

slightly faster

larger size of auxiliary reservoirs used.

The
valve

sure

is

is

characteristic

blow-down action of the high-speed reducing

shown by the shape of the curves.
reduced from an average of about 78 lb.
clearly

nearly 60

lb.

at the

end of the

stop.

The

cylinder pres-

at the

beginning to

S.

W.
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UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT
Fig. 43 shows characteristic brake cylinder pressure cards obtained
with this equipment, emergency application.
The brake cylinder

pressure rises almost instantly to

its

maximum

value and

is

held

without blow-down throughout the stop thus utilizing the air pressure
available

on each car to

its fullest

extent and

eifect.

The

results to be

expected from this quick rise of brake cylinder pressure are offset to
a certain extent, however, by the relatively slow rate of transmission
of serial quick action

which resulted in the stop being somewhat

longer and not as smooth as would have been the case otherwise.

The brake

cylinder indicator cards (Fig. 43), show that the time

of transmission of serial quick action

the

PM

ism and

was

slightly longer

than with

This was due to operation of the valve mechanwas found possible to quicken the pneumatic serial quick

equipment.
it

action feature without any material change in the design of the parts.

When

so modified the time of transmission of quick action with the

pneumatic equipment is practically the same as that with the PM
equipment. It was not thought of sufficient importance to try out
any of these valves so modified in the series of tests under discussion.
But the universal valves being supplied for cars going into service at
the present time are improved in this particular and the cylinder
cards shown in Fig. 43 illustrate the results obtained with this
improved valve in rack tests. Considering the improvement in the
time of transmission of quick action indicated by these cards the stops
would be improved correspondingly.

UC

*

UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT

The

IMPROVED

relatively slow rate of propagation of serial quick action with

the TFC pneumatic equipment as used during the tests

(Fig. 43),

tended to produce undesirable slack action and rough emergency stops
as already explained.

Improvement in this particular is especially desirable and has been
accomplished as shown by indicator cards (Fig. 43). It will be seen
that the pneumatic serial action with the improved valves Fig. 43, is
slightly better than for the PM equipment as shown in Fig. 41 and
that this has been accomplished without any sacrifice in the time to
build up the maximum cylinder pressure which was characteristic of
the valves used during the test (Fig. 43).

This material reduction in the time required for the transmission
of quick action throughout the train will correspondingly minimize
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the effects of such slack action as
of the locomotive

The quick

and whatever

may
slack

be unavoidable due to the effect

may

exist

between the

cars.

and the high emergency pressure obtained with the UC pneumatic equipment is effective in producing a materially shorter stop, namely, from 200 to 350 ft. shorter
than with the

rise of cylinder pressure

PM

equipment. (Fig. 59).

ELECTEO-PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT

With the electro-pneumatic equipment a simultaneous and almost
The
is obtained.
valve mechanism on each of the cars causes the brake cylinder presinstantaneous application of the brakes in the train

sure to rise to

its

maximum

as quickly as the physical limitations of

the air brake and foundation brake gear installation as a whole will

permit and the

maximum

cylinder pressure thus obtained

tained without blow-down (Fig.

4-i);

is

main-

Thus, by means of the electro-

pneumatic control, an ideal emergency application of the brakes

is

obtained.
It should be noted that the only difference

between the

matic and electro-pneumatic emergency application

is

UC

pneu-

in the elimi-

nation of the time element in starting the application of the brakes
train.
That this is an important gain, is
shown by the fact that the emergency stops with the electro-pneumatic
brake were from 200 to 275 ft. shorter than with the pneumatic

on the various cars in the

equipment.

The electro-pneumatic emergency

stops are

from 350

to 550

shorter than those obtained with an emergency application of the

ft.

PM

equipment. Furthermore, the very short stops made with the electropneumatic equipment were accompanied by the absolute elimination of
shocks, due to the action of the brakes, except in so far as the effect
of the locomotive brake differed

The

effect of the

from that

of the brake

locomotive was the only reason

stops with the electro-pneumatic brake

why

on the

cars.

the emergency

were not absolutely without

shock even at speeds as low as ten miles per hour.

General Comparison of Emergency Applications.
Equipment
Fig. 45 shows the data

plotted to

show the

relative

PM

and TJC

from the valves as used during the tests
time to start an emergency application of

the brakes and the time to obtain full emergency brake cylinder pres-

S.

sure with the

PM

W.
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equipment, and the

the electro-pneumatic equipment

of the brakes

and

pneumatic and

The rapid and uniform

pneumatic equipments.

when compared with

UC

S3

is

electro-

rate of application of

very clearly shown by the curve

the longer time required to start the application

to reach the

maximum

brake cylinder pressiire,

toward the rear end of the train when using the PM equipment. It will be noted that the UC equipment operating pneumatically was somewhat slow in starting compared with the PM equip-

especially

ment and that although

it

reached

half the time required by the

PM

its

maximum

pressure in about one-

equipment on the train as a whole

there was about three seconds required to transmit the quick action

from the head
the valve
series of

to the rear

end of the

train.

This sluggish action of

when operating pneumatically was the same throughout the
tests covered by this report.
The pneumatic emergency

function of the valve has subsequently been improved, however, by a

emergency portion of the device as already
mentioned and the improved results thereby obtained are shown in

slight modification of the

Fig. 46.

The performance
in Figs. 45 and 46,

equipment as shown

of the electro-pneumatic

substantially identical while in the case of the

is

pneumatic equipment a marked improvement is shown by the material
reduction in time element for the curves of Fig. 46 compared with
those of Fig. 45.

MIXED EQUIPMENT STOPS
In order to

tell

how

well the operation of the

UC

pneumatic equip-

ment harmonizes with that of the PM equipment, when mixed in
various ways in the same train, a number of tests were made, both
service and emergency stops, and the action of the brakes and of the
train as a whole during a stop carefully noted.
typical tests

made

will be described here.

All service stops, no matter

PM

Only a few of the

what the arrangement

equipments, were free from objectionable shock.

of the UC and
They indicated

UC equipment
an improvement in the handling of trains generally,
without introducing any undesirable features of operation or maniputhat the gradual introduction into service of cars with
will result in

lation.

The improvement

in the release of the brakes was particularly
showing that not only was the release improved in proportion to the number of UC equipment cars in the train, but also that
noticeable,
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UC equipment cars, the greater was the certainty in releasing
PM equipment ears used in the same train. That is to say,
the UC equipment actually assisted to insure a certain and prompt
release of the PM brakes.
the

more

the

EMERGENCY TEST WITH MIXED EQUIPMENT TRAINS
The UC equipment was used with its standard nominal braking
power of 150 per cent. Under these conditions shocks and somewhat
rough stops were experienced with certain train make-ups and at some
speeds, which, although more severe than would be desirable in ordinary train service, were not severe enough to be prohibitive, considering
the necessity for and the infrequency of emergency applications and
the material share which the relatively low braked locomotive contributed during these shocks.

Train Stops

emergency stop at 30 m.p.h.

UC

High braking power on locomotive and mixed
equipments on cars as follows:

CarNos

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

and

PM

11

13

PM PM UC UC PM PM UC UC PM PM UC UC

Equipment

Fig. 47 shows separate indicator cards for the brake cylinder pres-

sure on the locomotive and each car in the train, also the rate of

reduction in brake pipe pressure on car six during the application.

The

characteristic

equipments

is

emergency action of the PM and the UC
In the first half of the train the PM
have a slight advantage in the time of starting

clearly shown.

equipments appear to

the brake application, but by the time that any effective brake cylinder
pressure is reached all the brakes are applying practically uniformly

throughout the train.

ment

maximum

The more rapid

application of the

new

equip-

maximum

pressure being obtained before the
(but lower) pressure is obtained on the
equipment cara

results in its

PM

This stop was somewhat rough but the shocks were not sufficient to be
called severe nor objectionable enough to indicate that such a combination would give rise to any trouble in general road operation.

S.

W.
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GRADUATED KELEASE STATIOK STOP AT 45 MILES PEE HOUR

UC

PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT
This test was made to illustrate the proper method of making a
graduated release stop (Fig. 48). The initial application was made
with one continuous full service brake pipe reduction, was then held
a few seconds after which the release was graduated by moving the
brake valve handle from lap to running position and then back to lap

made. This resulted in the
braking power being reduced substantially in accordance with the

position, four distinct graduations being

decrease in the speed of the train.

Except for the

first

three cars in the train, which felt the effects

of a graduation of the release'
to release sooner

most promptly and consequently tend

than the cars toward the

cylinder pressure remaining

when the

rear, the

amount of brake
was uniform

train stopped

throughout the train.

The

indicator card shows that no graduation of the release was

obtained on car seven.

was found on inspection that

It

this

was

caused by dirt on the seat of one of the valves which condition prevented the emergency reservoir from performing

its

graduated

re-

lease function.

This stop was very smooth from the beginning of the application

came

imtil the train

to a standstill

and the low cylinder pressure

remaining at the end entirely eliminated the unpleasant surging usually experienced when the train comes to a stop with high pressure
in the brake cylinders.
*
This shows that the brakes can be applied to give a high braking
power when the speed is high, which is essential if time is to be saved
in making stops and yet the stop made as smoothly as if only a very
light retarding force had been applied.

STATION STOP
•

Mixed equipment on
Car Nos
Equipment.

1
.

.

.

.

2

ears as follows:
3

4

.PM PM PM UC

5

TIC

6

7

8

9

10

1,1

12

UC PM PM PM UC UC UC

The stop was made with a full service application followed by a
and then a second application to bring the train to a standstill,
other words the usual two-application method. The only feature

release

in

requiring special mention

is

the behavior of the

PM

equipment on
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and

cars 7, 8

9

when the release was attempted after the first appliThe brake pipe pressure, as indicated by the record
was increased by a slight amount (about 3 lb.) when

cation (Fig. 49).

taken on car

PM

first

application,

and preparing for the second

This slight increase in brake pipe pressure released the

application.

three

6,

from the

releasing

equipments and the three

of the train.
also released.

UC

equipments in the

first

half

The three UC equipments at the rear of the train were
But the PM equipment on cars 7, 8 and 9 failed to

release.

This is a clear demonstration of the fact that the UC equipment
was more sensative to release (as it was designed to be) than the PM
equipment. In other words, the UC equipment on the three cars at
the rear end released on a slight rise in brake pipe pressure which was
not sufficient to release the PM equipments on the three cuts preceding.

These

PM

equipment

cars, so far as the

brake pipe pressure was

concerned, were more favorably placed than the three

end which did
important to note that

cars at the rear
It is

UC

equipment

release.

this stop

was without any roughness

or shock even thoiigh the braking power was considerably higher on

some cars than on

others.

But

as will also be evident

cator cards (Pig. 49), this difference in pressure

was

from the indiup gradually

set

and because of this the readjustment of slack took place gradually
which means that no shocks or roughness could result.

BRAKE RIGGING

III.

The brake rigging has only one operative function to perform but
is important and not always easily accomplished, viz., to

that one

transmit the force of compressed air developed in the brake cylinder

through the medium of rods and levers to the brake shoes in such a

manner that the

full

amount

design of the lever system

is

of multiplication contemplated in the

realized in

normal pressure between the

brake shoe and the wheel.

The use

of two brake shoes per wheel (clasp brake rigging) works

partly to the advantage of the foundation brake rigging and partly
to

an improved brake shoe and journal condition particularly with

regard to shoe, rail and journal reactions.

This dual character of

the foundation brake rigging shoTild be clearly distinguished.

The only trustworthy

we have

indication

formance of different brake riggings
produced.

But the

stop

is

is

of the relative per-

in the length of the stop

a resultant of both brake shoe and brake

rigging performance, other conditions remaining the same.
these tests

no

satisfactory separation of the brake rigging

During

and brake

shoe performance during the process of stopping was effected.
sequently,

when

Con-

the stops produced by clasp brake rigging are being

compared with those made by a rigging having but one shoe per wheel
it is

important to keep in mind that the performance in each case

a resultant of both brake rigging
I^he test results

errors

and brake shoe

is

characteristics.

under consideration afford notable examples of the

which would

result if

an attempt should be made to evaluate

the effect of one of these factors without

making due allowance

for

the influence of the other.

Existing Type of Brake Rigging on Caks

The brake which has been standard on
first

P-'J'O

cars since they were

built in 1907, is of the single shoe type without brake beams,

the brake heads being suspended from the truck levers and hangers
as

shown in Fig.

33.

The brake heads

are spaced by tie rods to give the shoes full bear-

ing and to prevent the tendency of the shoes to run
57

off

the wheel.
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The nominal braking power

ratio of total

pressure to empty weight of car of

113%

80%

nominal brake shoe

in service application and

lever of

is obtained with a 16-in. cylinder and a truck
two to one and a total ratio of 7.8 to 1 for a car weighing

120,000

lb.

in emergency

Previous to these tests

it

had been found that with the brake

ging anchored to the truck side frame there

trucks to be pulled toward the center of the car
applied.

The

when

the brake

is

pull of the body brake rod is resisted by the center

and

plate bearing,

this resisting force, acting

of the brake rod, results in a turning
to tilt

rig-

a tendency for the

is

them more or

less

below the line of pull

moment on

One observed

inward.

the truck, tending

result of this tilting

has been to render the outside pairs of wheels more susceptible to

The standard brake

wheel sliding.

Fig. 23

as used in the tests

had the truck

Brake Rigging, Standard Single Shoe Brake
Standard rigging used on P-70 cars

rigging anchored to the car body and, this, as will be shown, effectively eliminated the cause of the tilting

mentioned above.

Features Open For Improvement

To prevent

the tendency for shoes to slide off the wheel

it

is

necessary to use heavy tie rods and these at best do not offer a satisfactory solution of this difficulty.

To prevent the tendency to displace the journals due to the heavy
unbalanced shoe pressures resulting from the use of a single shoe
brake on a car of this weight, it is necessary to resort either to deep
brasses or to

hang the shoes

so

low that the resulting force passes

within the bearing area of the brass.
objectionable.

Both

of these

methods are

Lubricant must be supplied to deep brasses and the

tendency of low hung shoes

is to

cause considerable false piston travel

and consequently a low efficiency of brake rigging.

S.

The amount

of energy

W.
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which must be absorbed per shoe by a single

brake shoe when stopping modern heavy cars at high speed, taxes the
material in the shoe beyond

its capacity.

Therefore, there

is

a ten-

dency for the single shoe to break down and wear away more rapidly
than was formerly the case with lighter

cars, resulting in a corre-

spondingly longer stop. These conditions are more fully discussed
under the heading- of brake shoes.

Fjg. 24

Brake Rigging, Standard Single Shoe Brake

In the test the truck dead lever

was anchored

to the car

body instead

of to the

truck as shown

Under

the heavy loads imposed on the various

members

of the

brake rigging system, the effect of deflection, pin wear and lost motion

between parts requires especial attention when applying a rigging to
a car

weighing upwards of 120,000

running piston

The present
although

it

lb.,

as tliese factors directly affect

travel.

practice in design, governing the unit fiber stress,

provides ample strength for the brake rigging parts,

causes deflection in some of the

members

resulting in an increase in
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The present

piston travel.

investigations point clearly to the advan-

tage of using a fiber stress which reduces deflection and elongation to
a

minimum

vi'ith

as little increase in weight as possible.

Brake Rigging Eeqdikkments
These

known

tests

have developed certain principles, most of which were

before the

test,

but their relative importance was not estab-

had been developed

lished until a satisfactory design of clasp brake

and stops obtained, which were anticipated from the application

Fig.

2.5

Brake Rigging, No.

3

of

Clasp Brake

two brake shoes per wheel. The complete design of any brake rigging
must be a compromise in which the relative values of each of the items
herein enumerated have been given their proper consideration with
respect to each other.

A

Precaution against accidents that

may

result

from parts

of

the rigging dropping on the track.

B

Maximum

efficiency of

brake rigging at

all

times to insure

minimum nominal per
reducing to a minimum

the desired stop with a

braking power, thereby

C

cent of

the cost

and weight of brake rigging and air brake equipment.
Uniform distribution of brake force, in relation to weight
braked, on

all

dation with

wheels, to insure the use of

minimum

maximum

chances for wheel sliding.

retar-

W.

S.
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D

With a given nominal per cent braking power, the actual
braking (which depends on the brake rigging efficiency)
to remain constant throughout the life of shoes and wheels.

E

Piston travel to be as near constant as practicable under

maximum

conditions of cylinder pressure, to insure

ping

emergency braking and desired

efficiency for

bility for service

F Minimum
work in

all

stopflexi-

braking at low speed.

brake shoe wear in doing a given amount of
a

G Minimum

minimum

time.

expense of maintenance and "running repairs"

of the brake rigging between shopping of cars, for the

purpose of expediting train movements.

H

The

parts to be designed so that they cannot be applied

improperly, for the purpose of minimizing the possibility

and probability

The

I

initial

of

making wrong" repairs.

and maintenance

ent with, but secondary

low as consist-

cost to be as

the points mentioned above.

to,

Types op Kigging Tested

The

various designs of rigging tested were the standard brake

single-shoe type

used in these
creased to

and three types

The

of clasp brake

known

as Nos. 1, 3

single-shoe brake

tests

«the truck dead lever anchored to the car body center

brake shoes hung about 4

The

wheel.

and

shown in

Pigs. 3, 6 and 34 as
had the strength of various rigging members inallow for the use of ISO per cent emergency braking power,

3, respectively.

in.

sill

and the

below the horizontal center line of the

effect of the position of the

brake shoes was to cause a

noticeable compression of the truck springs during brake applications,
resulting in a corresponding horizontal

and a consequent increase in piston

movement

travel,

of the brake shoes

tending to reduce the

ef-

fectiveness of the brake.

In the improved (No. 3) type of clasp brake. Pig.
were so located that when the brake was applied,

all

35, the

members

the rods pulled

perpendicularly to their respective levers and the pull rods rested

on

rollers,

hung

reducing the friction to a minimum.

as high as conditions would permit^ being

The

3^

shoes were

in.

below the

center line of the axle, the brake heads were pin connected to the

hanger

levers,

enabling the shoe to adjust

itself readily to

the wheel.
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Preliminary tests had demonstrated that even though the desired
brake cylinder pressure could be obtained in an average minimum
time of 2.2 seconds, the stops were longer than anticipated and in the
final design of clasp rigging consideration was
source of loss in the transmission of forces from

development of the
given to

all possible

the brake cylinder to the brake shoe, so as to provide as nearly as
possible

an instantaneous transmission of force with

minimum

loss.

Tests Made and Results

The standard

(single shoe) brake rigging

was tested under various

conditions of speed, air brake equipment and braking power, using

and locomotive, and also in 13 car
breakaway stops. The .clasp brake rigging was tested in single car
breakaway tests only, there being but one of the test cars equipped with
the complete train of 12 cars

this type of rigging.

rigging

it

Therefore, in comparing the different types of

will be necessary to

make

the comparisons accordingly so

far as the actual stops are concerned, although a

method has been

developed whereby the probable stop of a complete train can be com-

puted with what

On

is

believed to be reasonable accuracy.

account of the

many

different conditions of air brake equip-

ment, per cent of braking power, and manipulation used with the
different types of brake rigging,

it is

necessary to choose arbitrarily

some representative combination of these factors and compare the
For this purpose the best
different riggings all on the same basis.
available records are those of the so-called check runs, namely, emer-

gency stops made at 60 m.p.h. with the complete train of 12 cars and
locomotive using the electro-pneumatic air brake equipment and 150
per cent nominal braking power, and the breakaway stops under
similar conditions.

Furthermore, as the results obtained in these runs

it will also be necessary to choose only those
runs which represent the average of those stops that were not influenced by conditions which would tend to vary the stops on account

varied considerably,

of influences other than those resulting

ferent types of brake rigging.

from the action

of the dif-

Table 2 has been made up on this

basis.

In the above tabulation the average, the maximum and the ministops for both train and breakaway tests are shovsm with the
All tests which were affected by
different types of brake rigging.
wheel sliding, by high braking power on locomotive or by other

mum

variable factors have been disregarded in

making up

this table.

In

S.

order to

make

W.
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the comparison a fair one, the average per cent brak-

ing power for the various conditions

is

included in the table and an

inspection of these data shows that the per cent braking power varied

somewhat for the

different types of rigging tested.

so far as the difference

necessarily follows

This variation,

between train and breakaway

from the

effect of the

Comparing the braking powers

is

concerned,

lower braked locomotive.

for the train using the No. 1 clasp,

the standard, and the No. 2 clasp brake and for the 13 car break-

away stops with these types of rigging

it

will

be seen that the varia-

tion is not sufficient to materially affect the average results obtained.

The No.
Consequently

3 design of clasp brake
its

No. 2 clasp brake on a single

TABLE

2.

was tried on a single car only.

performance has to be compared with that of the
car.

The braking power per pound

of

EMERGENCY STOPS 60 M.P.H. WITH ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC BRAKE.
150 PER CENT NOMINAL BRAKING POVTER
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Brake Eigging Efficibnct
The

device

shown

in Pig. 36

was used

to

of the various types of brake rigging tested.
this device is based

necessary to

make

was the same for
its

measure the

The

all riggings,

efficiencies

principle on which

modifications being

application suitable to the various types of

truck and brake rigging arrangements used.

A

soft steel plate of

known hardness and uniform

used to record the pressure with which a hardened
pressed against

it,

structure was
steel ball

was

the depth of the impression being proportional to

the force.

Fig. 26

Brake Shoe Pressure Measuring Device as Applied to the
No. 3 Clasp Brake

The device holding the ball and plate was located in the brake
rigging as near the shoe as possible so that the force transmitted
by the brake rigging passed through the ball to the plate on its way
The diameter of the impression was measured with
micrometer microscope and the corresponding pressure determined

to the brake shoe.
'a

from a calibration curve- of similar impressions made under
known pressure on a testing machine.

The

ratio of the pressure

direct

at the brake shoe as found by this
method, to the brake shoe pressure which should result from the cylin-

S.
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der pressure and the total lever ratio

mechanical
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known

to exist, represents the

efficiency of the rigging in per cent.

Tests of this character were made both when the cars were running and standing but on account of the disturbing influences encountered during the running tests, it was decided to considei: only
the standing

tests, for

The data

which the data obtained were more

consistent.

plotted in Pig. 50 should not be understood to signify

anything with respect to the rigging

efficiencies in running tests.
from observation of the behavior of different types of rigging
when making stops, it was evident that the efficiency of the trans-

In

fact,

mission of the forces through the brake rigging were considerably

when making a stop than when a standing brake application
was made, due to the different positions assumed by the brake shoes
and levers, caused by pulling down truck springs and increase of
piston travel. Furthermore, with the standard brake rigging considThis affected
erable binding took place in the measuring device.
of
the
causes of the
accuracy
the
readings
and
is
probably
one
the
of
different

low efficiency shown in Fig. 50 for the standard brake rigging.
theless, this

curve

is

make the record of what was done complete.
With the other types of brake rigging, however, the
remarkably consistent.

Never-

given here as a matter of information and to

In

fact,

possible for the first time to fix

results

were

by the aid of these records, it became
upon a logical basis for harmonizing

the results obtained in road tests with those obtained in laboratory
tests of

brake shoes.

Piston Teavel

One

of the factors, affecting brake rigging efficiency, which was

given particular attention during these tests was the variations in
piston travel with different cylinder pressures.

Eecords were taken of

the length of piston travel on a time basis using for this purpose a
piston travel indicator which was a slack action indicator (Fig. 11),

The

adapted for this special purpose.

indicator

a constant speed, as before, while the pencil
to

A

move

drum was

driven at

mechanism was arranged

in proportion to the travel of the brake cylinder piston.

typical indicator

them are shown in

diagram from
Fig. 51.

this device

The

and curves derived from

piston travel time curves and the

brake cylinder pressure time curves from the brake cylinder indicators were

combined to form the brake cylinder pressure piston

travel curves.
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As a further study

of the

movement

of the brake cylinder piston

during the development of the brake cylinder pressure, diagrams were
taken by means of a steam engine indicator screwed into the brake
cylinder pressure head.

The reducing motion

of this indicator was

connected to the piston cross head. Reproductions of typical indicator

shown in Pig. 53.
In Fig. 53 is shown the increase in running emergency piston

cards are

travel over standing service for the different types of rigging tested

and

at various percentages of braking power.

It will be noted that in

and No. 3
than for either the standard or the No. 3 clasp
brake.
The excessive piston travel on the No. 3 clasp brake was
contributed to by low hung brake shoes and is an element tendiug
toward a reduced over-all efficiency of the brake.
these figures the increase in piston travel for the No. 1

clasp brake

is

less

PER CENT OF BRAKING POWER

IV.

The

Definition.

total brake shoe pressure to be provided

steam road passenger brake installation
the empty weight of the car.

is

by a

determined according to

Eor convenience the pressure afforded
is chosen as the basis upon

by a full service application of the brakes

which different installations are
the total brake shoe pressure

empty weight of the

to the

is

car.

classified

and

(also for convenience)

usually expressed in terms of

TKe

its ratio

ratio of total brake shoe pressure

weight has always been termed '^braking power" and

to total car

is

usually expressed as "per cent braking power." This misnomer might

properly be replaced by the term "braking force"
shoe pressure
that

is all

uppermost or "braking ratio"

is

the universally accepted term for
to the

common understanding

The term "per

if

the notion of the

the idea of ratio alone

However, as "braking power" has been

be implied.

is to

if

many

of the

years

it

will be

term throughout

used according
this paper.

cent of braking power" requires further explana-

tion in order that its significance in the different ways

in use

may

not be confused.

A Nominal

per cent brahing power has been used in the

acceptance of the term,
culated

from the

weight of the

B

viz.,

has been

common

the ratio of the total shoe pressure, cal-

full service brake cylinder pressure, to the light

car.

Actual per cent hrahing power, based on brake cylinder pres-

sure obtained,
total

it

Three distinct usages are:

is

referred to in several cases and

is

the ratio of the

brake shoe pressure calculated on the basis of the brake cylinder

pressure actually obtained in any given

during that

C When

test, to

the weight of the car

test.

referring to the ratio of the net resultant normal brake

shoe pressure to the actual weight of the car in any given case the

term braking power involves an allowance for the actual cylinder
force developed

and

term brake rigging

all losses

efficiency.

in transmission included in the general

This ratio which

or effective per cent retarding force,

is

is,

properly, the net

seldom referred

to,

except in

connection with the study of the performance of brake shoes under

known conditions

of pressure and wheel loading, as in the case of

the laboratory tests of brake shoes.

67
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It has been

common

practice to design steam road passenger brake

installations to produce a full service

or

90%

nominal braking power of 80

the braking power obtained in emergency applications will

;

then depend upon the characteristics of the installation. In the case
brake equipment the
of the P. E. E. P-70 cars with standard

PM

80%. In emergency application
figured upon but in practice less than

standard nominal braking power

113%

nominal

braking power

is

is

due to the characteristics of the PM equipment whereby the maximum brake cylinder pressure is diminished by
the action of the high-speed reducing valve, the effect of excessive
this is always obtained,

piston travel and so on.

With the improved brake equipment the standard nominal braking
This, although 10% higher than standard with PM
is 90%.

power

equipment,

is

results in a

associated with a smaller size auxiliary reservoir which

slower rate of increase in braking power during the

progress of a service application of the brakes.
flexibility in the

This affords greater

manipulation of the brake in service and at the same

time makes available a higher

maximum

service braking power.

emergency stops braking powers ranging from 90 to

180%

In

were em-

ployed.

The

objects of

making emergency

tests at different percentages of

braking power were:
a

To

b

power

establish the relation between per cent of braking

and length of

stop.

To determine

sidered in fixing the

the limiting conditions which should be con-

maximum

practicable emergency braking force

consistent with reasonable protection against

undue wheel

sliding

under the unfavorable conditions commonly experienced.

Length of Stop
The

curves, Fig. 54,

show the relation between the percentage of

braking power and the length of stop, other factors being substan-

The curves are plotted for single-car breakaway stops
from 60 m.p.h. with the Wo. 3 clasp brake, electro-pneumatic air brake
equipment, plain brake shoes well worn in and cracked.
tially constant.

Taking from these curves the stop

135%

is

and that

17.5%
at 180%,

shorter, that at

33%

at

150%

shorter.

this is that for a given increase in

An

90%

as the basis, the stop at

braking power 25.5%. shorter
interesting development

from

braking power anywhere through-

S.
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out the range, a constant decrease in length of stop will result, this
constant decrease, however, not being equal to the corresponding

For example, an increase of 25% in brak90% up to 112.5% braking power) results in a decrease of about 12% in the length of stop (from 1177 ft. to 1033 ft.).
Similarly, a 25% increase in braking power, from 144% up to 180%

increase in braking power.

ing power (from

results in the

896

ft.

same proportionate decrease in length of stop, viz. from
ft., which is a 12% decrease, as at the lower braking
:

to 78'7

power.

An analysis of the curves on Pig. 54 shows that for single car
breakaway stops from a speed of 60 m.p.h., using the electro-pneumatic
brake the relation between the percentage of braking power and length
of stop can be expressed by the following equation:

"

«.
in

which
(S=the length of stop
a, constant determined by the character of the air brake
equipment, brake shoes and brake rigging.
P = percentage of braking power corresponding to the cylinder

K=

pressure obtained.
a;

=a

fractional exponent, depending

upon the

effect of the

percentage of braking power on the brake rigging
efficiency and the coefficient of friction of the brake
shoes.

This law
that

it

found

is

holds for

still

to apply to both of the curves in Fig.

by both road and laboratory
(50 to

60%), the

54 and

lower braking powers than here shown was proven
tests at

results of

which

low percentages of braking power
satisfied the relation which had

previously been found to exist between stops under similar conditions,

but at percentages of braking power ranging between 90% and 180%.
Manifestly, however, this law could not hold at very low percentages
of braking power.

Eeferring to Fig. 54 the equation for the line showing the best
60 m.p.h. stop

is

pO.BSl

and

for the line

showing the average 60 m.p.h. stops
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1169.2

„

It should be noted here that these relations cannot be applied to

other speeds, types of brake rigging or different brake apparatus,
unless these characteristics are

known

to correspond to those

which

resulted in the curves in Fig. 54.

An

approximate expression for the variation of percentage of

braking power and length of stop with the electro-pneumatic equip-

ment,
is

is that,

decreased

for

an increase of

5%

in the braking power, the stop

2%.

The above equations correspond to the theoretical relations which
result from a consideration of the primary factors involved. Neglecting air and internal resistance on the one hand and the rotative
energy of the wheels and axles on the other hand and considering
the stop to be made on a straight level track, we have, for the portion
of the stops that the brakes can be considered fully applied.

W
g

PWefS2 =
^9

2gPef
or

S, =
in

0.03347^

V

Pef

SOPef

-

which

= total retarding force in lb.
(S2 = that portion of the stop in
i*'

ft. during which the brakes
can be considered fully applied
]7 = weight of train in lb.
V = speed of train in ft. per second
V = speed of train in miles per hour
P = nominal percentage of braking power corresponding to
average brake cylinder pressure during time brakes are

applied
e = efficiency

of brake rigging

S.

W.
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/= mean coefficient of brake shoe friction
g= acceleration due to gravity 32.2 ft. per

sec.

per sec.

For the short time i, at the commencement of the stop during
which the brakes may be considered as having no effect, the distance
travelled will be Si = t;i = 1 .467 Vt

The

total length of stop

*S, is

then

S = Si+S2 = lA67

^

Vt-{

30Pe/

For a given type of brake equipment and at a given speed, V and
and the theoretical relation between the length of
stop and percentage of braking power, other conditions being equal
and as assumed above, is then
t

are constants

Pef
in

which

e,

the efficiency of the brake rigging, remains practically

constant throughout the range of values of
(see Fig. 50).

P

used in these tests

Let

e
f,

mean

the

coefficient of friction is

other conditions being the same.

known
It

may

to decrease as

therefore be

P increases,

assumed that

p.

where

z

The

is less

than unity.

expression for length of stop can

pi-^

PcP-'

In this expression

A;

is

now be
P"

written

P""

a constant term resulting from the fact that

the brake applies gradually instead of instantaneously to

mum

its

maxi-

value.

But

for practical purposes the

S

formula

K
px

can, for the particular purpose in hand, be used as substantially

the equivalent of the more accurate but
that the proper value of K, which will

mined.

less

simple formula, provided

make

this possible,

is

deter-
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This can be shown from the test data to be possible without in2% at the extremes of the range of
these experiments, the error being still less at intermediate points.
volving an error of more than

Consequently, the simpler expression will serve as a satisfactory
basis for a general approximation.

The

expression

from the curves

is

in the

of Fig.

oretical as well as

In the relation

same form as that found empirically
is therefore justified from a the-

54 which

an empirical standpoint.

/=

c

the values of

pz

c

and

from the data furnished by the curves. Fig.

^ = i^^and5 =

54.

z

can be evaluated

We

have

i

Therefore
1-2
2

= 0.581
= 0.419

/=For P=

px

po.419

1.5 (60 m.p.h. stops

a fair average value for /

is

being considered now)

0.10.

we know

that

Therefore
c

0.10 =

1.5"-"°

for

which
c

= 0.12

Therefore an approximate relation between the mean coefficient
brake
shoe friction and per cent braking power, resulting from
of
the data of these tests (and applies therefore only to the range
covered by these tests) for speeds of 60 m.p.h. plain cast iron brake
shoes, clasp brake rigging, is

0.12
'

p0.419

Wheel

Sliding

Tests were considered as having excessive wheel sliding

sum

when

the

was 3000 ft. or over in 13 ear train tests and 350 ft.
These arbitrary figures were chosen when an
in single car tests.
of all slides

analysis of the wheel sliding data developed that the

when

sum

of all slides,

was not sufficient to have any material effect
on the length of stop and was usually made up of relatively short
less

than 3000

ft.

S.
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on a number of pairs of wheels, but when more than 3000

slides

ft.

several, pairs of wheels usually slid for the greater part of the stopping

making the sum

distance

under 15

of all slides well above this figure.

Slides

were not recorded.

ft.

Tables 3 and 4 show the number of tests made at each percentage
braking power with each type of brake rigging and the number of

which the wheels

tests in

slid

15

ft.

It will be noted that with the

or over.

No.

clasp brake wheel sliding

1

occurred at low as well as at high percentages of emergency braking

These

power.

March

5

when

however, were run between February 10 and

tests,

there was a comparatively low prevailing air tempera-

ture which, with the high humidity characteristic of the locality

brought about an adverse

rail

was especially marked in the

The bad

condition.

first tests

rail

condition

of the day which, with few

150%

exceptions, were electro-pneumatic emergency applications at

braking power.

Out of a

made with
sliding at

the

first

all.

90 emergency

total of

the No.

1

clasp

brake,

at

tests

150%

braking power

62 tests developed no wheel

Of the 38 in which there was wheel

sliding, 13

hours when the track had not been run over by other trains.

permitted an accumulation of frost or moisture on the
that interval.
day,
rail

were

runs of the day, previous to which there was a period of two

Few

tests,

showed excessive wheel

made subsequent
and

sliding,

it

rail

to the first

may

This

during

run of the

be concluded that the

condition referred to was chiefly responsible for the sliding that

occurred.

*

The tests with the other types of brake were made later in the
spring when the weather was more favorable to good rail condition,
and it will be noted that in these tests there is a marked decrease in excessive

An

wheel sliding.
analysis of the percentage of runs with wheel sliding at various

percentages of braking power shows that with plain shoes the

amount

of wheel sliding depends rather on the rail and weather conditions

than on the percentage of braking power.

With the standard brake

train flange shoes a high percentage

of wheel sliding is shown, but on only one test
sliding.

6 a.m.

This

may be partially attributed

and subjected

to rail conditions different

ing during other tests

A

total of 3-83

made with

emergency

was there excessive

to the fact that

it

was run

from those

at

prevail-

this type of brake rigging.

tests at

150%

braking power were made

S.
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with the various types of brakes; of this number 22% had wheel
sliding, 10% occurring during the tests of the No. 1 clasp brake.
At 180% braking power with plain shoes, wheel slidiag occurred

on but 7 out of 36 tests. With flange shoes sliding occurred in 11 out
of 33 tests.
In only one test of the 59, with 180% braking power,
was there wheel sliding amounting to over 3000 ft.
Prom the above it follows, that the determining factor in wheel
sliding is not high braking power alone but rather the uncontrollable
conditions of rail and weather in connection with it, against which no
permanent provision can be made without a sacrifice in the length of
emergency stops during those favorable periods of the day or seasons
of the year when conditions warrant the use of high braking power.

Whether the

sliding of wheels will or will not cause flat spots of a

size sufficient to

produce rough riding of the car depends entirely on

circumstances; for example, a condition of rail surface which will
cause a considerable

amount

of wheel sliding, with relatively low per-

a condition which at the same time will
permit long slides to occur without producing noticeable flat spots.

centages of braking power,

On

the other hand,

when the

treme case of a sanded
of a size requiring

is

rail,

prompt

rail is in

good condition, or in the ex-

a very short slide

attention.

No

may produce

flat spots

flat spots

were obtained of

sufficient size to necessitate changing wheels during the tests, although,
on account of the number of small spots accumulated upon the wheel
tread, it was found advisable to change some wheels before the cars
were put back into regular service.

Coefficient of Kail Pkiction

•

In using the machine shown in Fig. 12 to determine the relative
condition of the rail surface during different tests, the same section of
rail was used at all times.
The kinetic coefficient of friction, or the
ratio of the force required to keep the weights moving slowly and the
pressure of these weights upon the rail, was found to give more consistent readings

The

than observations of the "static"

kinetic values determined range between

the great majority of readings ranging between
records,

coefficient.

12% and 35%, with
22% and 30%. The

when taken in connection with simultaneous readings

temperature and relative humidity, show that the

of air

coefficient of rail fric-

tion decreases with an increase in the relative humidity for temperatures below the freezing point, whereas the coefficient of rail friction
is

not greatly affected by high humidities as long as the temperature
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is

high, but begins to fall as the temperature approaches the freez-

ing point.

As an

interesting study of the effects of these various factors,

consecutive observations were taken of the coefBeient of rail friction,

temperature, relative humidity and barometric pressure for a

air

These records are shown in Pig. 55 and

period of twenty-four hours.

indicate clearly the tendency of the coefficient of rail friction to increase with increasing temperature

and

and decreasing

relative humidity,

decrease with increasing relative humidity and decreasing

to

temperature.

It is significant to note that the coefficient of rail fric-

tion obtained on the

first

reading in the early morning was practically

the same as that found for a well greased rail later in the day.

While the absolute value of the data obtained may be open

to

question on account of the difference between the condition of the

and the rail, and
and rail when taking
assume that the values

surfaces in contact in the case of the rolling wheel

those which existed between the sliding weight

the observations referred

to,

it

is

safe to

obtained at different times are comparative.

It

is

apparent that the

average rail condition changes with the seasons of the year (and, to a
less degree,

with the time of the day), and advantage can be taken of

by using a higher braking power in the summer than could
be used in the winter without the likelihood of a material, if any, in-

this fact

crease in wheel sliding.

The above conclusion

logically follows

from a knowledge

of rail

conditions in general and- their effect irrespective of the readings of
the apparatus used during the tests. As a matter of fact there was
no great consistency between the readings obtained for coefficient of
rail friction and the amount of wheel sliding experienced.
While' as
a rule the greatest

amount

of wheel sliding occurred during the first

runs of the morning, at which time the coefficient of
usually low,
sliding

it

was

would be experienced when the

served previous to such tests

A

was

rail friction

also a fact that occasionally considerable

wheel

coefficient of rail friction ob-

had been about at

its

average value.

study of the action of the train where wheel sliding occurred

and the

coefficient of rail friction

noted at the same time, led to the

conclusion that other factors, such as shock, slack action, and foreign'

matter on the

rail surface,

wheel sliding.

It was, therefore, concluded that the readings obtained

have a controlling influence in causing

for coefficient of rail friction at the particular point
for this purpose, could not be

of wheel sliding.

on the rail used
depended upon to indicate the probability

s.
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High Beaking Power on Locomotive
To overcome

the shock resulting from the maximum emergency
braking power on the cars being higher and much more quickly obtained than that on the locomotive, an experimental device was
applied to the locomotive which gave a higher maximum emergency

braking power in a shorter time than
equipment.

The brake

is

obtained with the standard

cylinder pressure was blown

down

to

ET

normal

toward the end of the stop.
Fig. 56 shows comparative car and tender brake cylinder cards
and slack action diagrams for 60 m.p.h. emergency stops, electropneumatic equipment, 150% braking power on cars, with and without
the higher braking power on the locomotive.

The sudden and

consid-

and 3 indicates
clearly the shock received at the draft gears about two seconds after
the brakes are applied when ordinary braking power is used on the
The slack action is much less severe on the diagram
locomotive.
taken when the locomotive is braked higher than normally. A gradual
change in the slack curves represents a comparatively slow relative
movement between cars, which is not noticeable to passengers.
By referring to the time-pressure diagrams it is noted that at

erable slack action on the records taken between cars 1

twelve seconds after the application, the pressure in the brake cylinder of the locomotive equipment

is

about the same with either the

standard or modified locomotive brake apparatus.

method

of controlling a high braking

Therefore, such a

power feature would tend to

prevent objectionable wheel sliding on the locomotive.

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF STOPS

V.

By

many

reason of the

different tests

combinations of conditions under which

were run, including different types of

air

brake equip-

ments, methods of applying the brakes, nominal percent of braking

power, types of brake rigging, brake shoe conditions, speeds and train

make-up, a great variety of general comparisons might be made
to illustrate the effect of these various conditions singly or in combi-

nation on the length of stop and the behavior of the trains during
stopping.
significant

It will be possible to point out in this paper only the

and important comparisons which emphasize the

more

salient

features of the tests.

The

shortest 60 m.p.h.

emergency stop was made with a single

(locomotive not attached) with the No. 3 clasp brake electro-

car

pneumatic equipment, 180 per cent braking power, and flanged brake
shoes.

The

car was stopped under these conditions in 725

average retarding force for this test was 333

per ton.

lb.

ft.

The

This

is

equivalent to the resistance offered by a 16.6 per cent grade on which

one end of a P-70 car (80

ft.

long) would be 13.3

ft.

higher than the

other end.

This stop of 735

from 60 m.p.h. made with a modern heavy

ft.

passenger equipment car establishes a

new record

for a railway car

stop.

Assuming a

rail

adhesion of 35 per cent, the shortest possible stop

which could be obtained, by utilizing

this adhesion to its

maximum

ft.
This would reand a controlling mechanism which would
automatically adjust the retarding force of the brake, so that it would
be at all times the maximum which could be used just short of pro-

throughout the period of braking, would be 481
quire an ideal brake shoe

ducing wheel sliding.

The
as

shortest 80 m.p.h. stop

mentioned above, in

retarding force of 310

From

lb.

per ton.

the data of stops

car breakaway stops
of stop which

it is

was made, with conditions the same
This is equivalent to an average

14:28 ft.

made with locomotive

alone and single

possible to calculate the approximate length

would be obtained with a locomotive and train of twelve

cars equipped with the electro-pneumatic brake.
78
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Calculated from the results of single car breakaway tests, the best
60 m.p.h. train stop that could have been obtained with the means
available during these tests is about 800 ft. and the best 80 m.p.h.
stop about 1,570 ft.

The

shortest 60 m.p.h. train stop with a locomotive

twelve cars was 1031

ft.

and train

of

This was made with high braking power on

and No. 1 clasp brake, electro-pneumatic equipment,
180 per cent braking power and plain shoes on the cars.

the locomotive

The shortest 80 m.p.h. train stop was made in 2197 ft. with high
braking power on the locomotive and with No. 1 clasp brake, electropneumatic equipment, 150 per cent braking power and plain shoes.

Check Euns and Averages
In previous brake

most three,
was thought sufficient to
establish the average performance of the train, hut a study of the
situation revealed many variations in performance which could not be
accounted for by any known difEerences in the equipment, adjustment, or manipulation.
In order to determine the amount and
cause of such variable performances as might result under supposedly
constant conditions, a series of so called check runs was scheduled,
one test to be made at the beginning and another at the end of each
day's work, all conditions being kept the same throughout the entire
series of tests as far as possible.
These stops were all made from a
speed of 60 m.p.h. with the complete train, standard braking power
on the locomotive, electro-pneumatic equipment, 150 per cent braking
power, and plain shoes on the cars.
tests the average of two, or at the

stops under a particular set of conditions

As anticipated, it was found that even when the tests were run
under supposedly identical conditions a variation in performance was
obtained. It was observed that after the brake shoes were well worn
in and no change was made in apparatus or manipulation for a considerable period of time the check runs of such a group of tests would
show but little variation (for example five such tests averaged 1181
ft., with a maximum only eight ft. longer and a minimum only
However, when any change was
eleven ft. shorter than the average)
-

.

made, such as in locomotives used, in per cent braking power of locomotive and tender, or in brakes shoes such as the replacement of a

number

of

worn shoes by new

ones, or the gradual wearing in of the

brake shoes on the whole train, during the early part of a new series
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would vary, showing that the
introduced might be considerable.

of tests, the length of stop obtained
effect of

A

new

factors so

typical graphical record of the results of one complete series

of check runs

is

shown in Fig.

This plot indicates clearly the

57.

variations which are unavoidable, except by the most careful provision
for the constancy of all factors which have

brake shoe bearing

same time

it

is

is

an

effect

on the

the most difficult factor to control

The

stop.

and

at the

the most potent in producing variations in brake

performance.

An

example of the importance of the brake shoe condition and
the manner in which it can be affected is afforded by one of the check
This stop of
runs with the standard (single shoe) brake rigging.
1049 ft. was the shortest 60 m.p.h. train stop actually made with 150
per cent braking power.

Had

the cars been stopped alone,

i.e.,

without the locomotive, this stop would have been approximately 960

This was not only the shortest stop made with this train, but
was shorter than any check run. with trains equipped with clasp
brake rigging. An" inspection of the record will show that this stop
was made imder peculiarly favorable conditions. While it was the
ft.

first

run

of the day, the rail condition

was good and the

test followed

nine tests at a low (90 per cent) braking power which insured the
best possible shoe bearing.

The

favorable shoe bearing was further

contributed to by the light service applications

movement

made during

the

from and to the test ground and by the standing of the train over night. In this connection it is of interest to
note also that the two other check run stops with this train (1091 ft.
and 1076 ft., respectively) were each preceded by several runs at
of the train

90 per cent braking power.

All of these tests were

made while

the

brake shoe condition was, as a whole, satisfactory on the single shoe
brake train.

On

the other

hand the longest stops

arrangement of brake rigging were
(single shoe rigging),

also

of the check runs with any

made with

under identical conditions

this

same

train

so far as could be

provided, of air brake mechanism, brake rigging and all other controllable factors,
diie to

were

many

l'3i59 ft.,

over 300

ft.

paragraph.

but after the shoe conditions became unsatisfactory,

shoes running partially off the wheel.

1361

ft.,

and 1389

ft.

respectively

Three such stops
from 60 m.p.h., or

longer than the short stops mentioned in the preceding

This shows that for a constant

set of conditions

(other

than that of the brake shoes) the shortest and also the longest stops
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of the entire series of comparative tests were brought about by variations in brake shoe condition alone.

Prom
of

the preceding

it

follows that the quality of the comparisons

brake equipment and brake rigging

air

may

be

considerably

by the performance of the brake shoes. A knowledge of
brake shoe performance under various conditions, therefore, becomes
of prime importance in order to properly interpret the results of road
tests.
Furthermore, the knowledge gained during the road tests indiaffected

cated the desirability of a more searching laboratory investigation

along several original

Such investigations

lines.

wer-e

made and

are

discussed in the chapter on Brake Shoes.

Tests with No.

The No.

Clasp Bkake on Single Car

3

was applied to but one car and in making
was separated from the locomotive before reaching the
point on the test track at which the brakes were automatically applied, so that the stop of the car alone might be observed.
Such a
method of making comparative tests of air brake mechanism, brake
rigging, percentage of braking power and brake shoe performance
affords an opportunity for controlling the conditions and insuring a
freedom from influences other than those under investigation or beyond control which is attainable to a very much less degree in making
breakaway stops with a number of cars and to a still less degree when
making stops with a complete train of locomotive and cars. On the
3 clasp brake

tests this car

other hand, however, the fact that the individual cars necessarily
differ in performance must not be overlooked, consequently the perfformance of a single car cannot be accepted unreservedly unless it is

known

that the car tested

is

fairly representative in every

way

of all'

cars in its class.

All of the stops

made with

the No. 3 clasp brake are shown in

Fig. 58, the distance of the stop being plotted against the actual

per cent braking power realized, calculated from the brake cylinder

Here again is shown a variation in
which can be attributed to variable
brake shoe action alone, since other conditions were maintained subpressure observed for each

test.

length of stop of nearly 300

ft.,

stantially consistent.

An

important consideration in this connection

tion occurred

when even the

relatively short.

This

is

is

that this varia-

longest of the stpps were themselves

a condition that renders any further short-

ening of the stopping distance by any of the means within control of
the designer, an exceedingly difficult task.

:

:
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General Comparisons of Stop
Figs. 59-63 are chosen

from the large number

of similar

parisons contained in the complete report to illustrate

how

com-

the data

obtained permits of making a great variety of comparisons, according
to the

kind of comparative data desired.

The diagrams

are self ex-

planatory, showing average results expressed in terms of the length
of the stop under different conditions of train make-up, air brake

equipment on cars and locomotive, kind of brake application, per cent
of braking power, type of brake rigging, type of brake shoes,

and

speed.

Certain variables were encountered during different tests which

were found to have more or

on the comparative value of
means for compensating
for these variables, however, such averages as are so affected have been
distinguished by Nos. 1, 2, 3, etc., which have the following
the averages.

As

less effect

there was no satisfactory

significance

(1)

Car stop affected by locomotive.

(3) Braking power decidedly lower than tests of other brake

rigging or of the same brake rigging at other speeds,

with the same air brake equipment.
(3)

Braking power decidedly higher than on tests of other
brake rigging or of the same brake rigging at other
speeds, with the same air brake equipment.

(4)

Speed 4 m.p.h. or more,

(5)

Bad

less

than nominal.

shoe condition.

Comparisons Between Single Car and 12-Car Trains
In making comparisons of the effects of the various percentages
power on the length of stop of the complete train of locomotive and 12 car's it should be remembered that the nominal per cent
of braking

braking power (unless qualified) represents the braking power of the
In train tests due to lower braking power of the locomotive and
cars.
tender the per cent braking power of the train, as a whole, is somewhat
reduced.

K

locomotive and tender half loaded the folFor example with a
lowing table shows the braking power of the ears and of the train as
a whole
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evident at once that the values of

K

and x

will be different for

each curve corresponding to the several combinations of conditions
illustrated in the three figures mentioned.

Suppose that the locus of

The

cross section paper.

/S

locus

=
is

__ were plotted on logarithmic
evidently a straight line.

What

has just been said then means that for different conditions of brake

brake rigging, speed and so on, the logarithmically plotted

efiBciency,

locus of the stopping distance corresponding to different percentages
of braking

power (within the range of the

series of

experiments under

consideration) will always be a straight line having a characteristic
slope corresponding to the characteristics of the brake rigging, brake

shoe and (to a lesser extent) the type of air brake equipment used,

and an intercept on the

S

(horizontal, logarithmic) axis correspond-

ing to the speed and (to a lesser extent) to the brake rigging, brake
shoe and air brake equipment characteristics.

From

the data of

all

the single car, 60 m.p.h. breakaway stops

Mg. 68 have been

show not only the observed
and per cent braking power but
also how this relation changed for different types of brake shoes and
brake rigging tested and again according to whether the several best
or the average of all fairly comparative stops were considered.
the curves of

plotted to

relation between the length of stop

Estimated Train Stops, No.

3

Clasp Brake

The various types of car brake rigging used during the tests
were applied to the 12 cars of the test trains, with the exception of
the No. 3 clasp brake rigging. The No. 3 clasp brake was applied
all tests made in connection with this rigging were
breakaway stops. In order to make the data of these tests
comparable with the tests of other types of brake rigging it would be

to

but one ear and

single car

necessary to compute the probable 12 car train stops of the No. 3
clasp brake

With
made

from the data

of the actual single car breakaway stops.

this object in view a series of separate locomotive tests

were

in order to determine accurately the performance of the loco-

motive.

When

the

electro-pneumatic equipment

approximate method

may

is

used the following

be employed for calculating the probable

number of cars and locomotive when the
length of stop and weight of a single car and of the locojtnotive are
This method does not take into account the difseparately known.
stop of a train of any

=
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ference between the time elements of the brake action on the loco-

motive and on the

cars,

equipment,

amounting
Let

its effect

of a 1000-ft. stop.

which, however,

is

to about three

very small with this
ft.

in the computation

prt= weight of train, locomotive and cars in
1^1= weight of locomotive in lb.
TFc= weight of a single car in lb.

V = initial
(St

(So

Si

Ft
F\

Fn

lb.

speed in m.p.h.

= length of stop of train in ft.
= length of stop of a single car in ft.
= length of stop of locomotive in ft.
= average retarding force for entire stop
= average retarding force for entire stop
= average retarding force for entire stop

of train
of locomotive
of a single car

The work done during the stop by the retarding force Fe acting
through the distance Sc must be equal to the initial energy of the car,
which

is }/2

>

where

v

= initial speed in ft. per sec. and We

weight

g
of car.

Therefore neglecting train resistance on the one hand, and rotative

energy on the other
Fg
If

*Sc

=

the velocity be expressed in miles per hour instead of feet per

second, then

WoV^

„

FcSc=

„

or

,

Fc=-

30
If

more than one car

is

used

WcV^
30;Sc

let

N = number of cars, then the total

average retarding force on the cars will be

NW y

,_
NFc=

30*Sc
also for the locomotive

FiXSi = -

WiV^
30

and
Fi = -

WiV^
30 Si

But the total retarding
and locomotive = iVFo+Fi
.-.

force Fc acting on. the trains of

Ft=NFc+Fi

N

cars
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also

{NFc+Fi)St=30
Substituting the values of

NFe and

30 So

Dividing this expression by

30

—

-r-,

aSi

Fi just obtained

30

/

we have

bt=Wt
S
Solving for

St,

Si

we have
„
ot=

WtSiSc
-

.SeTFi+iVSiPFo
It will be noted that by means of the above formula a 12 car and
locomotive train stop can be computed for any initial speed, provided

the necessary single car and separate locomotive test data are
for the

known

same speed.

For example, from the data of the best stops with the No. 3
breakaway tests, we have:

clasp brake, flanged shoes, single car

Tfc = weight of car = 125,200 lb.

121^0 = 1,502,400

lb.

1^1 = weight of locomotive = 414,800
Wt= Wi+12 Wo= 1,917,200 lb.
iSi

=1552

ft.,

lb.

stopping distance of locomotive alone from a

speed of 60 m.p.h.
So

=991

stopping distance of single car alone at 90 per
cent braking power from a speed of 60 m.p.h.

ft.,

Substituting these values in the following expression
'

„

ot=

WtScSi

ScWi+Si 12Wc
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we have
1,917,200X991X1552
991 X414,800+ 1552 X 1,502,400

»St=1075ft.

Where

high-pressure emergency bypass valve was
equipment on the locomotive, a shorter stop was
obtained and in order to work out the train stop according to the
above formula for this condition it would be necessary to substitute
for the value of S^
1552 ft., the value of S^
122.8 ft., which was
the

used with the

special

ET

=

=

the average stopping distance of the locomotive from a speed of 60
m.p.h.

when using the

The data

special high-pressure

of the best single car

3 clasp brake

from a speed

emergency bypass

valve.

breakaway stops made with the No.

of 60 m.p.h. at various percentages of

braking power, with both plain cracked and flanged cracked shoes,
are

shown in Fig.

68.

Using these data

as a basis

with them the data of the separate locomotive

tests,

and combining
complete train

and have been plotted in Fig. 69.
It will be noted that for each type of shoe two curves are shown.
In each case the dotted and solid hnes represent the train stops which
would be obtained if the locomotive were operated respectively with
or without the special high-pressure emergency bypass valve.
The
difference between the solid line and the dotted line for the correstops were

computed

as described

sponding brake shoe condition shows directly the

effect of the dif-

ference of using the locomotive with or without high pressure on a

12 car train.
• Fig. 69 is also of interest in that it shows the gain
of flanged instead of unflanged shoes.

The

from the use

best single car breakaway

stop with flanged shoes from 60 m.p.h. and 180 per cent braking
power was 725 ft. This is equivalent to a 12 car train stop, using the

standard

ET

locomotive equipment, of 795

ft.

(Fig. 69).

Diagrams of Typical Stops

A

considerable

number

of

the

data

taken during tests were

obtained by autographic recording devices, and can be combined on
a single diagram to afford a convenient means of analyzing the var-

which they produce with respect to the
Numerous diagrams of
in the complete report
typical
test
runs
are
shown
description
for
this
Figs.
70-78,
have
been
chosen to illustrate
examples.
which
from
ious factors,

and the

effects

general action of the train during the stop.
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Curves are given for the speed

the characteristic data thus obtained.
of the train, the building

up

and the brak-

of brake cylinder pressure

ing power corresponding thereto, the deceleration in miles per hour
per second, and the relative slack

movement between

cars at various

points in the train as observed) all of which are plotted on a distance

base with the corresponding time scale for comparison.

The

deceleration curves are

shown only on a

number

sufficient

of

representative diagrams to establish clearly the character of these

The

curves.

some

and in other

cases, no slack action device was used,

record

is

In

slack action records are given wherever available.

cases the

imperfect.

These curves show graphically the

of

effect

retardation at different points in the train.

different rates of

If all vehicles

were being

retarded alike, there would be no change in the slack between cars,

and

all of

As

the slack indicator diagrams would be horizontal lines.

a matter of fact, however, as soon as the steam

dation on the locomotive

when

drifting

is

shut

is

off,

the retar-

greater than that of the cars.

Consequently, the locomotive holds back against the train, bunching

and less toward the rear.
and the action is similar in all

the slack most at the head end of the train

This

is

well illustrated in Fig. 75,

When

cases.

the brakes are applied, in all cases except

electro-pneumatic emergency application

used,

when

the

the effect of the

felt on the locomotive, causing a further
shown by the more or less abrupt rise in the
indicator diagram taken between cars Nos, 1 and 3.

brake application

running in of
slack

is

is

first

slack, as

diagrams show merely the
brought about by the different rates

It is to be noted that the slack indicator

relative

movement between

cars,

of retardation on the different cars in the train,

not produce more or

less severe shocks,

action takes place slowly or suddenly.

shown by the abruptness

which may or may

depending upon whether the

The speed

of this

movement

is

of the rise or fall in the slack action, curves.

Consequently, a considerable amount of slack action

may

be shown

by the diagram, indicating a considerable difference in rate of
retardation at different points in the train, but
are brought about gradually, there

On

the other hand, a

cars, if

much

may

smaller

be

little

amount

of

if

or

these differences

no shock noticed.

movement between

taking place suddenly, as shown by the more nearly vertical

on the slack action curve, might be accompanied by a noticeable
This relation between rate of slack action and shock experienced was marked throughout the tests and is particularly noticeable
in the case of the service application stops. These show considerable
line

shock.
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changes in slack, but these changes occurred relatively slowly.
little shock was felt during any service stops.

These slack

ciirves, as

Very

a whole, are consistent in illustrating the

action of the slack progressively throughout the train.

may

ent inconsistencies

Some apparbe noticed, which are due to bunching of

the slack previous to the brake application.

In the case of the electro-pneumatic equipment, the more prompt
and effective application of the brakes on the cars results in the
locomotive tending to run out as soon as the brake application becomes effective. The suddenness and degree of shock resulting from
this run out depends largely upon the percentage of braking power
being used on the cars and locomotive. After this initial adjustment
of slack, however, the remainder of the stop

movement between

little

When

cars.

is

made with but

relatively

using high braking power on

the locomotive (Pig. 75), the increased locomotive retardation tends

amount of slack action, compared with that
produced with the ordinary braking power on the locomotive (Fig.
to reduce materially the

74),

and for

this reason

it is

desirable,

when

the cars are equipped

with the electro-pneumatic brake.

Mg. 73 shows

the result of the relatively slow serial action of

the TIC pneumatic equipment, for which the action of the slack was

more nearly

like that experienced

with the

PM

equipment

Beaking Povtee, Seeial Action and Shocks
There
dfce to

but

is

little

—Lovf

(Pig.' 71).

Speed Stops

on record concerning the likelihood of shocks

a high emergency braking power quickly applied at low speeds,

is that emergency applications, even
hour or over, are likely to be rough or even dangerous to passengers. This is a wrong impression. It is well known to all
who have observed the action of brakes at high speeds (and it was the

although the general impression
at sixty miles per

invariable experience during these tests)

the less noticeable

The use

is

that the higher the speed

the application of the brakes.

UC

pneumatic and electro-pneumatic equipments
power and otherwise similar circumstances, afforded an opportunity to demonstrate the most
important fact in this connection, namely, that the amount of braking power, by itself, has but little to do with the shock experienced.
at the

The

same

of the

speeds, percentages of braking

rate of transmission of serial brake application in relation to the

up of brake cylinder pressure on each car or, in other
words the action of the slack between the different vehicles in the
rate of build
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With the electro-pneumatic

train, is the controlling factor.

brake, in

which simultaneous quick action of the brakes on all vehicles is obtained, there was no shock at any speed or percentages of braking
power except the slight shock on the first few cars due to the running
out of slack which was to be expected on account of the relatively low
braking power on the locomotive.

On

the other hand with the pneu-

matic equipment, having an appreciable time interval between the
application of the successive cars in the train, shocks were experienced.

The most marked evidence of the effect of the time element in the
action of the brakes and resultant shocks, occurred during
the emergency stops made from very low speeds. In four tests made
with the TIC pneumatic equipment at ten and at twenty miles per
serial

hour, the resulting shocks, especially in the last third of the train,
effect a collision between the forward
which was almost stopped, and the rear end upon
which the brake application was having but little, if any, effect at
the time the rear end run-in occurred. The fact that this test was
made with the UC pneumatic equipment, which was relatively slow in
transmitting serial quick action, undoubtedly caused more severe

were extremely severe, being in

end of the

train,

shocks than will be experienced with the copsiderably smaller time

element of the universal valve as subsequently modified.

That shocks disappear

entirely

when

the time element in the

is eliminated was
shown by repeating the 10 m.p.h. stop using the electro-pneumatic
equipment. Notwithstanding that the stop was made in a shorter
distance than before (37 ft., instead of 43 ft., and 45 ft. respectively),
the difference in the action of the train was marked. There was no

application of the successive brakes in the train

shock or violent slack action although a very high rate of retardation

was produced.

Characteeistio

Speed,

Eesistance, Deceleeation and

Power

Curves
During any stop the retardation
upon the resultant normal pressure

the instantaneous value of the coefficient

and the

effect of the air

tween the
air

and internal

effects of the rotative

and internal resistances

is

The brake

of

brake shoe friction,

resistances.

The

difference be-

energy of the wheels and the opposing

relatively so small,

due to the action of the brakes, that
here.

dependent
on the wheels,

at different instants is

of the brake shoes

it

compared with that

does not require consideration

resistances increase as the brake cylinder pressure

increases, during the time the brakes are being applied.

After the
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maximum brake cylinder pressure is reached with the UC equipment, no further change in brake cylinder pressure takes place. Consequently, the resultant normal pressure

that point to the end of the stop.

is

substantially constant

from

If the coeflBcient of brake shoe

was constant throughout the stop, the resultant resistance and
retardation would then be constant, and the speed-distance curve

friction

would be a true parabola, while the speed-time curve would be a
straight line.

It

-will

be of interest to check these conclusions with the

results obtained in several typical tests.

In order to study the relations of the factors above mentioned to
the best advantage, typical single car breakaway stops, and stops with
the locomotive alone have been chosen. This eliminates the disturbing influences of slack action (which produce apparent changes in
retardation which are not characteristic of the train as a whole)
variations ta the retardation
train (which

on the different
would require the averaging of

vehicles comprising the

all data for all cars in
order to arrive at a satisfactory relation between cause and effect) the

non-uniformity of brake rigging and brake shoe conditions (which
can not be as satisfactorily controlled on a train of a number of cars

on a single car) and the variable effect of the locomotive. With
and 78 have been plotted to show the speedtime, and speed-distance curves plotted from the track chronograph
as

this in view. Figs. 76, 77

records of the various stops chosen.

From

the speed-time curve, the

time-deceleration and resistance curves have been plotted, the ordinate
at

any point on the deceleration curve being proportional

to the slope

of the tangent to the speed-time curve at the corresponding point.

The

fact that the

same curve, referred

to different scales, shows both

the deceleration of the train and the instantaneous resistances to the

motion of the train at any point during the stop, follows from the
fact that the relation between resisting forces and resultant deceleration is constant, so long as the mass of the train is unchanged.
showing deceleration and resistance
beyond the point where the brake becomes

It will be noted that the curves

are not horizontal lines
fully applied.

The

resistance

is

not constant but changes more or

as the speed of the train is reduced, especially
stop,

less

toward the end of the

where a considerable and continual increase in retardation is
As pointed out above, this occurs during the time the

experienced.

brake cylinder pressure

is

constant,

normal brake shoe pressure

is

and consequently the resultant

substantially constant.

The

conclu-

sion, therefore, follows that the other factor, viz., the coefficient of

brake shoe friction

is

changing and that the character of the changes
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is

accurately portrayed by the deceleration curves

derived as explained.

This characteristic change in the coefficient

which

it

undergoes

of brake shoe friction has been a matter of

common

observation in

every instance vrhere train tests or laboratory tests of brake shoes have

A

been studied from this point of view.

further analysis of the in-

which bring about the characteristic variations in brake shoe
friction will be found in the chapter on Brake Shoes, but it may be
stated here that with constant brake shoe pressure, the observed
changes in retardation are brought about by changes in the character
of the bearing surface between the brake shoe and the wheel. This in
turn depends upon the temperature of the metal doing the work, which
is dependent upon the rate at which energy is being absorbed; and
fluences

this varies

with the decreasing speed of the train.

Having the deceleration and
time

resistance curve thus plotted

basis, the value of the resistance at difEerent distances

on a

from the

point of brake application can be determined by the aid of the speed-

time and speed-distance curves.
tion

and resistance curves were

portion of the stop

is

In

this way, the distance-decelera-

plotted.

The work done during any

proportional to the area under the distance-

resistance curves.

In order

to obtain the average resistance to the

train, it is necessary to integrate this curve.

The shape

motion of the
of the curve at

determined by the more or less rapid rate of rise of
brake cylinder pressure, which depends upon the kind of brake equipment beiag used. In order to arrive at a relation between the force
the beginning

is

developed in the brake cylinder or at the brake shoe, and the resulting
retarding force,

it is

advantageous to consider

tliis

relation

from the

standpoint of constant brake cyliader, or shoe pressure, throughout
the stop.

Consequently,

it

is

desirable to replace the efPect of the

variable pressures acting during the time the brake

is being applied
by their equivalent eflFects, had the maximum pressure developed, and
held throughout the stop, been realized instantaneously.
This can
be done by determining the point of equivalent instantaneous applica-

tion of retarding force,

which

is

the point at which the

maximum

re-

tarding force initially developed could have been applied instantaneously to produce the same effect on the speed of the train, as was
from the gradual building up of retarding force that actually

realized

occurred.

The amount

the train to

reached

work required to reduce the initial speed of
the value which existed at the time the retarding force

its initial

of

maximum

the distance-resistance curve

value,

up

is

proportional to the area under

to this point.

The same amount

of

...

..,

W.

S.
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were replaced by a vertical
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the gradually rising resistance curve

line,

representing the development of the

same maximum retarding force instantly, but at a point such that the
work done in the two cases is the same.
Having determined the point of equivalent instantaneous application of the retarding force, the average resistance, during the time
that the brake may he considered fully applied, can be found by integrating the area under the entire distance-resistance curve and dividing this area by the total length of stop minus the distance from the

The

start to the point of equivalent instantaneous application.

aver-

age resistances in pounds per ton, shown in Figs. 76, 77 and 78, were
determined in this manner.

TABLE

EMERGENCY

5.

Bbake Rigoing Brake Shoes

Standard.
Standard

.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

.

Plain.

.

Flanged

1 clasp.

Plain.

.

,

Plain.

.

,

1 clasp.

Plain.

.

1 clasp.

Plain.

.

2 clasp.

Plain.

.

.

2 clasp

Plain.

.

.

3 clasp.

Plain.

.

3 clasp.

Plain

.

3 clasp
3 clasp.

Flanged
Flanged

The amount

CAR TRAIN STOPS FROM

UC pneumatic
UC pneximatic
UC electro-pneumatic
UC electro-pneumatic
UC electro-pneimiatic
UC electro-pneumatic
UC electro-pneumatic
UC electro-pneumatic
UC electro-pneumatic
UC electro-pneumatic

.

of

(estimated)
(estimated)
(estimated)
(estimated)

work done during any

corresponding change in kinetic energy.

60 M.P.H.

Power

Bebt

Avq.

113
113
125
125
125
150
125
150
125
150
125
150

1659
1453
1405

1677
1453
1443

interval
If the

is

curves,

Note
133S
1157
1317
1097
1055
965
935
860

:s

1339
1204
1332
1145

equal to the

change in kinetic

energy for consecutive intervals throughout the stop

from data afforded by the speed-time

Stop

Nominal
Braking

AiB Brake Equipment

PM
PM

.

2 clasp.

.

12

is

calculated

and these values plotted

at times corresponding to the average speeds during these intervals,

the locus of the points so determined will be a curve representing the
rate at

which work

is

being done throughout the stop

or,

in other

words, the power being developed at each imit interval of the stop.

Curves so determined are indicated on Figs. 76 and 77, as power-time
This curve is referred to four different scales, designating

curves.

thousands of foot pounds per second, horsepower, total B.t.u. per

and B.tu. per brake shoe per second. The constant relation
between these four scales is obvious.
These, power- time curves are of particular interest in the study
second,
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of the rate at which energy

must be absorbed by the brake shoes during

the progress of the stop, as will be discussed later, under Brake Shoes.

Actual and Estimated Stops
a summary of general results with a twelve car train
Table 5, giving emergency 12 car train stops from 60 miles per
hour summarizes the stops obtained during the road tests and shows
briefly the gain in stopping distance to be obtained by the use of
flanged shoes, clasp brakes and the

matic equipment.

UC

pneumatic or electro-pneu-

BRAKE SHOES

VI.

EoAD Tests

The condition

of the material in the brake shoes, the

manner

in

which they are adjusted to fit the wheel, and the bearing which the
shoes have upon the wheel will materially influence the length of stop,
having the greatest

effect at the higher speeds.
These agencies, although previously observed and recognized in a theoretical way, had

never been so forcibly impressed upon observers as during the present
series of tests

and the information gained from the performance

of the

brake shoes in the tests has developed some noteworthy facts in regard
to them.

Prior to starting the tests

made from

special heats

and

it

was arranged

to

have the brake shoes

normal

to be as near as possible to the

composition of our standard cast iron shoes in order that the variation
in brake shoes

might not

affect

comparisons of air brake equipment

and the brake rigging.
Before applying these shoes to the test train they were broken
in on other trains to wear off the face surface or slight chill incident
to

foundry practice.

When

so

broken

in,

with an average of

%

in.

of thickness removed from the face, Brinell hardness readings of the
surface were taken and the shoes grouped according to hardness
numbers. The residts of this preliminary work, showing the grouping

number of shoes obtained from two heats
and the chemical analysis are shown in Table

as to the

in range of hard-

ness

6.

At

the time of breaking-in the shoes for the test train a series

was made to determine the variation in hardness with respect
to wear. The results of this investigation are shown in Kg. 79 which
indicates that when the shoe is new a wide variation in hardness may
of tests

be expected between shoes
shoe wears
so,

down

made from

the same heat, but that as the

the hardness becomes fairly uniform and remains

decreasing slightly as the shoe wears out.

time no data were available,

it

Although

at that

was thought that Brinell hardness was

an indication, not only of the ultimate strength of the face metal of
the shoe but also was related in some way to the coeflBcient of friction.
96
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Later tests confirm this belief but at this time the degree of this
lation is not

known.

The

re-

indications are, however, that the harder

the cast-iron material the lower will be the coefficient of friction and
that the highest possible coefficient of friction

under clasp brake conditions)
the condition of the shoe

is

from

cast iron (at least

obtained with a material approaching

when about

three-fourths

worn out and hav-

ing a Brinell hardness number of about 190.

The
TABLE

6.

greatest uniformity of action

and the highest

friction

seem

RANGE OF HARDNESS AND NUMBER OF SHOES UNDER EACH GROUP
FiBBT

Range of Brinell
Hardness Numbers

Heat

W. DUDLOBY
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with this in mind but the effect was not so noticeable in this case,
there being indications that a good shoe bearing with the clasp brake
might follow a small number of tests made at high braking power as
well as a

much

larger

number

of tests

made

at lower braking power.

The

influence of previous tests on the shoe bearing for any particular

test

under consideration

is so

obscured by other conditions, such as

the general wearing in of the shoes that necessarily results at any

braking power, that the observations of the
runs are of questionable value.

The

effect of the shoe dressing

influence of shoe bearing on the length of stop

is

more

fully

referred to in the data obtained on the check runs which have al-

ready been discussed.

Ceacked ok Slotted Shoes

A

consideration of the results of the warping of the shoe led to

the conclusion that the warping could be largely elimiaated by slotting
or cracking the shoes so that they

would be more

free to

conform

to

the contour of the wheel.

As a matter

of fact, this cracking takes place with either plain or

flanged shoes after a
effect of this

able

number

of runs have been made,

cracking on the length of stop

from the data of the road

tests it

is

and while the

not accurately obtain-

was made the subject of further

investigation in the laboratory tests of brake shoes.

Plain Shoes

—One-Half Aeea

•

As a further study

of the influence of bearing area

on the per-

formance of brake shoes, tests were made with the same shoes as in
the slotted shoe tests but with the ends broken off and their area reduced by 50 per cent. The flrst stop was made in 103,1 ft. This
was almost as short as the shortest stop made under similar conditions
with the full area unslotted shoes (1007 ft.). Subsequent tests with
these partial area shoes resulted in stops of 1210, 1190, 1193

1134

and

All of these stops were with the brake shoes at a high tem-

ft.

perature.

These results tend to confirm the conclusion that the

bearing area rather than the total face area of the shoe

is

the im-

portant factor in brake shoe performance, and that the bearing area

on the

first test

with half area shoes was substantially as

effective

as that of the full area solid shoes which were undoubtedly affected

by warping to a considerably greater extent.

.

Furthermore, the much
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longer distances run in the four stops following the

first

with the

one-half area shoes demonstrated the efEect of shoe temperature which

was offsetting the probable tendency of the better bearing area condition originally secured as a result of the reduced warping effect.

Flanged Shoes
The advantage

of

an increased bearing area was demonstrated

beyond question by the fact that the use of flanged brake shoes after
being worn to a satisfactory bearing resulted invariably in a shorter

The

than under similar conditions with unflanged shoes.

stop

shortest stops

made

in the entire series of tests were with flanged

brake shoes and their use shortened the stop approximately

1,3

per

cent as compared with the best similar tests in which unflanged shoes

were used under similar conditions.

This comparison

illustrated

is

graphically in Fig. 69.

LABORATORY TESTS OF BRAKE SHOES

Up

to the

time of these

tests there

was no

definite laboratory test

information which would apply to the particular braking conditions

under investigation, especially with reference to the actual brake shoe
performance as distinguished from the brake rigging performance.

To supplement

the road tests, a series of laboratory tests was

carried out on the brake shoe testing machine of the

Shoe and Foundry Company, at Mahwah, N.

The

American Brake

J.

shoes used in the laboratory tests were selected

from the group

of shoes provided for the road tests so that as far as uniformity of

shoe metal

is

concerned the laboratory test results would be com-

parable with the results of the road

was devised

A

The

The schedule

tests.

of the tests

to develop information concerning the following:
effect

of

bearing

area

iipon

the

mean

coefficient

of

friction.

B

The

C

Variation in the

effect of

temperature upon the

mean

mean

coefficient of friction.

coefficient of friction

through a range

of speeds at constant braldng power.

D

Variation in the

mean

coefficient of friction

through a range

of braking powers at constant speed.

E

The

effect of clasp

and standard brake conditions on the mean

coefficient of friction at constant

and

at constant

speed with various braking powers

braking power with various speeds.

S.

W.
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F The rate of wear of shoes as affected by clasp and standard
brake conditions on the basis of wear per unit of work done.
G The

rate of wear under clasp brake conditions as affected by

various types of standard and reduced area brake shoes on a basis of
wear per unit of work done.

H

The

effect of a difference in the relative

hardness of the brake

shoe metal.

I

The

effect of the rate of cooling of

Fig. 27

At
•

brake shoes after

test.

Brake Shoe Testing Machine

A is shown the main
D is carried on the

lever holding the brake shoe B. An adjustable weight
lever C. The mechanism for appljdng the load to the
shoe is shown at F. The rod
transmits the pull of the brake shoe to
the weighing mechanism at L.

J

The

and road

K

effect of the difference in conditions of

brake shoe machine

tests.

All of the brake shoes were of the cast-iron steel back type, selected

from the shoes provided for the road tests. Two or more shoes of
each type were tested. There was some variation between different
shoes of the same type when tested under the same conditions, but
this variation was not greater than that noted when making successive
tests

on the same shoe and under the same conditions.

The brake

shoe testing machine used

typical diagrams obtained

The time

from

this

is illustrated

machine in Fig.

in Pig. S^ and
80.

of application of the brake shoe to the wheel

was made
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as nearly as possible equivalent to the rate of

development of the brak-

ing power on the test train during an electro-pneumatic emergency

The time from

application.

the instant the shoe

first

began to touch

the wheel to the instant that the full pressure came upon the shoe was

approximately 2.25 seconds.

The method of starting and conducting the test was as follows:
The surface of the shoe was chalked to assist in the observation of the
bearing area after the test.
The wheel was accelerated to a speed
slightly above that desired for the test

had decreased

velocity

and allowed

to that desired for the test

to drift until its

when

the shoe was

applied to the wheel.

After every test (except those at 30 m.p.h.) the wheel was cleaned
by making two stops with cleaning shoes from a speed of 40 m.p.h.
The first cleaning shoe was sand filled and was used for the purpose
of removing any rough spots of brake shoe metal which might have

adhered to the

test wheel.

The second cleaning shoe was

of a special

composition which polished the wheel and removed any sand or grit
remaining.

After the 30 m.p.h.

shoe was used.

mined upon

tests,

only the composition polishing

This program for the cleaning of the shoe was deter-

after

many experiments had been made

to find a

method

for cleaning the wheel which would insure the most consistent and

uniform wheel surface conditions.
An important difference between the conditions of machine and
road tests was that of the wheel treads. During the road tests the
tread of the wheel is continually rolling on the rail but during a
machine test the wheel is subjected to the action of the brake shoe
only.
It was impractical to produce any condition which would be
equivalent to rolling the wheel tread during machine tests.
The
effect of

factors

this difference in wheel

which go

to

make up

surface conditions

tests described in the discussion of the relation of

chine

is

one of the

the difference between machine and road

road tests to ma-

tests.

The brake
test in

shoes to be tested were at

a regular order so that

all

all

times arranged to come on

shoes were given time to cool and

were at atmospheric temperatures at the start of every test.
Preliminary stops were made for the purpose of wearing the shoes
in to the best possible bearing on the wheel.

MEAUr COEFI'IOIENT OF FRICTION

The

application of a brake shoe to a revolving car wheel results

in the generation of friction between the surfaces of the shoe

and the

S.

W.
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wheel tending to retard the motion of the wheel. Eeferring to Pig.
80 which shows a number of characteristic brake shoe test machine

dynamometer

cards, it will be noted that these cards give a cbntinupus
record of the force of resistance or friction produced between the
brake shoe and the wheel on a distance base throughout the stop.

Now

the friction developed between the surface of the wheel and

the shoe will always be proportional to two factors:

A

B

The normal pressure which forces the shoe against the wheel.
The condition of the wheel and shoe surfaces in contact.

The cards (Fig. 80) show that the friction between the brake shoe
and the wheel was changing, although the normal pressure on the
brake shoe remained constant after the shoe had been fully applied
to the wheel (2.35 seconds

from the

start).

The

fact that the friction

developed was variable, while the normal pressure on the brake shoe

was constant, means that the ratio between the resisting force and the

normal pressure on the shoe

(i.e.,

the coefficient of friction)

was

varying during the stop; which in turn indicates that the nature or
condition of the two surfaces in contact was changing.

important characteristic of the action of brake shoes was

This most

first

observed

and recorded in connection with the Galton-Westinghouse tests of
1878 but it is believed that imtil the present investigations no detailed
study or satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon with respect to

road test results has been made.

The mean

value of the resisting force can be obtained by dividing

the area under the force-distance curve by the length of the card from
•the point of equivalent instantaneous application to the point of stop

and when

this

mean

resisting force is divided

on the shoe the result

is

the

mean

by the normal pressure
This factor

coefficient of friction.

expresses the average frictional quality of the brake shoe surface in

contact with the wheel tread surface during the entire stop and is
convenient for use in comparing tests made on different types of
shoes at various normal shoe pressures.

TEMPERATUEES
While testing the plain

solid

and

slotted shoes, temperature meas-

urements were made of the brake shoes throughout the

tests

and the

was noted.

temperature of both the wheel and the shoe, before the
The initial temperature of the shoes was usually taken as that of the
test,

room, the shoes having plenty of time to cool back to room tempera-
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In a few cases the shoes did not have time to

ture between tests.
cool

and then the

initial

temperature was noted by means of an

The temperatures

pyrometer or a mercury thermometer.

electric

during the

tests

were observed by means of an

electric

pyrometer, the

thermo-couple of which was inserted in a hole drilled from the back

The

of the shoe diagonally through to the face.

elliptical

shaped

opening marked "For Pyrometer" (see Figs. 38, 81 and 83) marks

The thermo-couple

the position of the thermo-couple in the shoe.

was adjusted so that

it

was

Fig. 28

Method
stop, the object

close to or touching the

wheel during the

Brake Shoe Temperature

of appljdng thermo-couple to

brake shoe

being to obtain the actual temperature of the working

The diagram

metal at the surface of the shoe.

of the arrangement of

the thermo-couple in the drilled opening through the shoe

is

shown

in Fig. 80.

During the

tests the

time of each

rise of

40 deg. Fahr. as indi-

cated by the thermo-couple, was noted on the

shown by the upper

line

dynamometer record as
marked "Temperature rise" in Fig. 80. The

temperature 30 seconds after the
noted as well as the initial and
shoes.

The temperature

maximum temperature occurred was
maximum temperatures of the brake

of the wheel

was

also

measured previous

to

each test by means of a mercury thermometer placed in contact with
the wheel

and insulated from the atmosphere.
SPARKING

Observations of the sparking at the brake shoe were
the

first

series of tests

on plain

solid

and plain

made during

slotted shoes.

A

S.

magnet similar

W.
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to the one used for indicating rise in temperature

was

mounted on the bridge of the dynamometer and its circuit was controlled by an observer stationed near the test wheel. The line marked
"Sparks" in Fig. 80

illustrates characteristic sparking records.

Five observations are indicated having the following significance:
Application of brake; sparks start;

maximum

sparking; decrease of

sparking; sparks stop.
It

was noted that the

action. of sparking during

machine

was not similar to the same action observed during the road

The sparking

tests
tests.

of the brake shoe began simultaneously with the appli-

cation of the shoe in the -machine tests whereas during road tests an

appreciable time was noted between the instant the shoe was applied
to the

wheel and the time the sparks appeared.

currents experienced in the road tests

due to the strong

air.

speed of the train

is relatively

machine

tests

This difEerence was

although

it

high,

when

the

and could not be overcome in the

was attempted by blowing a

jet of air

on the

wheel.

BEAEING AKEA

The brake shoe bearing

area was observed by chalking the shoe

before the test and after the test
the shoe

making a sketch

from which the chalk had been removed.

of the surface of

The bearing

area

thus shown was measured by means of a planimeter and the total
.shoe area, which had been in bearing at some time during the stop,

computed.
Keproductions of characteristic bearing area sketches are shown
in Pigs. 81

and

8.3.

HARDNESS

Many
tests.

Brinell hardness readings were taken previous to different

The

observations differed very

throughout the entire series of tests

little

for the various

shoes

and indicated a uniform material.

WEAR
The

shoes were weighed before and after each series of tests and

the loss in weight noted.

:
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Eesults of Tests

The measurement

—Effect

of Bearing Area on Eesults

of brake shoe bearing area did not prove to be

mean

as valuable in connection with the study of its effect on

co-

was desired, as the diagrams taken showed only
the total shoe surface which had been in bearing contact at some
time during the stop. The mean coefficient of friction is a function
efficient of friction as

of the

mean average

of all the bearing areas

which may have existed

at each instant of the stop and, therefore, this average should be con-

mean coefficient
The diagrams shown in Figs. 81 and
bearing area which came into contact during

sidered if a true relation between bearing area and
of friction

is

to be established.

88, indicate the total

the stop but they do not give any information as to its value at any
instant of the stop or its average value throughout the stop.

The unsatisfactory nature of the determination of bearing area
as a means of obtaining additional information
a special series of "Intermittent" tests was made in the following
manner
was appreciated and

The wheel was brought up to the speed desired and the shoes applied in the usual way.
As soon as full pressure was obtained the
shoe was released and the diminished value of the speed at the instant
of release

was noted.

The bearing area

This operation was repeated

an

initial

five times,

of the shoe

was then measured.

each application being

made

at

speed equal to the final speed of the preceding application,

starting with an initial speed of 60 m.p.h.

and allowing the wheel

to

stop during the application of the pressure for the fifth time, after

which the shoe was

released,

removed from the wheel and

its final

bearing area measured.
Typical results of these tests are shown in Fig. 83.
bearing area

and

is

is

The shoe

expressed in per cent of the total face area of the shoe,

plotted against the speed of the wheel, noted at the instant the

shoe was released.

From

Fig. 83

throughout the

it is

but increasing to a
results,

apparent that the bearing area varies widely

stop, the bearing area

maximum

being small at the beginning

at or near the

end of the

however, are only indicative, because there

is

difference between the conditions of the intermittent
stops.

Some time was

The
some

and regular

required to remove the shoe, measure

its

bear-

and consequently the teihperature of the shoe
a whole was much lower than it would be for the same stop made

ing area and replace
as

stop.

necessarily

it,

S.

continuously.

The heating

W.
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of the shoe during the intermittent stop

was not only

less but was more evenly distributed than in a continuous
This results in a decreased tendency to warp. The instantane-

stop.

ous values of coefficient of friction were obtained directly from the

dynamometer

It is apparent that these coefficients of friction,

record.

considered either singly or averaged, are very

mean

coefficient

much

greater than the

made

of friction obtained for similar stops

con-

tinuously.

This indicates that, although the intermittent
nearly as possible equivalent to continuous

tests,

tests

were made as

the unavoidable dif-

ference in the conditions had a decided influence and this influence

was in the direction of producing better shoe bearing conditions and
consequently a higher coefficient of friction.

However, the data are such that

it

is

possible to conclude that

the magnitude of the bearing area does change throughout the stop

and

greatest near the end of the stop.

is

During these
that

is

was noticed that the bearing area shifted;
which was found in the bearing area early in the

tests it

to say, a spot

was found in the non-bearing area later in the

stop,

A

stop.

study of all the bearing area nieasurements both for continuous

and intermittent stops leads

to the conclusion that

none of the values

of the bearing areas determined are siifficiently accurate to establish

a true relation between bearing area, pressure density and

mean

co-.

efficient of friction.

of

To determine the
friction, the mean

*the stop

is

effect of

bearing area upon the

mean

coefficient

value of the brake shoe bearing area throughout

necessary, rather than the total

observed after the stop.

Obviously,

it

and

relatively

was impossible

to

high value

measure the

instantaneous brake shoe bearing area continuously, and therefore the

data can be considered only as relative.

A

study of the data in a general way shows that the greater the
pressure per square inch of bearing area, the lower will be the mean
coefficient of friction.

observations taken cannot be used to establish a
between the temperature of the working metal and
the mean coefficient of friction, for the actual temperatures existing

The temperature

definite relation

at the bearing area were not determined.

The readings

evidently indicated only the temperature of that

portion of the shoe surrounding the pyrometer element.

If this por-

tion of the shoe happened to be in working contact with the wheel.
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the temperatures would be correspondingly high, but

when the bearing

area shifted to some other place on the face of the shoe the pyrometer

indicated merely the temperature increase due to the conduction from

that part of the shoe at which the heat was being generated.

For

maximum

this reason the

temperature readings were very

was found that the only method which would give uni-

and it
form temperature readings was
erratic

to

allow sufficient time after

aa

observed maximum reading to permit the heat to become uniformly
distributed by conduction throughout the whole shoe. It was found
that the shoe temperature thirty seconds after maximum was con-

and proportional
because the total amount

to or a function of the initial test speed,,

sistent

by the shoe in any stop

of energy dissipated

and while some of this
heat and some will pass

will be proportional to the square of the speed

energy will pass into the wheel in the form of
off

with the sparks, a proportional amount will produce a rise in the

temperature of the shoe as a whole.

Fig. 29

Peiction Between Brake Shoe and

Showing Line

However,

it is

of

Wheel

Contact between Wheel and Shoe

not reasonable to look for evidences of the

effect of

the temperature of the whole brake shoe on the coefficient of friction,

when

it is

appreciated that the temperatures at the working surfaces

greatly exceed the
as a whole.

maximum

temperatures ever reached by the shoe

Consequently for a correct understanding of the relation

between temperature and

coefficient of friction it is necessary to ex-

amine minutely the phenomena which occur during the development
of brake shoe friction and to study the action of the materials immediately concerned in this process.
Fig. 30, to

an enlarged

scale, illustrates

how

the slight inequalities

of the two surfaces in contact can interlock and resist relative move-

ment.
If the top surface

is

regarded as stationary any movement of the

lower surface in the direction indicated by the arrow will be resisted

by a force made up of two components:

—
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Tearing or abrasion of some of the surface projections which
In other words, the motion of one surface with re-

are interlocked.

spect to the other can be accomplished by shearing off the interlocking

projections as indicated by the dotted lines in the sketch
b

By

:

the lifting or unlocking of some of the surface projections

which would require forcing the surfaces apart against the normal
pressure until the minute projections on the surface successively
cleared.
This resistance component involves the performance of work

Cast

Iron

Brake
Shoe.

Steel

Wheel.

Contact Surface of Wheel and Shoe

Fig. 30

A

brake shoe was applied to a steel wheel with a pressure of 15,000 lb. The
line of contact was magnified to 100 diameters to show the interlocking
of the surfaces.

in separating the surfaces against the

medium

of the

(for this purpose)

normal pressure through the

inefficient surface

angles of the

nainute projections.

In brake shoe friction the

first

component, namely, tearing or

abrasive action between the minute interlocked portions of the bear-

ing surfaces

is

the important factor.

Consequently the resistance

developed has frequently been spoken of as the "friction of abrasion."

The conditions
which

is

just

mentioned are strikingly illustrated by Fig. 30

a microphotograph of the line of contact between a shoe

wheel well rubbed in and under an ordinary working load.
served

phenomena

of brake shoe friction are at

and

The obonce explained when
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the influence of condition of bearing surface disclosed by this illustration

appreciated.

is

The retarding

force developed bears

some relation

to the ultimate

strength of the metal which undergoes abrasion, because the action
of abrasion consists of the pulling apart, or crushing of the particles
of the contact surfaces.

Practically none of the abrasive action takes

place on the wheel, due to the harder

and tougher nature

surface and the fact that the surface of the wheel

is

in contact with the brake shoe while the brake shoe

contact with the wheel.

Inasmuch

of the wheel

not continuously
in continuous

is

as the tearing or abrasion of the

metal particles can take place only in the thin layer of the shoe metal,

which

in contact with the wheel

is

and

as the actual contact area

is,

as has already been shown, but a portion of the total face area of the
shoe,

evident that the generation of the retarding forces and con-

it is

sequent absorption of the energy of

upon but a very small quantity

The

moving train

the-

is

dependent

of braJce shoe metal.

result of this condition is that the metal in the state of

abrasion undergoes a very rapid rise in temperature; and the indications are that the temperature of the
is

working areas of the brake shoe

changing continuously, because when one

energy
be torn

is

dissipated in the

ofE

form

set of particles is torn off

of heat so that the next particles to

are at a higher temperature than the

first.

This process

appears to continue until the surface of the metal in abrasion reaches

such a temperature that the force required to tear the particles away
is

greatly reduced.

The

abrasive action then seems to be extremely

rapid until the bearing of the shoe shifts to some other and cooler

same degree of contact with
The action may then be repeated and the bearing area
may thus shift from one portion of the surface to another during the
spot on

its

surface, not previously in the

the wheel.

stop.

Unquestionably the constantly changing temperature of the con-

an important relation

tact surface has

developed by the tearing

due to abrasion

is

down

to the force of retardation

of the metal particles.

The

resistance

dependent on the ultimate strength of the cast iron.

It is well established that above a critical

temperature (approaching
900 deg. fahr.) the ultimate strength of cast iron decreases rapidly
and that at or above red heat temperatures (1400 deg. to 1800 deg.
fahr.) its ultimate strength

is

greatly reduced.

force of retardation due to abrasion

The
mean coefficient

and the corresponding

of friction will therefore be a function of the con-

stantly changing, but always high, temperature of the

working metal.

W.

S.

temperature

is

mean

mean temperature can

be maintained, the

long as this average

above the critical temperature at which the ultimate

strength of cast iron

is

a

Unless the brake shoe
that a large proportion of

wheel, and remains

so,

maximum.
is

its

of such a nature or in such a condition

face area

is

from the heated

of the bearing area
of the shoe.
shift,

in working contact with the

the principal factor in producing high friction

any given braking condition appears

for
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coefficient of friction as

Obviously the lower the
higher will be the

DUDLEY

to be the frequent shifting

to the cooler spots over the face

If a shoe has a relatively small bearing area, that cannot

the wheel

forced to wear the highly heated and ineffective

is

shoe metal rapidly away, and successively exposes cooler metal, which

and absorb energy. This condition
and flanged types, the
rate of wear being higher for these shoes than for those of full area.
is

better able to offer resistance

existed for the reduced area shoes of both plain

If the friction characteristics developed by a given brake shoe
under a given combination of conditions depend, as appears probable

from the foregoing considerations, upon the frequent shifting

of the

contact areas of the shoe surface, the instantaneous as well as the

average values of the frictional resistance of the brake shoes during a
stop are functions of:

(A) The

fit

of the shoe to the wheel; (B)

the flexibility of the shoe; (C) the available bearing area.

A

The

an important influence
on the facility with which the contact area can shift. If an ordinary
metal brake shoe fits well, according to the ordinary understanding
fit

of the shoe to the wheel has

of this expression,

^1 portions

of

it

its

necessarily cannot bear on the wheel equally at
surface.

But when wear takes place, only a
be. worn off the bearing
spots into contact, and consequently a

comparatively small amount of metal has to
spots in order to bring cooler

fit of the shoe will guarantee against the possibility of the bearing area being held concentrated at any particular spots, after they
have become heated to a point where the metal breaks down rapidly

good

and

offers a

B

comparatively poor resistance.

warping is clearly shown by the comparative performance of a solid shoe of any type and a similar shoe slotted so as
to make it more flexible. In every case the slotted shoe has a decided
advantage. With a warped shoe the bearing area cannot shift readily

The

effect of

and consequently the average temperature of the working metal is
high and a correspondingly low mean coefficient of friction is obDuring the tests of the solid shoes, a shoe would often be
tained.
observed to be warped in such a manner that it touched the wheel

AIR BRAKE PERFORMANCE
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only at each end while at the center of the shoe the two surfaces were

1/32

in.

apart, although the full braking

shoe to force

it

against the wheel.

power was applied to the

Under such

conditions the tem-

perature of the bearing area would rise until the red heat had penetrated the shoe fully

%

in.

In such cases the bearing area would

not shift to a cooler part of the shoe until sufficient metal had been

worn

off to offset

the effect of the warping.

The uneven heating

effect

caused by the concentration of the bearing area at the two ends of
the shoe would in turn cause the shoe to warp so that the ends of the
shoe would be drawn away from the wheel and the bearing area again
held for a comparatiyely long time at one spot at the center of the

Such

shoe.

tests invariably resulted in longer stops or

coefficient of friction

lower mean

than was the case with the same type of shoe

slotted.

The resulting higher average temperature of the working metal
due to the action of warping also resulted in a greater rate of wear.
All the data of shoe wear show that shoes of the same type and hard-

when a low
was developed and likewise a lower rate of wear
when a higher coefficient of friction was developed. In other words
when the coefficient of friction is high, the average temperature of the

ness had a high rate of wear per unit of energy absorbed
coefficient of friction

working metal must be comparatively low and therefore the metal
torn from the surface of the shoe works more effectively because it is
at a lower temperature and consequently less metal is required to do

amount of work.
The shifting of the bearing area will tend to be more rapid
the size provides more available area for shoe bearing. The average

a given

C

if

working temperature will

also be

reduced because a shoe of large

and
This is borne out
by the better performance of the flange shoes in comparison with the
plain shoes, both solid and slotted.
area, such as a flange shoe provides better facilities for radiating

conducting heat away from the working surfaces.

With the Same Shoes
AND Under Same Braking Conditions

Variations in .Successive Tests Made

In

all

brake shoe machine tests considerable variation

is

found in

the results obtained on successive tests and under supposedly similar

conditions (Fig. 84).

Prom what

to account for these variations

has gone before it is now possible
on the basis of the changes in the bear-

ing surface conditions as the

mean

force

of retardation

depends

S.
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on the mean average temperature of the working metal and
working metal is
the manner in which the bearing area shifts from point to point on the

directly

as the chief factor affecting the temperature of the

surface of the shoe, it follows that when this shifting is accomplished
with the greatest promptness (and therefore the least amount of excessive heating at one spot) the average temperature of the working

metal will be lower and the

mean

coefficient of friction higher.

The

which the bearing area will shift depends, as has been stated,
on the existing tendency for the shoe to warp. Warping is caused
primarily by the uneven heating of the shoe but so many other factors,
dependent on the quality and structure of the metal, are involved
that the effect of warping will vary a great deal, even though the initial
speed and braking power are the same throughout a series of tests.
Furthermore, the heating effect may be distributed over the face
of the shoe in a different manner during one test than during another
Consequently when successive tests are made on one
test, and so on.
brake shoe variations in the results are to be expected and it is therefore imperative that deductions be based on the results of a number

rate at

of tests.

The variation in the

results of successive

machine

tests will of

course be greater than in road tests because in the case of a car or
train an average is obtained

from the action

of all the brake shoes

involved.

The Effect

of Speed on Coefficient of Peiction

The results of both road and machine tests on brake shoes have
shown that the coefficient of friction under any condition of braking
power is dependent upon the initial speed, and the coefficient of friction
tends to decrease as the speed

expected from

given stop

is

is

increased.

This condition can be

the fact that the total energy to be absorbed during a

always proportional to the square of the initial speed.

which the
the
actual
although
and
temperature of the working metal changes,
general
tendency
to
greater
a
the
bearing areas will shift more rapidly,
heating of the shoe reduces its ability to conduct or radiate heat from

The

effect of the

higher speeds

is

to increase the rate at

For these reasons the average temperature of the
consistently higher at higher speeds, and the co-

the face of the shoe.

working metal

is

efficient of friction

correspondingly lower.

If the foregoing correctly describes the effect of a continually
changing speed on the instantaneous values of the coefficient of fric-
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tion during the stop

it

mean

follows that the

coefficient of friction is

going to vary with the average temperature of the working shoe
metal.

Consequently, since the rate at which energy

the brake shoe

is

is.

absorbed by

higher and the total amount of energy absorbed

greater for high speeds and the converse of this true for stops from

lower speeds,

it

follows that the

mean

coefficient of friction

should

vary inversely with the initial speed.

The

and mean coefficient of friction
and braking conditions indicated by the test results
is shown on Pig. 85.
These curves show the characteristically lower
mean coefficient of friction for the high initial speeds. In considering
the significance of these curves the conditions under which the data
were obtained must be taken into account. That these conditions
have an important bearing on these results is evident from the marked
difference between the results obtained under single and clasp brake
relation between initial speed

for various shoes

conditions.
It should not be supposed that because straight lines have been

drawn that this relation holds outside the range of speeds tested because we would not expect to find a zero mean coefficient of friction at
any

finite

speed however high.

The most
fit

that can be claimed for these straight lines

is

that they

the results of the tests as well as any other lines that could be

drawn, and that

data were not available to warrant the

sufficient

plotting of curves instead of straight lines nor the extension of these

curves beyond the speeds involved.

An extreme effect of speed is well illustrated by the dynamometer
diagrams (Fig. 80), and on the braking force curves (Fig. 76). With
constant brake shoe pressure, the force of retardation generated by
the brake shoe begins to increase near the end of the stop and con-

tinues to increase at an accelerating rate, the retarding force reaching
its

maximum

at the

end of the

stop.

This inverse relation between

the instantaneous coefficient of friction and the average temperature
of the working metal as influenced by the rapidly decreasing speed

near the end of the stop

The

is

characteristic (see Figs. 76

and 77).

which the working metal of the surface of the brake
is dependent on the speed.
The average temperature of the working metal is affected by the speed in combination
with the ability of the brake shoe as a whole to radiate or conduct
the heat absorbed away from the surface of the shoe. The temperature
rate at

shoe must absorb energy

of the brake shoe as a whole
of the stop

is,

of course, always greater near the end

and would have some tendency

to increase the average

S.
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temperature of the working metal, but on the other hand, the rapidly
decreasing rate at which energy

is

delivered to the shoe for absorption,

due to the decrease in speed, reduces the tendency of heating to such
a degree that the effect of a higher general shoe temperature is offset
and the average temperature of the working metal reduced.
Confirming this it is always observed that vigorous sparking

more rapidly near the end
by ground off metal not incandes-

decreases as the speed begins to decrease
of the stop
cent.

and

finally is replaced

This indicates that although the general shoe temperature

is

undoubtedly higher near the end than at any other part of the stop,
the average temperature of the working metal

is

correspondingly

lower and consequently the force of retardation and coefficient of

This also accounts for the relatively high coeffilow speed tests.
The conditions which bring about the temperature change
mentioned are graphically illustrated in Figs. 76 and H7, in which the
friction increases.

,

cient of friction always developed during the

power curves referred to the scale of B.t.u. per shoe per second
indicate a very high heat input into the working metal during
the early part of the stop, this rate gradually decreasing to zero at the

end of the
is

stop.

Comparing

this curve

with the retardation curve

it

seen that the shoe metal seems to be incapable of exceeding a certain

maximum

resistance so long as the heat input is above that

which can
But

be expressed as 40 or 50 B.t.u. per brake shoe per second.

when the heat input becomes less than this the coefficient of friction
rises and continues to rise more and more rapidly as the heat generated
decreases until the end of the stop.

•

The maximum

resistance limit encountered in the brake shoe

by the more rapid abrasion
which takes place at the higher temperatures. In other words, when
the heating of the working metal exceeds a certain value the effect of
the molten condition thus produced is chiefly to increase the rate at
which the metal is worn away, but for this very reason, to maintain a
action

would seem

to be accounted for*

substantially uniform condition of the surfaces successively presented
to the action of abrasion.

Effect of Severe Braking Conditions
If the influence of the rate at which energy is being absorbed has
been correctly, described in the foregoing, it follows that the higher
the rate the greater the heating of the working surface and the more
rapid the abrasion and that this effect would be most marked under
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severe braking conditions, such as obtained

when heavy

cars equipped

with one brake shoe per wheel are stopped by the application of high

braking powers from high

initial speeds.

In such cases the rate of

energy absorption and consequent temperature rise at the working

and the

surfaces becomes very high

spondingly low.

The

ability of the shoe

body metal

coefficient of friction is corre-

conditions are further aggravated by the into

conduct heat away from the working

surface with anything like a proportionate rate at which such con-

duction can take place

when the

Abrasion in such cases occurs at

total heat developed is

much

less.

a very rapid rate and when the time

of such action is prolonged, as in high speed stops, instances have been

when early in the stop the entire shoe surface becomes red
some distance from the surface and metal is discharged from the
shoe at such a rate and in such a plastic condition that it is found
deposited on the car body above the shoe in the form of recast metal.
That this action is a function of the amount of shoe metal available for the absorption to heat follows from the fact that under clasp
brake conditions, and especially when flanged brake shoes were used,
there was only moderate sparking, while on the other hand, under
single shoe conditions at high braking powers and high speeds the
sparking was vigorous and in many instances, especially when the shoe
had only a partial bearing on the wheel, the molten metal was discharged as mentioned above. The latter action in many cases resulted
in wearing through a shoe newly applied to the back and sometimes
into the bralce head in a single stop with high braking power from
observed
for

high speeds.
•

One Veesus Two Shoes Pee Wheel
The gain

in brake shoe performance with two shoes per wheel

compared with one shoe per wheel (standmost clearly shown in the comparison of the
brake shoe machine test results. This difference is less easily determined from the results of the road tests because of the presence of a
(clasp brake conditions) as

ard brake conditions)

greater

number

is

of variable factors not present in

machine

tests.

Curves showing the average results of tests of various types of
brake shoes under both single shoe and clasp brake conditions are

A

comparison of the values of mean coefficient of
clasp brake conditions shows a decided
advantage for the clasp brake throughout the entire range of braking
The gain in favor of the clasp brake with slotted shoes
powers.

shown in Fig.

86.

friction for standard

and for

:
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amounts to about 40% at a braking power of 180% and 100% at a
braking power of 40%, an average gain for the whole range of braking
powers of about 70%.

' When the action

under standard and clasp brake

of brake shoes

conditions are considered in the light of the influence upon the
working metal, the amount of energy to be absorbed per unit of work-

ing area, and the average temperature of the working metal, it is apparent that the clasp brake must have some advantage over the standard brake both in

mean

and shoe wear.
two brake shoes to do the work which the
standard demands of one shoe and this difEerence may be considered
from three standpoints

The

The

a

clasp brake shoe has but one-half the wheel load

consequently one-half as

The

b

coefficient of friction

clasp brake provides

much energy

clasp brake shoe is

and

to absorb.

working at only one-half the shoe
must work under the same brak-

pressure at which the standard shoe

ing power.

The

c

absorbed

is

double.

The important

amount

energy to be

of

fact here is that it is only the

shoe surface and not the actual working area which

available

double.

area for the same

available

The tendency

of a shoe to

by the pressure forcing

it

is

will be

more or

less

is

influenced

against the wheel.

It follows, therefore, that

shoe the clasp brake

warp

on account of the lower pressure per

at a disadvantage

from the standpoint

warping when compared with the standard brake.

of

However, with

clasp brakes the intensity of the local heating of isolated bearing spots

i#not so great on account of

less

energy to be absorbed per shoe and

consequently the cause of warping should be somewhat decreased.

This tends to minimize the warping

effect under clasp brake condiThese are the chief factors which result in the performance of
the brake shoe under clasp brake conditions, showing less improvement over that with standard brake conditions than might be expected, if only the amount of energy to be absorbed per shoe were

tions.

considered.

In view of the above analysis of the factors affecting shoe performance imder the two conditions, it follows that the use of two
shoes instead of one will result in a higher coefficient of friction and
This conclusion is supported by the
less wear per unit of work done.
results obtained during the road tests, but the difference, in so far
as its effect
tests

than

is

on the length of stop
shown by the machine

is

concerned,

tests,

is less

in the road

the former being a function
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TABLE

7.

COMPARISON OF SINGLE AND CLASP BRAKE SHOE WEAR PER
FT.-LB.

Kind of Shobs

Ratio op

Plain

Wear

Bkake Conditions

Solid to
Slotted,

Type

Single.

Clasp.

TABLE

8.

A

100,000,000

WORK DONE

Type B

Solid

Slotted

4.382
3.105

3.921
2.037

Pee Cent

111.7
105.9

Ratio of

Ratio of

Weak

Wear

Single Solid
Single
to Clabp
Slotted to
Solid
Clasp Slotted,

Peb Cent
141.1

Per Cent
133.5

COMPARATIVE COST AND DURABILITY OF PLAIN AND FLANGED
SHOES, under; clasp BRAKE CONDITIONS

Kind of Shoe
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of the combined performance of the brake shoes

while the latter

is

and brake rigging,

a function of brake shoe performance only.

Conse-

qnently, until the effect of the brake rigging and brake shoe can be

observed separately, a comparison of the coefficient of friction with
one and two shoes per wheel in road tests is always open to question.

Bate of Weak of Brake Shoes

A

comparison of the shoe wear per 100,000,000 ft.-Ib. of work
done under single shoe and clasp brake conditions is shown in Table 7.
A comparison of plain solid and plain slotted brake shoes under
single and clasp brake conditions (Table 8) shows:

A

That the superior durability

of the plain slotted shoe as

com-

pared with the plain solid amounts to 11.7% under single shoe brake
conditions and

5.9% under clasp brake conditions.
That with plain solid shoes the durability will be increased
41.1% under clasp brake conditions as compared with that under

B

single shoe conditions.

G

That with plain slotted shoes the durability will be increased
33.5% under clasp brake conditions as compared with that under
single shoe conditions.

Table 8 gives the data of comparative wear and cost of plain and
flanged shoes.

A

comparison of flanged and plain shoes on the basis of durability

with the costs assumed shows:

A That the net cost per pound of metal available for wear is
4»0% more for flanged shoes than it is for plain shoes.
B That the wear of the flanged solid shoes per unit of work done
is 19% less than for plain solid shoes, and for flanged slotted 36%
less

than for plain slotted shoes, or

G

5%

That the wear
less than the wear

30%

less

than plain solid shoes.

work done is
and the wear of the flanged

of plain slotted shoes per unit of
of plain solid shoes,

13% less than the wear of flanged solid shoes.
That for the same amount of work done flanged solid
than plain solid shoes, and flanged slotted cost ^3%

slotted is

D
less

cost

16%

less

than

plain slotted or 2.7% less than plain solid shoes.

S That approximately 136% more stops will be required to
wear out the flanged solid than will be required to wear out the plain
solid, and 15S% more stops will be required to wear out the flanged
slotted

than the plain slotted shoe and

171% more

the flanged slotted than the plain solid shoe.

stops to wear out
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Hardness

An
mean

illustration of the relation

coefficient of friction is

between Brinell hardness and the

shown on

Fig. 87.

As

this investigation

was not carried out through a wide variation of hardness numbers,
no definite data as to the most desirable hardness can be given. However, from observations made during these tests it is believed that
under clasp brake conditions with cast iron brake shoes, the mean
eoefiicient of friction is a maximum and shoe wear a minimum with
a Brinell hardness of about 190.

RELATION OF MACHINE TO ROAD TESTS
It has always been observed that stops with a ear or train were

much

longer than brake shoe machine test stops under similar con-

Some

ditions.

of this difference in stopping distance could be ac-

counted for by the relatively low efiSciency of the car brake rigging.
There are other sources of difference, however, which are inherent and
of such a nature that their individual

and combined

effects

could not

be measured with the means available during these investigations.

The determination of a factor which will express the difference between the performance of a brake shoe in machine tests and in road
tests is of importance, because with such a factor established it will
be possible to predict within the limits of ordinary variations of

brake shoe performance the probable braking performance of a car
or train under any given set of conditions.

The

difference due to the performance of brake rigging can be

fully allowed for if the

but in the

first

running rigging

efficiency

can be determined,

place the determination of the running efficiency would

making

which it is desired to avoid, and in
means employed up to this time to measure the
running efficiency of the brake rigging have been rendered more or
less unreliable by the erratic movement induced within the measuring
apparatus., The measurements of standing efficiency, however, have
given results which are consistent within themselves and with theoretical deductions and will therefore afford a convenient and satisinvolve the

the second place

of road tests

all

factory basis for establishing the proper allowance to be
characteristics of

may

any given brake rigging.

made

for the

It is recognized that there

be a difference between the performance of a brake rigging

when

standing and when running, but for the reasons just mentioned, the
standing efficiency

is

the most convenient to obtain and whatever dif-
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may result from the motion of the train will be taken care of
by the ratio or difference factor established from the comparison of
road and machine tests, as will be explained.
ference

Having the data of sufficient number of comparative road and
machine tests, it is possible to determine the average ratio of the road
to the machine test performance, after allowance has been made for
the standing brake rigging efficiency.

This ratio then furnishes a

factor involving both the inherent difference between

machine and

road tests and the difference between standing and running efficiency
which can be used in calculating the probable car or train stop after
having determined the other controlling factors from machine tests

and measurements of the

The

car.

results of tests of standing efficiency are plotted in Fig. 50.

Applying the brake rigging

efficiency thus

determined and the stops

TABLE 9. RELATION OF ROAD AND LABORATORY RESULTS

Bkake Shoe
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shoes will be used.

Consulting the curve referred

that the efficiency of the rigging at

150%

to, it will

braking power

be noted
is

83.2%

which means that the actual braking power at the shoe will be
150
Eeferring to Fig.

SiS,

X

0.8'23

it will

power the curve representing the
plain shoes gives a value of 640

= 133.45%
be seen that at 123.45% braking
results of

ft.

machine

tests of slotted

as the stopping distance.

Now

applying the ratio or difference factor 1.265, the actual stop of the

=

X 1.365 810 ft. at the actual braking power of
133.45% (nominal braking power 150%).
It must be borne in mind that in the example given above the
brake application on the road is assumed to be an electro-pneumatic
emergency which requires an average time from point of trip to
maximum cylinder pressure of about 3.35 seconds. The time to point
of equivalent instantaneous application of brake is 0.75 second. The
ratio given for the machine test results is for this same time of applicar will be 64-0

cation with a different time to point of equivalent instantaneous application.

If

it

is

desired to use

for any other brake
must be multiplied by the
the car and this difference added to
this

factor

application, then the difference in time
initial

speed in feet per second of

from the distance (810 ft. mentioned above) depending
upon whether the time is greater or less.
or subtracted

:

CONCLUSIONS
AIR BRAKE
The

characteristics of the

air pressure in the

mechanism

available for controlling the

brake cylinders determine in a large measure the

length of the emergency stop, the reliability and flexibility of the
brake operation in service applications and in general the safety, convenience, comfort

The

and economy

state of the art has

of these directions

of train control.

been advanced to a marked degree in

all

by the developments of recent years as exemplified

in the apparatus used in these tests.

What

has been accomplished

can be broadly summarized as follows

(A) Desired

results are insured with greater certainty.

(B) TJndesired results are guarded against more
(C)

An
is

In

effectively.

adequate capacity for present and future requirements
provided.

service applications with the

greater flexibility of operation

is

improved (UC) equipment a
That is, the braking

provided.

power per pound of brake pipe reduction is lower thus giving the
engineer a greater time in which to use judgment when manipulating
the brakes. At the same time, however, the maximum braking power
obtainable in a full service application

is

higher.

A

more sensitive and prompt release of the brakes is insured,
tiding to improve the releasing action of all brakes in the same
train of mixed old and new equipments.
The action of the old and the new equipments mixed in the same
train is harmonious and free from rough slack action or shocks both
in service and emergency operation.
The UC equipment is adaptable to any weight of car and may be
installed to furnish any desired nominal per cent of braking power.
With the new equipment operating electrically or pneumatically,
there is always available a quick acting and fully efEective emergency
brake.
This is not the case with the old equipment, in which the
relation of the service and emergency functions is such that a quick
action application could not be obtained after a service application

of any consequence.

The following average

results indicate the de-

gree to which this difference has an effect on the length of stop.

Considering the ordinary

full

service stop
121

from 60 miles per hour
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with both brakes (say 2000 or 2300

make an emergency

duce any shorter stop than

made.

With

ft.)

as

100%,

the attempt to

application with the old equipment does not proif

only a full service application were

the improved apparatus operating pneumatically, an

emergency application following a partial service application

14% and

shorten the stop about

after

will

a full service application

about 10%.

With the electro-pneumatic brake

23% and 13%.
An electrically

these figures are respectively

controlled brake application has been recognized

as ideal ever since the report, to this effect presented

by the Master

Car Builders' Committee in charge of the famous Burlington Freight
Brake Trials 18&6 and 1887, for the reason that thereby the time
element in starting the application of the brakes on various cars in
the train is eliminated, a correspondingly shorter stop made, and the
possibility of shocks at

With the new brake

any speeds removed.

apparatus the effectiveness of the pneumatic emergency application
is

so considerably increased that the saving in

time due to

electric

control has proportionately less influence on the length of stop, but
its effect

in eliminating serial action

of shocks

due to brake application

and consequently the

possibility

of correspondingly greater im-

is

portance.

The graduated
permits stops to be
in time

release feature of the

made

and compressed

air

The new apparatus can be applied
the old standard apparatus

new apparatus can

improved brake apparatus

smoother and with a greater economy
consumption.

shorter,

if

to give only the equivalent of

form the complete
up by the addition of unit portions

desired but in such a

.then be built

form of the mechanism.
The electro-pneumatic brake acts as an automatic

to the simplest

of malicious or accidental closing of

charged by permitting

all

telltale in cases

an angle cock after the train

the brakes to apply,

it

is

being thereafter im-

possible to release the brakes behind the closed cock until the cock

is

opened.

The
of

.2

lb.

PM
A

equipment will
4-lb.

start to apply

brake pipe reduction

is

on a brake pipe reduction

required to start an applica-

undue sensitiveness
on slight, unavoidable fluctuations in brake pipe
As a bona fide service reduction of more than 4 lb. conpressure.
tinues, the rate of attainment of braking power is the same as if no
stability feature had existed.

tion with the TIC equipment, thereby preventing
to

application

S.
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The attainment

of full service braking power on the entire train
equipment operating pneumatically was 16 seconds, 33%
longer than with the PM equipment because of the smaller size reservoirs used for greater flexibility.

with the

UC

Full service braking power was obtained in nine seconds with the
electro-pneumatic brake but without saerificiag desirable flexibility
because of the increased sensitiveness of control

when operating

the

brakes electrically.

The time
pipe

is

of transmission of serial quick action through the brake

practically the saihe with TJC

and

PM

equipments.

emergency braking power with the PM
equipment on the entire train was 8 seconds ; with the UC equipment

The time

to obtain full

operating pneumatically 3.5 seconds or 56% shorter; with the electropneumatic equipment 3.25 seconds or 73% shorter.
The gain in emergency stopping power of the electric pneumatic
equipment over the PM equipment results from: (a) the shorter
time occupied in applying the brakes; (&) a higher brake cylinder
pressure obtained; (c)

the holding of the pressure as obtained, with-

out blow-down, as with the high-speed reducing valve of the

PM

equipment.

Designating the time of equivalent instantaneous application of

and the braking power, corresponding to the
t for emergency
applications with the PM equipment 13 car train range from 2 to 3.5
seconds, for the UC pneumatic from 3 to 3.5 and for the electropneumatic from 0.7 to .85 seconds.
•
The observed average value for P^ with the PM equipment (for a
nominal 113% braking power on the cars) ranges from 95% to
100%. With the UC pneumatic equipment and electro-pneumatic
equipment nominal emergency braking powers of 90, 135, 150 and
180% were used, which, due to locomotive eflEect, become for the complete train 90%, 117%, 137% and 160% respectively.
With the electro-pneumatic brake a uniform increase in per cent
of braking power results in a substantially uniform decrease in length
of train stop. An increase of 5% in braking power reduces the length
retarding force by

t,

brake cylinder pressure obtained, by P, the values of

of stop about

The

15%

3%

within the range of braking powers tested.

available rail adhesion varies through wide limits,

in the case of a frosty rail early in the

morning

to

e.g.,

30%

from
for a

clean, dry rail at mid-day.

of wheel sliding depends more on the rail and weather
than
on the per cent braking power. Some sliding was
conditions

The amount

—
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90% and 113%

experienced with, braking powers as low as
:

rail conditions;

where

braking power did not

180%

were unfavorable, but

cause wheel sliding with good rail conditions.

The

effect of excessive

the stop about

A

12%

wheel sliding was to make the length of

greater than similar stops without wheel sliding.

braking power low enough to eliminate the possibility of wheel
rail results in

longer stops than could be considered

satisfactory for general service.

Since good rail conditions prevail a

sliding

la,rge{

on a bad

part of the time, the preferable emergency braking power

that

is

which, considering the installation conditions, will stop trains at

all

times in as short a distance as can be accomplished without trouble

from wheel sliding in such cases as are to be anticipated when emergency stops have to be made under unfavorable rail conditions. Advantage might be taken of this fact to use a higher braking power in

summer than could be used in the winter with the same degree of
freedom from objectionable wheel sliding.
The
ing

is

relation between the opposing forces

on the wheel when

about to commence can be expressed as follows

slid-

:

Pwefa = wfi

efs

in

which
i^ = tangential retarding force of shoe on wheel
ifm = maximum force of friction between wheel and

rail

(at

instant of slipping)

P = nominal

per cent braking power

w = weight on wheel, lb.
e = transmission efficiency of brake rigging
/s = coefficient of brake shoe friction
/r = coefficient of rail friction
This establishes the value of the per cent braking power which

must

exist at each instant of the stop if the vehicle is to be

brought

to rest in the shortest possible distance.

But

it

has already been shown that

if

other conditions are constant

a change in braking power will produce a corresponding change in
the

mean

coefficient of

brake shoe friction, the relation derived for the

conditions under consideration being
,

/b
•'

=

0.12
r»n Ata

S.
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Substituting this value of fa in the above equation for P,
fj.

P=

we have

p0.419

0.12e
/r

po.

8.33 /r

0.12e

e

For a 60 m.p.h. stop on a good rail /r can safely be taken at
25 per cent and e for four-wheel trucks can be made at least 85 per
cent.

Then
P0..S1-

833X0.25
0.85

for

which

P=470
This of course,

is

per cent

beyond the range

the data from which the relation /s =
•^

of the tests

which furnished

0.12

was derived, and conse'

p0.419

quently the result signifies nothing more than that, under the conditions assumed above, an extremely high nominal braking power would

be necessary in order to cause the wheels to slide. As a matter of
fact, tests at about 400 per cent nominal braking power are on record
in

which practically no

On
'

sliding occurred.

the other' hand considering the variation in coefiBcient of brake

shoe friction and rail friction that must be counted upon in service,
it is

advisable to limit the tangential retarding force, F, to a value less

than

Hm by an amount I which is proportional to the degree of protec-

J;ion

against wheel sliding considered necessary under the ordinary

condition of rail likely to be encountered, including also due allowance
for the effect of surges in the train, non-uniformity of braking conditions

on

different vehicles, reasonable protection against excessive

wheel sliding under bad
to cause the wheels to

The equation

rail conditions

of condition

F
The value

and

all

other causes tending

slide.
is

then

= Hm-I

of I is entirely arbitrary, due to the wide range of

variation of its elementary factors, according to locality, time of year,
state of weather, character of train and. equipment

and

so on.

—
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For the purpose of illustrating the extreme opposite

to that given

Bm. Then
F = Q.1bHm

above suppose that I be taken as 0.25

p^0.75fr
e/s

Again assuming the relation

/s

=

0.12
,

as above,

we have

pn...._6-25/r

Considering

e

= 85

per cent as before and taking

/r

= 12

which was the lowest observed rail friction, under as poor
tions as could well be imagined, we have

P 0.581-

per cent

rail

condi-

6.25X0.12
0.85

from which P = 81 per cent.
As a matter of fact some wheel sliding was obtained during the
tests with 85 per cent to 90 per cent braking power when very bad
rail conditions prevailed.
For practical purposes a conservative
value for /r would be 15 per cent. If now a nominal braking power
of 150 per cent is used the corresponding margin I against wheel
sliding can be calculated from the formula I = kHm and F^Hm

—kHm =

(1

k)Hm = CHm; from which C =

Substituting the values

P = 1.5, e = 0.85

F

Hm
and

=
/r

Pefs

po-ssig

/r

8.33 /r

= 0.15, we

have

(1.5)0-581x0.85

8.33X0.15

from which
therefore

(7 = 0.86
F = OMHm

and
k=

l—C = O.U

That is to say, under the assumed conditions, when using a brajcing
power of 150 per cent with as bad a rail condition as is represented
by the extremely low value /r = 15 per cent, the mean retarding force
developed by the brake shoe is still 14 per cent less than the adhesion
of the wheel to the rail.

;
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The amount of wheel flattening when sliding occurs depends upon
upon the wheels, the materials in the wheels and rails,
and the condition of the rail surface. The rail surface may be such

the weight

that relatively long slides will produce but small flat spots, or, conversely short slides

may produce

flat spots of

a size requiring prompt

attention.

When

the

UC

equipment

is

used on the cars an arrangement giving

a high emergency braking power on the locomotive, with a blow-down
feature, has advantages as follows:

(a) iShocks between locomotive

and

cars practically eliminated

(6) Shorter stops
(c) 'No more wheel sliding than to be expected with the present
installation of

ET

equipment.

Brake Eigging

An

efficient

design of brake rigging must be produced before the

advantages of improved air brakes or brake shoes can be fully
utilized.

The use

of the clasp type of brake rigging eliminates unbalanced

braking forces on the wheels and so avoids the undesirable and trouble-

some journal and truck reactions that come from the use of heavy
This has an important effect not only on freedom from journal troubles but also in
braking pressures on but one side of the wheel.

enabling the wheel to follow freely vertical inequalities of the track.

The

clasp brake also improves the brake shoe condition materially,

hgth as to wear and variability of performance.

Although the clasp brake rigging

will produce better stops

than a

single shoe brake rigging equally well designed (other conditions being

equal), its advantage in this direction is of less importance than in

the improved truck, journal

The

and shoe conditions mentioned above.

tests indicated that at least

86%

transmission efficiency could

be obtained with either single shoe or clasp brake rigging.

The following

mum

features were observed to be of importance

if

maxi-

overall brake rigging efficiency is to be secured

(a)

Protection against accidents that

may

result from, parts of

rigging dropping on the track.
(&)

Maximum

efficiency of

the desired stopping with a
(c)

Uniform

brake rigging at

mininium per cent

all

times to insure

of braking power.

distribution of brake force, in relation to weight

braked, on all wheels.
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{d) With a given nominal per cent braking power, the actual
braking power to remain constant throughout the life of the brake

and wheels.

shoes

Piston travel to be as near constant as practicable under

(e)

all

conditions of cylinder pressure.

Minimum

(/)

expense of maintenance and running repairs of

brake rigging between the shopping of cars.

Beake Shoes
difficult factor to control and
same time the most potent in producing variations in brake

The brake shoe bearing was the most
at the

performance.

The

tests established the possibility of a variation of

in length of stops

from 60 m.p.h. with

all factors

15%

to

30%

except brake shoe

Continued stopping
remaining substantially constant.
with moderate braking pressures produced a constantly improving
brake shoe condition and shorter stops. This is evidence that with
condition

reasonable attention to brake shoe maintenance the condition of the
shoes on cars in ordinary road service
to

making short emergency

is likely

to be

more favorable

stops than during a series of tests in which

the brake shoes are worked severely.

The

may

difference in the efficiency of the clasp

offset the

and

single shoe rigging

gain which might be expected from difference in co-

efficient of friction

and

vice versa.

Consequently as neither of these

factors could be observed uninfluenced by the other, a satisfactory

comparison of the mean

coefficient of friction

under different rigging

conditions or of different types of rigging or air brake apparatus

under variable shoe conditions in road tests, is impossible.
High braking powers from high initial speeds result in a great
heating of the working surface of the shoe and a rapid abrasion. This
effect is most marked under severe braking conditions such as obtained when heavy cars equipped with one brake shoe per wheel are
stopped.

Shoes of the same type and hardness had a high rate of wear per
unit of energy absorbed

when a low

coefficient of friction

veloped and, conversely, a lower rate of wear

when a higher

was de-

coefficient

was developed.
Both the road and the laboratory tests confirmed previous tests
and conclusions from analysis that the temperature of the working

of friction

metal

is

the determining influence in coefficient of brake shoe friction.

:
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The other factors that may be involved become effective chiefly
aflEect the change of temperature of the working metal.

as

they

The general performance

of the shoes as observed during the road

formed the basis of the program established for laboratory
which resulted in the following deductions
tests

The

(a)

tests,

generation of the retarding forces and consequent ab-

sorption of the energy of the

moving train

is

dependent upon but a

very small quantity of brake shoe metal.

The

(6)

the shoe
(c)

stop

The magnitude

and

(d)

actual bearing area rather than the total face area of

the important factor in brake shoe performance.

is

of the bearing area changes throughout the

greatest near the end of the stop.

is

The bearing

area shifts continuously from one portion of the

surface to another diiring the stop.
(e)

The

principal factor in producing high friction for any given

braking condition

is

the frequent shifting of the bearing area from the

heated to the cooler spots over the face of the shoe.
(/)

Slotted shoes or shoes that are cracked are more flexible than

solid shoes

and the bearing area

shifts

more readily than in the

case

of solid shoes.

(g) "With shoes of the same type and approximately the same
hardness, the wear per unit of work done is less with the slotted shoe

than with the solid shoe.
shorter

and the mean

The

stops with slotted shoes were always

coefficient of friction

higher than with solid

shoes.

(h)

The

shifting of the bearing area will tend to be

if the size provides
(i)

The

more rapid

available area for shoe bearing.

greater the pressure per square inch of bearing area, the

lower will be the
(/)

more

mean

coefficient of friction.

Flanged shoes provide more available area for bearing than

unflanged shoes.
(Ic)

The use

of two shoes instead of one per wheel will result in

a higher coefficient of friction and less wear per unit of work done.
(l)

A

comparison of the values of mean

coefficient of friction for

standard and for clasp brake conditions indicates a decided advantage
for the clasp brake throughout the entire range of braking powers

The gain in favor of the clasp brake with slotted shoes amounts tc
40%, at a braking power of 180%, and 100%, at a braking
power of 40%, an average gain for the whole range of braking powers
of about 70%.
about

—
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From

(to)

a brake shoe standpoint the advantage of using two

shoes instead of one shoe per wheel

The

First.

may

summed up

be

as follows

:

clasp brake shoe is associated with but one-half

the wheel load and consequently has but one-half
as

much energy

The

Second.

to absorb.

clasp brake shoe is

working at only one-half the

shoe pressure at which the standard shoe must

work under the same braking power.
The available working area for the same amount

Third.

energy to be absorbed

A
is

possible source of disadvantage

is

when using two

that a warped or poorly bearing shoe

of

double.

is

shoes per wheel

subjected to less pressure

For this reait into a good contact with the wheel.
though the available shoe area is doubled when using clasp brakes,
the actual amount of working metal throughout the stop may be less
than with a single shoe, which is less capable of resisting the tendency
tending to force
son,

of the heavier pressure to cause a better

This,

and an

moderate pressure
the 60 m.p.h.

fit

of shoe to wheel.

good shoe condition due to previous
in each case, is an explanation why three of

especially
tests

150%

B.P. electro-pneumatic stops with the single shoe

train were shorter by 50

ft.

than the best stops of either of the

first

or second clasp brake trains.

On

the other hand the disadvantage and greater variability of the

under the same contwo stops with this train were longer than the
longest stops without material wheel sliding made with either of the
two clasp brake trains.
single shoe brake is evidenced in the fact that

ditions as cited above

With plain

solid shoes the

durability will be increased

41.1%

under clasp brake conditions as compared with that under single shoe
conditions.

With plain slotted shoes the durability will be increased 33.5%
under clasp brake conditions as compared with that under single shoe
conditions.

The

superior durability of the plain slotted shoe as compared with

the plain solid amounts to 11.7% under single shoe brake conditions

and 5.9% under clasp brake conditions.

The wear

of the fianged solid shoes per unit of work done is 19%
than for plain solid shoes, and for fianged slotted 26% less than
for plain slotted shoes, or 30% less than plain solid shoes.
less

The wear

of plain slotted shoes per unit of

work done

is

5.4%

'

:
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than the wear of plain solid shoes, and the wear of the flanged
13.3% less than the wear of flanged solid shoes.

slotted is

For the same amount of work done flanged solid cost 16% less
than plain solid shoes, and flanged slotted cost 23% less than plain
slotted, or

27%

less

Approximately

than plain solid shoes.

135% more

stops will he required to wear out the
flanged solid than will be required to wear out the plain solid shoe;

158% more stops to wear out the flanged slotted than
and 171% more stops to wear out the flanged

shoe,

the plain slotted
slotted than the

plain solid shoe.

For any given braking condition with cast-iron brake shoes the
and

indications are that the best relation will exist between shoe wear

mean
is

when

coefficient of friction

the Brinell hardness of the cast iron

about 190.

the

Machine and road tests show a difference in stopping distance for
same type of shoe imder the same braking conditions.

The

effect of

the difference in wheel surface conditions

the leading factors which go to

chine and road tests.
established

The

make up

is

one of

the difference between

ma-

difference in braking performance can be

and the factor expressing

this difference be applied to labo-

ratory results to predict the performance of a car or train.

Length of Stop
The

stops

and observed performance of the

air brake, brake rig-

ging and brake shoe are in agreement with the relation generally

assumed

and other variables mentioned and
level track and
neglecting air and internal friction on the one hand and the rotative
energy of the wheels and axles on the other hand, is
to exist between the speed

resultant length of stop.

This relation for straight,

y2
St=lA&7Vt-\30Pe/
in

which the terms have the following significance and range of values

according to conditions

= length

of stop to be expected in ft.
speed of train in m.p.h.
<=time at the beginning of the stop during which the brakes
are to be considered as having no effect, to allow for the

(St

F = initial

time element in the application of the brakes
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Kind

of Air

UC

PM
For a 12-car train
/from
Granges
(to.......;................

Brake Equipment

Electbo-Pnuematic
0.70
0.85

2.0
2.5

,

P = nominal

per cent braking power corresponding to the
average cylinder pressure existing for that portion of
the stop after the brake is considered fully applied,

With

a single car or several similar ears, stopping without the

locomotive attached, the value of

P

can be obtained from an average
from one typical brake

of all brake cylinder indicator cards or taken

cylinder card, provided all cylinder pressures

and foundation brake

installations are substantially alike.

"Where car, weights differ or where the locomotive

is

attached, the

average per cent braking power (P) for the train (total weight

may

be calculated

W)

from the formula

„

Pt =

SPcTFo

+ PnTFn+PeTFe
Wt

in

which

Po = nominal per cent braking power corresponding to average
cylinder pressure of cars as noted above

= weight of car in lb.
= actual total weight of tender in lb.
Pn = nominal per cent braking power corresponding

PFo

TFn

cylinder pressure and to

We = weight of engine in lb.
Pe = nominal per cent braking power
cylinder pressure

to tender

Wn
corresponding to engine

(aggregate for driver, truck and

wheels according to distribution of weights and
nominal braking power)
eX/= product of eflBciency of brake rigging and mean coeflBcient of
brake shoe friction,, in which
e varies with the type and installation of brake rigging and
with the per cent braking power, though the latter effect
can be but slight throughout the range of ordinary
emergency braking powers
/ varies with the kind and initial condition of the brake shoe
trailer

bearing surface, the

initial

speed and the various

in-

fluences affecting the conditions of the bearing surface

during the stop.

'
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and / was found

given in the following table,
the values being representative of the best performance that might
reasonably be expected under conditions comparable with those of
this test.

is
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Fig. 31.

PISTON TRAVEL, BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE.
Tb«

relation

between piston travel and brake cylinder pressure for an

ideal

brake

Installation.

tnUU
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Fig. 32.

BRAKE PrPE REDUCTION, BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE.
Characteristic relation showing lack of
flexibility with large size auxiliary re

SHBET No.

7S6*

Fig. 34.

BRAKE CYLINbER PRESSURE, UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
This diagram was taken

in

rack tests and shows the improvements which were
as a result of the earlier tests.

made

in

the universal valve

Fig. 36.

TIME TO APPLY BRAKES.
The time

to start of application

and the attainment of full pressure on all cars in a service application
An improvement in the universal valve is Indicated as

shown in this figure made up from rack tests.
compared with the performance durinfl the tests.
is
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Fig. 37,

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, PM EQUIPMENT.
This diagram shows the rate of building up of brake cylinder pressure

an emergency

application.

The emergency

in a partial service followed
by
action is scarcely distinguishable.

M. p.
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Fig. 39.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
The diagram shows a

partial service followed

by an emergency application. The electric control produces
a nearly simultaneous application on all cars of the train.

M.P.

4»D

Fig. 41.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, PM EQUIPMENT.
Maximum emergency

cylinder pressure

is

obtained

in

about 8 seconds on the entire

action of the high-speed reducing valve

is

well illustrated.

train.

The blow down

Fig. 43.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
This diagrem shows an emergency application taken In rack tests on the universal valve improved as a
A comparison with Fig. 42 shows the elimination of slow serial action which has

result of the road trials.

been made.
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Fig. 44.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
.

The rapid simultaneous rise of brake cylinder pressure on all cars, will result in the heaviest steel
passenger train stopping, with an emergency application from a speed of 60 miles per hour, in less than its

own

length.
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Fig. 46.

TIME TO APPLY BRAKES, UC PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
The time

and the attainment of full emergency braking power on ail cars
diagram which Is representative of the equipment now belog furnished.

to start of application
this

is

shown

in

Fig. 48.

FULL SERVICE STOP, GRADUATED RELEASE.
The graduated

release

is

UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.

clearly

shown.
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Fig. 53.

PISTON TRAVEL.
The

fL
II

increase in piston travel for various percentages of braking power with the 90 per cent, cylinder levers.

M.r.«iD
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Fig. 54.

LENGTH OF STOP.
made with the No. 3 clasp brake, from GOm.pJi.
with electro-pneumatic equipment

Single car, emergency breakaway stops
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Fig. 55.

COEFFICIENT OF RAIL FRICTION.

A 24-hour

record of weather conditions and

rail friction.
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Fig. 57.

CHECK RUNS—TWELVE CARS.
STANDARD SINGLE SHOE BRAKE.
The emergency

stopping diatances from 60 m.p.h. cover a wide range due principally to variations in

shoe condition.
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Fig. 59.

EMERGENCY STOPS—VARIOUS EQUIPMENTS.
From 60 m.p.h. the train, fitted with PM equipment and standard brake, stopped in 1677 feet.
control

and 1 50 per cent, nominal braking power on the cars, the train was stopped

in less

With

electric

than 1 200 feet.
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Fig. 60.

EMERGENCY STOPS.
HIGH AND ORDINARY BRAKING POWER ON LOCOMOTIVE.
With high braking power on the locomotive during the early portion of the application the stop shortened.
Less slack action between locomotive and cars was also obtained.

Fig. 61.

SERVICE STOPS—VARIOUS EQUIPMENTS.

PM equipment and standard brake, stops the
and clasp brake the stop is made in 1825 feet. With electric
partial service, followed by an emergency application, stops the train in 1 533 feet.
A

2250

full

feet.

service application at 60 m.p.h. with the

With

electric control

train in
control,

Fig. 62.

EMERGENCY STOPS-STANDARD BRAKE.
With the standard brake and

PM equipment the stop at 60 m.p.h. is shortened 224 ft. by the use of flanged
shoes.

9
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Fig. 68.

STOP DISTANCE— SINQLE CARS.
No. 2 AND No. 3 CLASP BRAKE.
The variation between the best and the average stops

is

due largely to shoe condition.
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Fig. 70.

TYPICAL STOP.

A

full

service stop from 30 m.p.h. with

Pfi/I

equipment No,

1

clasp brake rigging^

Fig. 71.

TYPICAL STOP.
An emergency stop from 60 m.p.h. with standard single shoe brake rigging.

Fig. 72.

TYPICAL STOP.
An emergency

stop from 60 m.p.h. with the

UC

pneumatic equipment No.

1

clasp bral<e rigaing.
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Fig. 75.

TYPICAL STOP.
slack action between the locomotive and
High braking power on the locomotive has partially eliminated the
the slack indicators.
the cars as shown by the nearly horizonUI lines drawn by

>»
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Fig. 77
SINGLE CAR BREAKAWAY STOPS.
CHARACTERISTIC CURVE.
Electro-pneumatic tests, similar to those shown in Fig. 76, except that in this case the car was
flanged shoes and No. 3 clasp brake rigging.
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BRAKE SHOE BEARING AREA—PLAIN SOLID SHOE.
The shaded

portion

shows where the shoe does not come

in

contact with the

wheeL
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BRAKE SHOE BEARING AREAS—PLAIN SOLID SHOE.
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COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION— PER CENT. BRAKING POWER.

When

the shoes are hard, the coefficient of friction

is

low throughout the range of braking powers.
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DISCUSSION
J. P.

To

Kelley.'

the author's statement that the sliding of

wheels under brake applications

is

due largely to

rail adhesion, I

inclined to add that the percentage of braking power employed
of itself the cause of sliding.

With the

is

trucks and gears that are

familiar to us, the braking forces are not evenly distributed over

the wheels and

it is

am
not

possible for the weight to be

all

momentarily shifted

from one or more of the wheels during the progress

of a stop with

brakes applied.

From

a study of clasp brake design and foundation brake gear,

from experience,

as well as

I should say that the clasp brake

is

the

only suitable one to use on present day passenger car equipment.

While it will not do away with the shock, it will go a long way towards keeping the wheels in their normal positioh with relation to
the other parts of the truck, and to the rails, and so aid in making
available whatever spring action is there to keep the wheels where
they belong and to keep the rail adhesion uniform and constant. By
this means the pressure on the wheels is balanced, also the number of
hot boxes

is

reduced.

The author has traced the increase in weights of cars from the
time when the wooden car was used, weighing about 30,000 lb., up to
the present time when steel cars weigh 150,000 lb. or more. With
the wooden ears, the braking power could be run up considerably
higher than the total weight of the car, and the wheels could be

al-

There was a certain amount of resiliency in the wooden cars and the wooden trucks
which tended to absorb and deaden the shocks thrust upon the wheels
which are a fruitful source of jvheel sliding by the sudden application of the brakes on long trains. With steel equipment this resiliency is entirely gone, and the wheels of today have to stand more
direct shock under heavy brake applications than when w'ooden cars
lowed to slide some

were used.

little

distance without injury.

It is not surprising that there are

more

cases of wheels

under the heavy steel equipments.
We have had considerable experience with clasp brakes on quite
a number of our ears during this present winter, and with a few of
them the previous winter, and find that as the shoe is higher above
the rail in an emergency application than with the common type of
gear, there is less chance for the accumulation of snow and ice on the
sliding

shoe to drip off upon the rails

when the shoe

gets hot

the friction.
*

Cons. Air-Brake Engr. of the N. Y. C.

&

H. R. R.R. Co.

and

so reduce
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To show

that uneven braking power rather than the per cent of

braking power considered in
recent case

may

itself is

productive of wheel sliding, a

be cited of a train of nine cars, where the highest

braking power would probably run 115 per cent, the lowest about
65 per cent, and the average through the train about 85 per cent.
Through an accident the brake pipe was broken off on the fourth
ear from the rear.
Every car ahead of the rear car came to a stop
without injury to the wheels.
They were the ones on which the
braking power was very low. The rear car had normal braking power,
and all but two pairs of its wheels were slid flat. This could be
explained on no other principle than that when the brake application
was initiated at the fourth car, and propagated in opposite directions,
there was not only the braking power acting on the wheels, but also
the effect of shock set up because of the difference in time and the
difference in the power with which the brakes went on, which
"jumped" the wheels along and caused them to skid to such an extent
as to break or reduce very materially their rail adhesion.

Other cases have been noticed where the brakes were
the accidental parting of the engine

from the

train,

set

through

and although

there was a uniform braking power throughout the whole train, the

brakes on the front part went on with full force, almost instantly,

while with those at the rear, there was a delay of one and one-half
or two seconds before they began to act, producing a heavy thrust

on the two forward
went fl.at.

cars,

with the result that the wheels of those cars

There can be no question in the mind of any student of

air brake

science but that the pneumatic action of the brake

on the long, heavy
modern trains is too slow. If an electric apparatus can be had that
will operate the brakes simultaneously from one end of the train to
the other, combined with a clasp brake properly designed, and a suitable brake shoe, many annoying troubles will be eliminated.

With

reference to emergency application, if a brake will operate

instantaneously and simultaneously throughout the train, with almost

any degree

of flexibility,

terially reduced.

A

emergency

stops, as such,

can be very ma-

brake that will operate instantaneously will bring

a train to a stop with a service application, within a distance for which

another brake equally powerful but

much

slower in action would

require an emergency application.

H. H. Vaughan.
is

The

first

thing that strikes

the remarkably comprehensive

way

me

about this paper

in which the series of tests has
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The United

iStates should be proud of having a
domain with energy enough and interest
enough on the subject of brakes to devote the time and money necessary to carry out a series of tests of this kind; and also proud of
the fact that a railway company is equipped with a sufficient corps

been carried out.
railroad

company

of trained

men

in its

to take the observations required in the investigations

reported in this paper.

It

side of the operation of

is ,a

magnificent testimonial to the scientific

American

railways.

A point that I wish to refer to,

which is brought out in these tests,
About a year ago we went into
the question of flanged shoes to reduce the brake shoe pressures, and
found an extraordinary increase in wheels slid, especially in cold
weather. We then tried unflanged shoes, without any other change,
and the sliding reduced. I have no reason to give for this, but it is a
point worth bringing up, and the sliding of wheels, while shown in
rather a curious way in this paper, is really, a very serious and expensive thing, especially in cold weather, in which I am pleased to
say I have had a large and most unlimited experience. Wheels sliding
with us is undoubtedly a prominent cause of shelled out tires. When
it is. known that we rarely run a car over 6000 miles in winter without having a wheel with shelled out tires, it can be imagined how
is

the trouble with wheels sliding.

serious

^

it is.

Eeferring to Figs. 76, 77 and 80, the

first

two show the decelera-

from the speed curves of train tests, while Fig. 80 gives
dynamometer cards taken at the testing plant. The extraordinary

tion plotted

increase in the deceleration of the train tests

be noticed that

it

goes

up almost

is

very curious.

It will

in the ratio of 3 to 1 toward the

end of the stop, while there is very little increase shown on the cards
from the brake shoe testing plant. It is a point which has worried
me and I ask if there is any explanation for it.
Eegarding the paper in general, one is impressed by the marvelous
ingenuity of the whole apparatus. It is a wonderful piece of mechanical invention, and one cannot help wondering where we are going
to get to in this air brake matter.

Probably there was never a more

ingenious machine than the plain triple valve invented by Mr. Westinghouse, which made possible the use of automatic air brakes on

In 1887, when the Burlington tests were being
conducted, Mr. Westingho'use supplemented his plain triple valve by
the quick-action triple, which again was a peculiarly brilliant inventhe idea of knocking down one brake after another all through
tion
passenger equipment.

—

—
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the train was remarkable and the fame of Mr. Westinghouse as an
inventor will probably rest more on these two inyentions, which are
the foundation of our

modern

air brake system, .than

on

all

the other

things he has done.

The

quick-action triple valve behaved very well during the early

years of

its life,

many

like

but about the time when

of us,

it

begun

to

it

was twenty years of age,

branch out, and there was attached to

the quick service application the retarded release and then a reservoir or two
release

was annexed

to the air brake system, giving the

and higher pressure in emergency.

graduated

There was the LN, and

then the PC, and now we are to have the UC, the greatest develop-

which will work either pneumatically or electrically. If
the electrical part breaks down, the pneumatic part comes on and
works, and the whole thing is wonderful, all the way down from the

ment

of

all,

plain triple, as a

At

the same

monument of inventive genius.
time—I do not wish to raise a

discordant voice

we wise, are the railroad companies wise, is the Westinghouse
Company wise, in this development in which the apparatus is con-

are

tinually being revised to interchange with all the other developments

that have gone before it?

Would

it

not be possible to design, the

electric-pneumatic brake without this complication?

Mr. Dudley did

not attempt to describe the figure showing the parts and passageways
It is a wonderful thing, but should
on every passenger car without very serious consideration?
of the universal valve.

I consider that the

paper, should

tell

it

be put

Westinghouse Company, supplementing this

us what

is

necessary in the straight electro-pneu-

matic brake in which the train pipe carries the air and the electricity
does the application, and I venture to say, without knowing exactly
what would be the answer, that it would be an exceedingly simple
and highly efficient apparatus.
I cannot help thinking that an

electro-pneumatic brake, even with the safety automatic feature on
the air pipe, so that a fracture of an air pipe would cause the application of the brakes, would not be anything like the complicated

apparatus we are getting today in order to

make

these things inter-

changeable and universal.
It

would not be a serious matter

to

add such an equipment

to

the brake equipment already in use; nor to look forward to carrying
the two sets of brakes on our trains during the transition period.

am

I

prepared to place and keep the equipment on certain trains and
to take it off of certain trains for a few years, rather than to continue
this

enormous increase in complications.

:
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has been put on apparatus of this
railroad
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I
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it.

sort,

but speaking candidly as a

It is a beautiful piece of apparatus,

and all that, but if we can by simple electric control (and it does not
seem that the difficulties are insuperable) get a simple, cheap brake,
that our men can understand, and upon which they can locate the
troubles, and know what they are doing, it would be very much better.

W.

B. Tuknek' said in response to Mr. Vaughan's remarks on

complexity of air-brake apparatus that the electro-pneumatic

the

brake has been used for traction service for the past seven years under

and has been used on the subway system
is the most severe service in the
has given good results. The electro-pneumatic ap-

several thousands of cars;

in

New York

world, where

for several years, which
it

.

paratus can be applied to practically any equipment that has been
built

up

to the present time

ner, but it will not

UC)

and

will function in a satisfactory

man-

do what the improved air brake equipment (type

To

described in the paper, will accomplish.

which have been detailed

it is essential to

attain the results

have this equipment or

While he would welcome any apparatus that was

equivalent.

complex, this would be impossible

if it is

its

less

desired to do the things

which are necessary to control the trains of today in the best manIf Mr.

ner possible.

Vaughan had

his double brake

the supplemental devices for cutting-out the brakes,

equipment and
etc.j

he would

equipment would be vastly more complex than that shown
in the paper
it would be so complex that he would be afraid of it
find that the

—

himself.

Mr. Turner then presented the following written discussion

The present day conditions

in railroading that affect the air brake

problem are:
a

Higher Speed, because the energy to be dissipated increases
as the square of the speed, which means, other things
being equal, that the length of the stop will also increase
as the square of the speed.

6

Heavier Yehicles, because doubling the weight doubles the
energy to be dissipated. The combined effect of doubling
the speed and doubling the weight

is

to increase the energy

to be dissipated eight times.
^

Chief Engineer of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.

:
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c

Longer and Heavier Trains. These increase the difficulty
of control and greatly magnify reactions due to "slack"

d

Greater Frequency of Trains.

between

cars.

of accident

bility

This increases the proba-

and therefore the necessity

for more,

efficient control.
e

Parallel Tracks.

This also increases the danger, as an ac-

cident on one track

may

cause one on any of the other

tracks.

Any

one of these changes in conditions makes imperative a com-

pensating change in effectiveness in the means for controlling trains,

but when they are

taken collectively, as they must be, the serious-

all

ness of the problem

even more apparent and, to one

is

potential, alarming.

But

who knows

the

this is not all, for the very conditions that

thus called for more effective .brake appliances also decreased the
efficiency or effectiveness of those existing

predicament, therefore,
creation of

is

The

by almost one-half.

one requiring prompt attention and the

means not heretofore in

existence.

The reasons why the above-mentioned conditions decrease the
effectiveness of the brake control are

,

Increased speed (work) causes a decrease in the
of friction;

and as the stopping distance

is

mean

coefficient

proportional to the

coeffi-

cient of friction, the stop becomes longer.

Heavier vehicles also increase the work required of the brake shoe
in a given time,

and

this further .reduces the coefBcient of friction.

Also, as a result of the greater forces exerted, there are distortions

and consequent

much

losses in

foundation brake gear

larger brake cylinders are necessary

and

efficiency.

Again,

this increases the

time required to get full braking power, these three losses contributing, as is apparent, to a further material increase in stopping distance.

Longer trains lead

to another decrease in effectiveness

by adding

to the time required to get the brakes on, while the combination of

greater weight and length increases the volume of air required with

consequent difficulty of recharging quickly.

There

is

also the diffi-

culty of controlling trains smoothly because of the bunching and

stretching of such a

number

of heavier cars

and the time lapse

tween the brakes applying on the front and rear end of the
Greater frequency of trains and parallel tracks
necessary by requiring

much more

be-

train.

make improvement

frequent brake applications, thus

exhausting the air supply, and also by making

it

imperative to be able
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changes

overlooked that one serious effect
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braking force at any time.

tively, it will be seen that these

with the

TURNER

B.

is

Collec-

mean much, nor must

the increased risk

it

be

we must take

element.

illustrate the foregoing

by example, in 1890 with a train weight

and a speed of 60 miles per hour, the energy to be dissipated was about 313,000 ft-tons and the stopping distance was 1000 ft.
In 1913, with a train-weight of 920 tons and a speed of 60 miles
of 280 tons

per hour, the energy to be dissipated

times greater than that of the
style brake the collision

first

111,000 ft-tons, or almost four

is

mentioned

train.

With an

old-

energy as this train passed the point where

mentioned train stopped would still be 48,000 ft-tons, or one
what the first mentioned train had before the
brake was applied and there would still be 760 ft. to run.
This modern train, but now equipped with the new brake apparatus, running at a speed of 60 miles per hour, can be stopped in
860 ft., at which point, with the old brake equipment, it would still
be running at 43 miles per hour and with a. collision energy of 57,000
ft-tons or still about twice that contained in the train of 1890 at the
beginning of the stop.
When the full force and meaning of the increased stopping distance is realized, in connection with the possibility of accidents arising from the greater frequency of trains and number of parallel tracks,
it will be seen that not only are improvements in brake equipment
really necessary, but also that the best that can be designed is none
It was a realization and an analysis of the effects of the
too good.
changed conditions mentioned that led to the creation of the brake
employed in the tests with which this paper deals.
The illustrations no doubt impress one with the complexity and
comparative size of the apparatus, but when the net result measured
by control requirements and stopping distance, is more effective than
with the old brake, it will be admitted that these things must be
accepted. Nothing less will suffice if reasonable capacity of track and
rolling stock is to be had and general advE^nce in transportation and
the

first

and one-half times

safety are to keep equal pace.

F. J. Baeey' said that after reading the paper over five times

he not only

felt

he could not discuss

it,

but that what knowledge

he had of electro-pneumatic brakes was very small in comparison.
It had been his observation that when a paper was in such good shape
*

Genl. Inspr. Air Brakes, N. Y. O.

& W.

R. R. Co.
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as this one there

was

little to

it, and that the more it was
His own experience had extended
and he was not familiar with the

say about

re-read the less one found to say.

over a period of about 30 years,

TIC equipment.

He

was glad to

new passenger equipment coming
his recommendation,

UC.

the

P.
is

company had some

state that his

in the near future and that, through

they would put on the clasp brake but not

.

W. Sargent.

In conducting machine

tests of

brake shoes

it

our practice to make a number of runs to get the shoes down to

a good bearing and then

The average

make a number

figures derived

should be comparable with the results
the brake-shoe equipment of a train.
records as presented in the paper
lect in the

and average them.
upon different shoes
that might be obtained from
of records

from repeated

The

tests

great variation in the train

must be due,

some neg-

I think, to

foundation brake rigging, rather than to a bad condition

of all the brake shoes at one time.

The agreement between the results of the brake shoe testing
machine and the road tests is extremely gratifying. When we first
began testing brake shoes on the machine we encountered very large
variations in the results, particularly with the heavy solid

But

new

shoes.

wore down, and especially when they cracked and
the wheels better, the results became more uniform. When the

as the shoes

fitted

shoes became thin and near the point where they ought to be removed,
it

developed that under the extreme pressures

common

to

modern

high-grade equipment, with the single brake, we were reaching the

danger point and there was a possibility of the shoe melting. Such
a condition would be realized on the road if the brakes were applied
on a grade and then an emergency stop followed while the shoes were
still

warm.

Under such a condition the

shoes might be heated to a

point where they would lose their grip on the wheels to a large extent,

even

me

if

not melted away, and cause the brake to

that the only thing which will prevent this

clasp brake.

is

fail.

It

seems to

the adoption of the

Besides saving the brake shoe from possible destruction,

the test records indicate that with the two-shoe combination there
an actual gain in the retardation.

is

The machine test also demonstrates that the flanged brake shoe
has a greater retarding effect with the same load applied, than the
unflanged shoe, besides rendering better service in conducting away
I think the objection made by Mr. Vaughan to the flanged
shoe as compared with the unflanged shoe was due not to any in-

the heat.
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herent defect of the flanged shoe, but to the fact that the brake rigging was not adapted to that kind of shoe. We certainly get increased

braking efficiency by the use of the flanged shoe.
E. E. PoTTEE.'
recently on the

mine the

It

New

may

be of interest to speak of some tests

York, Westchester

&

Boston Eailway,

made

to deter-

The cars, which are operated
weigh 60 tons, and are run as 'high as 60 miles an hour.
In making the test, a motor truck without motors, which has clasp
brakes, was put imder the trailer end of the car, which normally has
a simple truck.
At 35 miles per hour the deceleration under an
emergency application of the brake was found to be 4 miles per hour
per second with the clasp brake; with the simple brake, it was 3.3
miles per hour per second. At 50 miles per hour, the deceleration
was 3.65 miles per hour per second with the clasp brake, and with
the standard brake, S miles per hour per second. The length of stop
with the clasp brake, at 50 miles per hour, was 585 ft., and with the
simple or standard brake 690 ft. These were the average lengths of
stop for about 40 stops. Invariably the stops were shorter when the
clasp brake was used. iStops were made at various speeds, principally
at 35 and 50 miles per hour.
Another point of observation was the effect on the journal bearings. With the simple brake we experienced trouble with the journal
leaving the brass, when brakes were applied to a pressure of 60 lb.
in the brake cylinder. In an emergency application, we have 90 lb.
pressure in the brake cylinder while the normal full service application gives a pressure of 50 lb. The braking power in the motor truck,
In the trailer
service, is 100 per cent, and emergency, 180 per cent.
efficiency of the clasp brake.

electrically,

»

truck, service

S.

is

90 per cent and emergency 162 per cent.

G. Thomson.'

end of

this

new

I

am

particularly interested in the business

brake, the part which involves

its

practical appli-

cation. After listening to the discussion, the important thing to me
seems to be the development of the foundation brake. Have we tried
out the foundation brake far enough ? Have we gone far enough with

the clasp brake in increasing the friction applied on the wheels and
are we not going too far for the present in this development of the
electric control ?

I

am

inclined to agree with Mr.

Vaughan

to the matter of complications.
^

Supt. of Equipment, N. Y.

^

Supt.

M.

P.

W. &

and Rolling Equip.,

B. Ry.
Phila.

&

Reading R.R.

in respect
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We

have had considerable experience with the clasp brake on our

road for a number of years, running

and six-wheel

on 100 or more

it

seems to

results, so that it

me more

cars,

with four

All are giving excellent

trucks, high-speed service.

important at the present time to

extend the use of the clasp brake than to hasten the electric develop-

Let the

ment.

electric control be a

How much

benefit

tonight be to us?
little

would

matter of gradual unfolding.

this electric control as presented here

would be in the

I figure that the principal gain

time saved by applying a considerably greater pressure in the

brake cylinder; also that there would be a considerable advantage in

making an emergency application

after the service application has

Is that really of sufficiently great importance in actual

been made.

and expense? An enand may even bring his

train service to warrant all this complication

gineer

may

passengers

occasionally run by his station

up standing

in applying the brakes; but does even such a

matter warrant us in going to the great expense of equipping

and in trying

our cars with this extra braking equipment,

who could
It

may

take care of

it ?

and

five-car trains

where such apparatus

we

is

all

we need

whether there

is

run many

not required.

I

how

gen-

this further complication at the present time,

and

want, therefore, to raise the question for discussion as to
erally

men

be that the electric controlled air-brake apparatus could

be applied to advantage on a few long trains, but
three-car

all of

to get

not more need for the development of the foundation

brake including the clasp type.

T. L. BuETON.'

Both Mr. Sargent and

Mr Vaughan

of the wheel sliding effect of the flanged brake shoe.

have spoken
I have had

considerable experience with this and, as the former stated, have

found the trouble with the flanged shoe

to be

gear, especially the spacing of the heads
deflection of the

beams under various

due largely to the brake

on the brake beams and the

loads.

There has been a question in the minds of some as

to the relative

stopping effect of the clasp and single-shoe types of brake,
ditions, excepting the

the same.

For any

all

con-

performance of the gear and the shoe, being

set of conditions

such as stated in Table 10, the

length of the stop should be inversely proportional to the value of
'

Westinghouse Air Brake Co., 165 Broadway,

New

York.
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consequently, so far as the brake shoe and rigging are con-

cerned, Table 10 affords a precise

means

of

comparing the length of

stops obtained with the various types of brake gear

and brake shoes

used in the test with which the report deals.
I have prepared
ley's

and

some supplementary

comparison to a percentage
/g

as

shown in Table 10 for

basis.

tables,

reducing Mr. Dud-

Accepting the values of

clasp brakes

100 per cent, the relative length of stops for
brakes should be as follows:

RELATIVE LENGTH OF STOP

^

<

^

^^
KO

g
a
a.

Uo
H

-

»

-

"

Single Shoe Brake
Flanged
Plain
Shoes
Shoes

'

»

•»

Clasp Brakes
Plain
Flanged
Shoes
Shoes

°dii-»

e-'-

:-s5-"

o^-'™

s- - ei-- :-!='- s-»
" ^-" 05— o-li-- o^='»
« „^-'« 2-ii-« S-^="« S-«

80

125

80

150

go
»u

180
issu

ti5?.i.i8, "JM.I.OOO

»J».1.M7 5^-1473

0,092

0.109

0,070

0,074

2J50.1.190

tlM-.oa,

0.084

0.100

^.i.x
0.064

s^-i-47i
0.068

O:^??^^

^=1-484

^^=1.195 «:0^=1.000
077

0.092

0.059

e

and flanged shoes as
clasp and single shoe

^^g

0.062
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^

M

1^

j§

S

t<

I

a

O

02

Ph

INCREASE IN LENGTH OF STOP WITH
THE SINGLE SHOE BRAKE AS COMPARED TO THE CLASP BRAKE

s
o
Oh

Plain Shoes

S

Per Cent

Flanged Shoes
Per Cent

30

125

5^^-1=0.305=30.5

^^-1=0.509 = 50.9

30

150

L^-i =0.304=30.4

h^-i=0A95=4a.5

1.194

1.000

LM-i =0.311 =31.1

ii500_i =0.500=60.0

1.195

1.000

^^'^^-1 =0.392 =39.2

l-:^-! =0.356=35.6

1.184

1.000

^^^'^-1=0.383 = 38.3

1:^-1=0.366=36.6

1.191

1.000

i^^-1 =0.387=38.7

L|60_i=o. 360=36.0

1.186

1.000

1:^-1=0.314=31.4

LiZ5-l =0.473=47.3

1.185

1.000

1:^-1=0.314 = 31.4

1:^-1=0.471=47.1

1.190

1.000

i^^^-1 =0.304=30.4

=0.484=48.4
f^-1
1.000

30

180

1.195

Average Gain in favor
Brake, Per Cent

of

Clasp

35.5

44.6

Tabulated results show the following average comparative lengths
of stops:
1 191
Average stop, clasp bVake, plain shoes
1 .000
Average stop, clasp brake, flanged shoes-.
1 590
Average stop, single-shoe and plain shoes
1 446
Average stop, single-shoe and flanged shoes
Length of stop with clasp brake, plain shoes is 19.1 per cent greater than stop
with clasp brake, flanged shoes.
Length of stop with single shoe brake, plain shoes is 59.0 per cent greater than
stop with clasp brake, flanged shoes.
Length of stop with single shoe brake, flanged shoes is 44.6 per cent greater
than stop with clasp brake, flanged shoes.
.

.

.
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Also, length of stop with single shoe brake, plain shoes is 33.5 per cent greater
than stop with clasp brake, plain shoes.
Whence the general average length of stop with the single shoe brake is J^
(44.6+33.5) =39.05% greater than the general average length of stop with the

clasp brake.

The

relative stopping distance of the

however,

tells

of wheels as affected

The adhesion

two types of brake gear,
Mr. Dudley refers to the sliding

but half the story.

is

by the adhesion between the wheels and the

rail.

influenced, not only by the condition of the rail, but

by the shifting of the wheel loads as affected by inertia

forces,

and

Unfortunately, we have no control over the condition of the

rail,

shocks and lines of action in the brake gear.

or the effect of the inertia.

The use

of electro-pneumatic brakes will,

however, minimize the shifting of wheel weights resulting from end

and a careful analysis of many brake gears in use will disfacts on the equalization of wheel weights and
shoe pressures as influenced by the design and application of the gear.
shocks,
close

some remarkable

With the assistance of Mr. H. M. P. Murphy of our organization,
we have made an analysis of the brake forces of some trucks in use
on a road in this territory and their effects on the equalization of
weights at wheels and shoe pressures. I will add in brief form some
results of the analysis for the brake rigging of a six-wheel passenger

car truck.

The

tabulation relates to braking forces, wheel pressures on

percentage of braking power,

etc.,

rail,

for service application, with all

parts standard; and for emergency application, with shoes and tires

worn and journals displaced in accordance with actual conditions
The normal braking power in service was 85 per cent and

observed.

in emergency, 160 per cent.

The

weight of car under the

total actual

standard conditions assumed for service

is

143,000

worn conditions assumed for emergency the
138,000

lb.

total

car

Under the
weight

is

lb.

Normal Brake Shoe Pressures: Service
Leading Truck
9155 lb
9775 lb
8130 lb
Variation in normal brake shoe pressure = 1645

Rear Truck
8825
9175
8215

Outside wheel
Middle wheel
Inside wheel

lb.;

lb.
lb.

lb.

per cent variation =20.2.

9
6
4
7
1
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Normal Brake Shoe

Pbbsstjees:

Emergency

Leading Truck

Rear Truck

Outside wheel

15,785 lb

16,090

lb.

Middle wheel
Inside wheel

15,605 lb

15,555

lb.

10,835 lb

Variation in normal brake shoe pressure =6,260

lb.;

9,840 lb.
per cent variation =63.5.

Actual Wheel Presstjbes on Rail: Service
Leading Truck

Rear Truck

Outside wheel

13,727 lb

11,622

lb.

Middle wheel
Inside wheel

10,697 lb

11,826

lb.

12,052
per cent variation =28.3.

lb.

."

11,076 lb

Variation in wheel pressure on

=3030

rail

lb.;

Actual Wheel Pressures on Rail: Emergency
Leading Truck

Rear Truck

Outside wheel

14,735 lb

11,956

Middle wheel

9,816 lb

11,234

lb.

Inside wheel.

10,056 lb

11,435

lb.

Variation in wheel pressure on r'ail=4,937

lb.;

lb.

per cent variation =60.3.

Actual Percentage op Braking Power: Service
Leading Truck
Outside wheel

:

^^^ X 100 = 66

.

13727

Middle wheel

Inside wheel

-^^-^ X 100 = 91
10697

:

-^^^ X 100 = 73

:

.

.

11076

Rear Truck
000 K

Outside wheel

:

^^=^ X 100 = 75

.

11622

Middle wheel

:

-^^ X 100 = 77

.

11826

Inside wheel

:

-^^^ X 100 = 68

.

12052

Variation in percentage of braking power =91. 4— 66.7=24.7.
variation in percentage of braking power

—

7
= 24 ^X100=37.0.

66.7

Per cent

6
5
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Force Efficiency of Brake Apparatus: Service
For leading truck,

2X (9155+9775+8130)

X 100 =99. 6%

6X9052.5
For rear truck,

2X(8825+9175+8215)
X100=96.5%
6X9052.6
Force Efficiency of Car Brake, Exclusive of Cylinder Losses, Etc.:
Service

54120+52430

^P^^^g

2X54315
Force Efficiency of Car Brake, Including all Losses
106550

X100 = 88.3%

0.85X142000

Actual Percentage of Braking Power: Emergency
Leading Truck
Outside wheel:

i^X100 = 106.9 +

Middle wheel

=^^
X 100 = 159 1 +
9816

:

.

^^§5^x100 = 107.7

Inside wheel:

10056

Rear Truck
Outside wheel

Middle wheel

:

:

^^^22 x 100 = 134
11956

^^ X

100 = 138

.

.

9840

Inside wheel:

-^^X100=86.1

Variation in percentage of braking power = 159.1— 86.1 =73.0.
variation in percentage of braking

—-X100=84.8.

73

power=—

86.1

Per cent

aie bkake pekfokmancb
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Force Efficiency of Brake Apparatus
For leading truck,

^^

(15785+1_5605+10835)

xi00=82.6%

For rear truck,

J16090+15555+9840L^,00^8, 2^^
6X17040
Force Efficiency of Car Brake, Exclusive of Cylinder Losses, Etc.
84450+82970
2X102240

p^^g^

Force Efficiency of Cab Brake, Including all Losses
167420

X100=73.7%

1.60X142000

Mr. Dudley speaks of the variation in piston travel with the single
shoe type of gear and the
efficiency of the

ill

effect resulting therefrom, in the overall

emergency brake.

It also seriously affects the service

brake application.

Other things being equal, the ability to release the brake

satis-

factorily is directly proportional to the extent of the reduction

made

in brake pipe pressure during an application.

With the average

six-wheel truck gear, having the shoes

well below the wheel centers, an 8 or 10

hung

application of the brake

lb.

will scarcely give over 4 or 5 in. piston travel, and instead of developing the breaking power for which the apparatus is designed and
proportioned, it develops more nearly 70 to 80 per cent braking power,

and thereby effects a high rate of retardation, especially at low speed,
which limits the ability of the operator to make a brake application
sufficiently heavy to insure a satisfactory release.

The next question

When

it is

is

why not

so adjusted that

develop only from 4 to 5

emergency application

in.

let

the piston travel out further?

an 8 to 10

lb.

piston travel,

service application will

it is

adjusted so that an

will cause the piston to travel full stroke or

practically so, therefore the travel cannot be lengthened.

We

also

made a

similar analysis of force actions of the brake gear

referred to in the paper as Clasp Brake Design No.

3,

and were

able

no shifting of weights at the wheels as a result of horizontal
forces in the brake gear, and the normal brake shoe pressures varied
to find

but 70

lb.

per wheel, an average of 35

and new shoes and

lb.

per shoe, with

33-in. wheels with shoes ^-in. thick.

36-ili.

wheels
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Vaughan had touched upon

the very

points that he had been dwelling on for a long time and that Mr.

Thomson

had covered some of these points. As the latter stated,
and five or more cars, besides the longer
trains of 13 and 14 cars, but in the installation of a brake equipment
one cannot be governed by the number of cars per train because these
cars do not remain constantly in the same train. Of course if there
are 12 or 14 cars in a train, they must be provided with the best posalso

\(^)|iave trains of three, four

A

sible brake.

brake

How

tor to handle

us to

practical question in relation to the electro-pneumatic

we going to educate the repair-man and the inspecThomson struck the proper note when he advised
get the foundation gears into proper shape before we started in
is

are

it ? ,Mr.

on any advancement in the electro-pneumatic
tion about the value of the clasp brake.

line.

We

There

is

no ques-

have not jumped into

PC nor the TJC types of brakes as we have been waiting
demonstrated that the later types are better than those

the use of the
imtil it

that

is

we now

is due the railroad companies who are
and providing the information needed.

All honor

have.

advancing these

tests

N. A. Campbell.''

After the Central Eailroad of

New

high-speed brake tests in 1903, a relatively short time ago,

thought that the

last

word had been

made from 60

Stops were

The

was

ft. and
had not been

miles per hour in less than 1000

locomotives and cars, however, were about half the

now

The problem of braking the heavier
make the shortest possible stop in emergency
has been a much more difficult one than that with which

weight of those

modern

it

said in high-speed braking.

imtil the Pennsylvania Eailroad tests last year they
equalled.

Jersey

in use.

cars so as to

applications

we were confronted ten years
time averaged more than six
'including the locomotive.

ago.

Few

fast passenger trains at that

cars in length or

more than 500 tons

Trains of from 10 to 12 cars that weigh

over 1000 tons, including the locomotive, have been a source of

much

trouble to some roads on account of the severe shocks and wheel
sliding that resulted
to obtain the

from emergency

maximum

applications.

The time

required

brake cylinder pressure, in emergency, as

well as the time of propagating quick action through the train,

is

a

very important factor in the length of a stop.
"With the pneumatic brake, the brake cylinder pressure reaches

the

maximum on

the forward portion of the train before the brakes

& W.

'

Trav. Air Brake

^

Rep., N. Y. Air-Brake Co., 165 Broadway,

Instr., D., L.

R.R.

New

York.
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have been applied on the
to

run

in,

The

rear.

result is that the slack has time

causing a shock, more or less severe, according to condi-

and exerting a force against the forward portion of the train
which has a tendency to cause slid flat wheels. Some railroad men
have been protesting against the rapid rise of brake cylinder pressure
in emergency applications. They said that they would prefer a slower
rise of pressure in the cylinders and longer stops than the trouble
tions,

due to shocks and

They

slid flat wheels.

plaint as far as the pneumatic brake

are justified in their com-

concerned, but I believe the

is

electro-pneumatic brake will tend to overcome the trouble.

The use of the electric control in combination with an air brake
equipment of more modern design, which has port areas sufficiently
large to permit the maximum cylinder pressure to be obtained in
less than half the time required by the older equipments, will very
materially reduce the length of emergency stops.

However, as there are very many service stops made
emergency,

it is

just as important,

the service applications.

not more

if

The time required

to

so, to

to

one in

take care of

make a

service re-

duction of brake pipe pressure increases with the increased length
of the train,

and

as the brakes are applied

on the

of the train before they are

on the forward portion

rear, causes shocks or surges.

Electric control of the brakes causes the brakes on all cars to operate

simultaneously, thus eliminating the cause of these shocks by elim-

inating the time element existing with pneumatic operation.

With the electro-pneumatic

brake, even the indifferent or unskilled

engineer can handle a long train as smoothly and accurately as a
single ear, while without the electric control the careful

engineer cannot always

hard he

make a smooth,

The author shows very
It

It

is

how

clearly the better results obtained with the

not, however, a recent type of foundation brake

was used with the vacuum brake many years ago, and should

never have been discarded.

The

duced 12 per cent should be

sufficient to

losses

skilled

tries.

clasp brake.
gear.

and

accurate stop, no matter

due to false piston

fact that with it stops can be re-

travel, journal

recommend
and truck

it,

but that the

reactions, brake

shoe wear and variable shoe action are eliminated by

it,

are

much

more important.

The Author.

Mr. Vaughan's graceful tribute to the organiza-

tion responsible for these tests

is

particularly gratifying on account
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own long and intimate familiarity with the technical, engineering and economic phases of the brake problem.

of his

Wheel

sliding, to

which he

refers,

is

perhaps one of the most
As

and satisfactory brake operation.

elusive limitations to successful

Mr. Kelly explains, the factors involved in finally determining
whether wheels slide or not in any given case are so numerous, complicated

and oftentimes obscure that the assignment

of a definite

cause or causes or the adoption of practicable preventative measures,

same time maintaining the desired brake effectiveness,
judgment rather than of fixed rule.

at the

is

almost

entirely a matter of

The effect of flanged brake shoes as observed by Mr. Vaughan has
been a more or less common experience on many roads in this country.
On the other hand a large railroad system in the East has used
flanged brake shoes of a highly efficient type as standard on

passenger cars for years.

The

all their

from the ordinary

cars are braked

high-speed brake standard up to as high as 180 per cent braking

power in emergency, trains being made up as the cars may come.
This road has not experienced any inconvenience from wheel sliding
imder these conditions. As pointed out by Mr. Sargent and Mr.
Burton it has sometimes been found that the brake rigging and brake
head construction has been responsible for trouble experienced with
flanged brake shoes. The use of worn shoes on new wheels has also
been a cause of trouble.

There appears to be but one circumstance which can unhesitatingly be blamed for sliding wheels, namely, an excess of resistance to
rotation over rail adhesion.
rail

The

causes contributing to diminished

adhesion or increased resistance to rotation are

The

many and

variable.

considerable increase in train deceleration during the last

few hundred

feet before the stopping point is

an evidence of the

characteristic action of frictional resistance at constant pressure,

the speed of relative motion of the rubbing surface
ually reduced

from a

relatively

high value to

zero.

is

when

being contin-

This phenomenon

was first observed and commented upon in the report of the classical
Galton-Westinghouse Brake Trials on the London, Brighton & South
Coast Eailroad in 1878 and 1879, and was at that time attributed to
the effect of speed.

All subsequent experiments have developed this characteristic action.
it is

The present experiments
after

all,

a temperature

as explained in the paper

effect,

show that

speed being one of the factors

determining the resultant temperature

of

the

working

surfaces.

This can be visually observed in the disappearance of sparking
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(showing a high temperature of the rubbing surfaces) and the appearance of non-incandescent brake shoe metal ground off toward
the end of the stop. Invariably the cessation of sparks and appearance of the non-incandescent metal dust are coincident with the

beginning of the

rise in

the deceleration line referred to by Mr.

Vaughan.

The higher

rise of the train deceleration line

than that shown

for the test of individual brake shoes at the test plant

may

be due in

part to whatever different temperature conditions existed in the two
It may also be a result of the different methods of obtaining
cases.
the curves in the two eases.

The

laboratory records are autograph-

produced by the mechanism of the testing machine itself. To
avoid excessive fluctuations due to inertia and impact effect the action
of the automatic machanism must be more or less dampened, so that

ically

absolute accuracy of the final value indicated

pected nor

is it

considered significant.

The

is

scarcely to be ex-

train deceleration curves

from track chronograph records and owing

are plotted

to the ex-

tremely slow speed and rapid increase in deceleration of the train

during the

last

few

feet of its

motion the

final deceleration values

more accuracy or significance than is the case
machine record. The uncertainty due to these methods

plotted can claim no
of the testing

tends in opposite directions, however, so as to accentuate the contrast
referred io by Mr. Vaughan.

The question of complication mentioned by Mr. Vaughan and Mr.
Thomson depends largely on the functions demanded of the brake.
If simple

and moderate functional performance can serve the purpose,
But if a

complication of apparatus can largely be dispensed with.

multiplicity of functions, a high degree of protection against imde-

and a high efficiency and effectiveness are demanded a
amount of elaboration of the apparatus is necessarily implied.
Mr. Turner has pointed out the requirements of modern railroad
service which are constantly demanding more and more of the brakes

sired action,

certain

along these

lines.

Mr. Thomson

is

quite correct in so far as the obtaining of the

highest effectiveness from a given air brake design
is

but one of

if

we

many

are to meet the

is

concerned. This

channels along which improvement

demand

of

modern

is

necessary

railroa,d service to the high-

est possible degree.

Common
is

experience has shown that

if

a more elaborate

necessary for a given purpose the questions of

mechanism
manipulation and

CLOSURE
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by Messrs. Vaiighan, Langan and Thomson

will take care of themselves.

might be suggested here that the impression of complication
heightened by the multiplicity of lines required to illustrate the
sequence and connections of the working parts of the valve device
It

is

diagrammatically and as
dicates

if all

This by no means in-

in one plane.

an undue complexity of the devices

itself

however, partly

because in the actual construction the connections can be

more

made much

and simple than on a single flat surface and partly because ports and passageways once properly fixed in the metal do not
create in fact the working complication suggested by the lines on the
direct

drawings.

The New York, Westchester & Boston

tests

mentioned by Mr.

Potter are probably the best comparison of the action of one and

two brake shoes per wheel which we have on record up
is

This

to date.

because the rigging effect was practically eliminated by reason of

the use of the same rigging (with proper adjustment) for the single

shoe tests as was used for the tests with two shoes per wheel.

Thus,

the tests fairly compare the action of one shoe with that of two shoes

per wheel, without introducing the additional uncertainty of the
action of two different types of foundation brake gear which

present

when

testing differently designed riggings for clasp

is

always

and for

single shoe brake equipment.

With

menwe would refer to page 76 where it is shown
that the length of stop varied from lOi'Q ft. to 1389 ft. No assignable cause for this variation has been discovered aside from the known
reference to the cause of the variation in train records

tioned by Mr. Sargent

difference in brake shoe bearing

and shoe temperature.

It therefore

seems fair to assume that the different shoe metal conditions resulting

from the

different manipulations of the test train were capable of

producing the differences observed.

Moreover, by the same manip-

ulation the same variation in results could be reproduced at will.

The data submitted by Mr. Burton on braking
cance.

and wheel
and signifi-

force

pressures disclose conditions of the greatest importance

This phase of the situation deserves the careful consideration

of all having to do with the design

and maintenance of brakes and

foundation brake rigging.

The per

cent difference in stopping distance deduced by Mr.

Burton requires a word of caution to prevent misunderstanding or
misuse.
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For electro-pneumatic brake operation the almost instantaneous
makes it permissible to assume, as Mr.
Burton has done, that the stops will vary inversely as the product

application of the brakes

X

of e

But on account

/g.

of the longer time occupied in reaching

full effectiveness

with pneumatic operation and especially

formance of the

PM

brake equipment

is

if

being considered

the per-

(t

=

2.5

PM

equipment) more or less error is involved if the same assumption is made in such cases. The stops with the
brake equipment, for instance, would all be longer than those on which the table
for

PM

was based and the influence

of the time element {t in the

formula

given in the paper for length of stop) could no longer be disregarded
as is the case
to e

when

the stops are assumed to be inversely proportional

X /,.
It is particularly gratifying that the discussion has

force of unquestioned authority

and experience

to the

added the

main

thesis of

the paper, namely, that the performance of brakes on railroad trains
is

no longer

With

to be accepted as a function of the air brake device alone.

and economy as well as safety, the truck
and application of the foundation brake gear and
of the brake shoes must be given consideration as

respect to facility

design, the design

the characteristics

equally potent factors.
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